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Abstract
Today’s world is full of synthesized digital media like high quality renderings in form
of images or movies and real time visualizations of complex environments in form of
fully interactive applications such as games. Present rendering algorithms allow for the
production of synthetical images that are hard to distinguish from pictures which were
taken from the real world. Even with commodity hardware, high quality renderings can
be finished in reasonable time. Consequently, there are many applications in practice
which benefit from virtual environments. For example, many film productions use dig-
ital copies of real world locations like famous cities to easily include artificial content
(e.g. crowds of people), to allow for complex camera trajectories (e.g. falling from the
sky to the street level), or to simulate large scale effects (e.g. a heavy destruction of
the scene). This digest of new possibilities would be very expensive or even infeasible
without using virtual scenes.
One of the biggest bottlenecks in the production workflow of films and games is the
content creation. The modeling of large scale virtual environments that provide a high
amount of detail is a time consuming and sometimes tedious task. The problem is often
compensated by just keeping a high number of artists busy, however, this solution is
rather expensive and requires a lot of organisational overhead. Unfortunately, content
creation is a creative task and thus, it can not be fully automatized, i.e. the visionary
input of artists is still needed. This thesis is focused on the generation and rendering of
cities including common entities like buildings, bridges, and plants. Instead of rationalis-
ing the work of artists, we rather aim at the development of supportive tools that utilize
the expressive power of procedural modeling techniques combined with easily operated
user interfaces for the intuitive and efficient insertion of creative input.
The novelties of this thesis are categorized into three parts dealing with the theoretical
background of procedural modeling techniques, the interactive extensions for algorith-
mically generated content, and the real time visualization of compactly described virtual
city models.
i
In the first part, the fundamental formalisms of procedural modeling techniques are
discussed and analysed with respect to their application in virtual environments. An
expressive but yet intuitive modeling language is presented that allows for the combina-
tion of several existing modeling strategies and thus, enables the creation of hiearchical
structures (e.g. buildings and plants) as well as of interconnected structures (e.g. bridges
and power poles) within one unified description. One major advantage for such a uni-
fied language is the easy interoperability of different object domains. For example, the
growth process of an ivy plant is controlled by high-level semantics of the scene, i.e. the
branches tend to grow towards the closest stone elements defined, e.g., by the walls of
a building. In addition to statically defined geometry, an algorithm for producing plau-
sible animations of the city development is introduced. In contrast to other approaches
relying on a complex mathematical model to extrapolate a given street network into
the near future, the presented method procedurally interpolates inserted real world data
based on fuzzy information taken from historical city maps and books.
The second part of the thesis presents interactive extensions to the previously devel-
oped modeling language. Most importantly, there are two different views on the sys-
tem. On the one hand, the presented method allows for interactive scripting combining
conventional modeling tasks (i.e. creating, transforming, and manipulating geometrical
shapes) with the power of procedural modeling (e.g. automatically apply the same op-
erations on several instances of the same object). Although this is a supportive tool
for artists, it still requires modeling and sometimes even scripting skills. On the other
hand, procedural objects are enhanced with a set of intuitive parameters that can be
manipulated in a 3D viewer. Consequently, the user never gets in touch with the un-
derlying grammar. Having a database of self-contained procedural layouts and objects,
an intuitive interface is presented that enables the fast combination and manipulation
of existing elements, even for users without scripting or modeling experience.
In the third part, the efficient rendering of large scale procedural city models will be
discussed. Taking a coarse polygonal model of a city, i.e. extruded floor plans, high qual-
ity textures of the facades are generated on-the-fly. This is extremely beneficial for large
scale models, since the theoretical amount of data never needs to be stored explicitly.
The presented algorithm evaluates the facade grammars on a per-pixel basis supporting
a stochastic rule set, multiple layers, and the raytracing of 3D rooms. Furthermore, an
efficient screen space method for geometry instantiation is proposed to enhance the vi-
sual quality of the rendering by additional real 3D polygonal geometry. We demonstrate
our technique on a large and highly detailed city model achieving real time framerates.
ii
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1. Introduction
Nearly everyone of us is surrounded by synthesized virtual environments every day,
although it is not always obvious. For example, most graphics in any commercial seen
on street posters, on web banners, or in short clips on television contain artificial content
and special visual effects to make the communicated message impressive and memorable.
In some cases, a certain degree of realism is requested for the virtual environment,
especially, if it is mixed with real world content.
For a realistic rendering, many techniques have been developed in the last decades for
the simulation of the light transfer within the scene. Consequently, the visual quality
of rendered synthetic content is hardly distinguishable from real photographs. Since the
artists only need to define a set of physical properties of the materials, the light sources,
and the camera, even a very simplistic scene might look like a real photograph in the
final rendering. However, creating complex scenes containing a lot of detail still requires
an immense manual effort for generating the content.
This thesis deals with complex content creation in the domain of urban environments
that are required in a large variety of practical and scientific applications like commer-
cials, films, games, realistic 3D navigation, image based localization, and urban planning.
The major questions that need to be answered in this context are how to create a mas-
sively detailed urban model without much manual effort and how to visualize the large
amount of generated data in real time to allow for interactive modeling applications.
Procedural Modeling in Theory and Practice
In a conventional modeling software, the shape of an object is manually defined by a set
of tools. For example, the user can directly instantiate a certain primitive, like a box, a
sphere, or a cone, and apply a specific transformation to it in order to compose a more
complex scene. Most applications also provide a number of more advanced tools such
as the definition of spline surfaces or the composition of existing geometry by boolean
operations. However, the user is always faced with the geometric modeling of a particular
1
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object using very general and very basic operations. Consequently, composing a large
scene consisting of many details becomes a repetitive, tedious, and thus frustrating task.
For example, a facade is created by explicitly placing each individual window by hand
although the structure of the object is clearly visible such that large parts of the manual
modeling session could be automated.
In contrast, with procedural modeling the user does not directly define the shape of
an object but rather specifies a set of rules that describes how the object is constructed.
For example, the previously mentioned facade can be defined by certain measures and
constraints, like the size of a window or the distance between windows such that a
suitable layout of the windows within the facade is derived automatically. In detail,
procedural modeling techniques provide several interesting properties:
Compactness — A rule set can be compared to a code snippet that generates a
complex shape. Consequently, only the applied operators need to be stored instead
of the whole resulting geometry.
Structure — Procedural descriptions can be used to compose detailed scenes in a
well-controlled manner, e.g. creating a building is effiently done by defining a coarse
shape that is iteratively refined by the rule set to generate the facade details.
Reusability — Rules can provide parameters such that particular aspects of the
generated geometry can be explicitly varied. This allows for the application of the
same rule in many situations by slightly adjusting the corresponding parameter values.
Variability — A stochastic rule selection and random parameter values prevent the
creation of clearly visible repetitive patterns. The most interesting and useful proce-
dural objects often result from a good balance between structure and randomness.
Semantics — Rules might define the actual meaning of an object such that high-
level constraints can be specified, e.g. relationships between furniture restrict object
transformations in order to meet certain design guidelines for building interiors.
From a theoretical perspective, most of the object classes in an urban environment
(e.g. terrain, vegetation, or architecture) can be formalized by domain specific compact
procedural descriptions. For example, buildings are created by recursively splitting a
coarse initial boundary object like a simple box while vegetation is better represented
by a growth process starting from an initial seed point and sweeping a profile through
space thereby spanning the surface of a plant. Note, that the variability is one of the
2
Figure 1.1.: Interoperability of object classes for the creation of integrated virtual
scenes. First, the facades are generated including well defined semantics for walls and
windows. Afterwards, an ivy seed is placed on the street which grows towards the
surrounding walls and avoids the window areas. Finally, a catenary is placed above
the street which automatically determines possible mounting areas on the surrounding
facades.
most important properties of these object classes, e.g. objects behind windows might be
varied randomly to hide any repetitive patterns of the underlying simple description of
a building structure. Similarly, applying small variations in the branching angles of a
tree structure makes it possible to create a whole forest of the same tree species where
each tree instance has its unique shape and hence, the viewer will again not be able to
recognize any repetitive usage of the same rule set.
An important issue that has to be handled in terms of different object classes is the
lack of interoperability, i.e. each formalism is suitable to produce a certain object class
and is mostly not able to exchange information with another formalisms by default.
For example, simulating wild growth of ivy (typically defined by L-Systems) that tends
to grow along the rough masonry of a building (typically defined by shape grammars)
would not be possible as long as there is no information exchange between the two
formalisms. However, the aforementioned semantics represent a clear interface for oth-
erwise independent formalisms. In our previous example, a simple polygonal box shape
could be tagged as wall in order to allow the ivy to query this high level information for
its growth process. This thesis shows that the definition of semantics goes beyond the
interaction of different object classes and allows for the intuitive procedural description
of interconnected structures which is a new object class that is not trivially captured by
existing formalisms (cf. Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.2.: Formal descriptions can be interactively controlled by mapping certain
parameters to corresponding 3D GUI elements. For example, the window on the left
defines parameters for its color and for the distance between the cross members, the
facade in the middle specifies certain sizes for the floor heights, and the tree on the right
provides parameters to adjust the growth behavior.
Unfortunately, an extendable and unambiguous underlying formalism is not the only
requirement for an efficient modeling workflow. Although the creation of a virtual scene
by a textual formalism is a highly compact representation, the definition of rules rather
compares to writing a snippet of code instead of modeling and composing 3D objects
interactively. In practice, this is not acceptable since an artist should be able to con-
trol the procedural modeling process in an intuitive and interactive fashion. However,
certain object classes allow for the implementation of graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
on top of the actual formalism. In the ideal case, an interactive procedural modeling
environment would provide common elements known from conventional modeling soft-
ware (i.e. 3D / 2D GUI elements) such that the artist is never exposed to the underlying
procedural description. The interactive composition of a scene heavily benefits from the
reusability property of procedural methods, since many parameters can be mapped to
corresponding GUI elements. For example, a facade might provide a number of size pa-
rameters in order to adjust the floor heights or to change the distances between windows
(cf. Figure 1.2). For a competitive product, the underlying formalism also needs to be
flexible enough to adopt as many conventional modeling approaches as possible such as
free form surfaces or constructive solid geometry. In this thesis, a flexible formalism is
presented which does not only allow to embed arbitrary modeling stategies to intuitively
represent a large variety of different object domains, but that also allows for the integra-
tion of interactive control mechanisms in order to make procedural modeling techniques
accessible for artists without programming experience.
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Figure 1.3.: This image sequence shows the idea of a per-pixel grammar evaluation
for the generation of high quality facade textures. The evaluation starts with the initial
bounding box S = (Sl = 0,Sb = 0,Sr = w,St = h) of a facade with width w and height
h (upper left image). For each pixel that renders a facade, the corresponding texture
coordinates t = (u ∈ [0, w], v ∈ [0, h]) are determined such that the grammar can be
traced down with respect to t. The recursive refinement defined by the rules iteratively
reduces the size of S until a texture is sampled in the final step (bottom right image).
Although the generated content of a procedural description might become very com-
plex, this should not affect the realtime capabilities which are needed for an interactive
modeling session. Regarding the generation of an independent item, like a small facade,
the explicit evaluation (i.e. the generation of the complete geometric scene) is still pos-
sible with interactive frame rates. However, as the scene is getting more complex, the
number of generated geometric items will exceed the storage capacity and the compu-
tational performance of current hardware which asks for an alternative solution. This
thesis presents a per-pixel evaluation scheme which is majorly dependent on the render-
ing resolution and not on the actual geometric complexity of the scene (cf. Figure 1.3).
This approach allows for the realtime visualization of whole cities with a high geometric
detail without ever generating the majority of the content explicitly. Note, that we focus
on interactive procedural modeling systems which does not include a physically correct
rendering as mentioned at the beginning of the introduction, however, the modeled scene
could still be exported for realistic renderings by external applications.
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Thesis Structure
The thesis deals with the intuitive creation and the realtime visualisation of procedural
cities. Before we present our contributions that enhance existing approaches, we will first
give a comprehensive overview of procedural techniques for urban environments. This
includes a variety of generative, interactive, and reconstruction methods for common
object classes of a virtual urban environment like terrains, plants, facades, buildings,
and whole cities. With our extensive review of related state-of-the-art techniques, the
reader of this thesis gets an idea of current procedural modeling systems. Thus, the
reader should get an intuition of what is possible with the most recent approaches.
Subsequently, we will present our contributions to the field pushing research activities
in the domain of formalism development for new object classes, interactive techniques
for algorithmically generated content, and realtime rendering of compact procedural
representations.
The remainder of the thesis is then structured in three parts. First, we will have an in-
depth discussion about how to efficiently formalize cities. This includes the development
of a suitable modeling language for static virtual city models as well as a sophisticated
algorithm to produce animations of the city development over time. In the second part,
we present a quite general solution for the intuitive procedural content creation. The
major objective in this context is to allow even users without any modeling experience
to combine and manipulate highly parameterized 3D objects without ever getting in
touch with the underlying formal description of the scene. Finally, we introduce a
realtime rendering technique that enables the visualization of procedural cities without
generating the massive amount of data explicitly.
Important note: The thesis is based on the technical contributions of my
respective first author publications [KPK10, KK11a, KMK12, KK12, KK11b,
KBK13]. Several images and text passages in the three major parts of this
thesis are taken from these articles, however, a lot of additional and new ma-
terial has been added in order to provide a deeper insight to our approaches.
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In the last decades, researchers have put a lot of effort into the improvement of au-
tomatic content creation. Different formalisms have emerged from this research, each
aiming at the generation of a specific object class. For example, combining noise func-
tions has turned out to be a suitable solution for producing highly detailed terrains,
utilizing L-Systems has become the universally accepted approach for creating realistic
vegetation, and applying the concept of shape grammars has proven to be a convenient
strategy for modeling complex architecture. Although this thesis focuses on procedural
methods for cities including the design of a compact and unambiguous modeling lan-
guage, interactive techniques for an intuitive workflow, and fast evaluation mechanisms
for realtime visualization purposes, we also have to think a bit outside the box for a
clear positioning of our contributions. For this reason, we enlarge the scope of related
work to urban environments such that the reader gets a comprehensive overview in the
algorithmic generation of virtual worlds.
At a glance, designing complete urban environments is a challenging task due to the
actual complexity. Fortunately, Vanegas et al. have collected a variety of techniques for
the procedural modeling of urban spaces [VAW∗10]. Most interestingly, they issue a clear
statement about the need for different formalisms for the diversity of object classes that
are common in urban environments, namely the balance between the expressiveness and
the usability of a modeling language. In the former case, any Turing complete language
like C, Java, or Python could be used for the modeling of arbitrary scenes, however,
these languages are not designed for geometric modeling purposes. Consequently, a lot
of initial definitions and sophisticated software constructs are needed, if the language
has to perform simple modeling tasks. On the contrary, domain specific languages
provide convenient formulations with respect to specific modeling tasks, e.g. L-Systems
are appropriate for describing branching structures by utilizing a transformation stack.
However, having a simple, easy to use formalism is only beneficial as long as there is
no need to model any other object class as the one, the domain specific language was
originally designed for.
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Figure 2.1.: Generative 3D models: A key to more information within less
bandwidth at higher quality [BFH05]: A simple house is created by low level oper-
ations. First, new vertices are created resulting in a single quad. The quad is extruded
several times which yields the floors of the house. By moving some of the top vertices
to the middle of an adjacent edge and applying an edge collapse afterwards, a simple
roof is generated.
One approach of a very general modeling language was presented by Sven Havemann
[Hav05, BFH05]. Figure 2.1 shows a short modeling session for the creation of a simple
building. The language offers a lot of univeral tools for procedural modeling purposes
and hence, provides a high expressiveness. However, since the method is very generic,
its usability is rather limited. In practice, formalisms for procedurally generated content
are applied to save modeling times, i.e. sophisticated and domain specific features are
needed like the generation of street networks that automatically adapt given input maps
providing information like the population density [WMV∗08]. Consequently, we have
partitioned our related work into five sections, each dealing with a different but yet
important object class for the algorithmic creation of urban environments.
For the generation of fully artificial sceneries, we first have a look at some famous
methods for the creation of terrains which can be seen as the base entity of a virtual
world. Afterwards, several plant modeling concepts will be discussed, thus being able
to generate complete ecosystems. The major part of the related work then deals with
procedural modeling of cities, buildings, and facades. This also includes the generation
of proper room layouts for building interiors as well as appropriate furniture placements
within the rooms. Furthermore, some recent reconstruction methods will be discussed
in order to derive procedural descriptions of street networks and facade layouts from the
real world. Finally, we break the limitation of statically defined scenes and have a look
at the city development over time including common approaches in urban development.
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2.1. Geologic Phenomena
In our case, the term geologic phenomena refers to materials on a microscale as well
as to terrains on a macroscale. Although these object classes are not the major focus
of this thesis, we will briefly introduce the fundamental concepts for their creation.
Interestingly, the generation of materials and terrains basically relies on the same idea,
even though they represent structures on the smallest and on the largest scales. Both
classes are easily modeled by the composition of mathematical functions on a continuous
2D or 3D domain based on the observation that repetitive patterns with slight variations
occur all over the specified domain. For example, the wavy structure of a wooden
beam has a repetitive appearance, although each individual wave has a slightly different
shape (cf. Figure 2.2, right). Similarly, the repetitive appearance also holds for single
mountains of a mountain range. The main difference between the wooden beam and the
mountain range lies in the final representation. While materials typically build upon
functions returning a color value for each pixel of a texture, simple terrains are usually
represented by a heightfield, i.e. functions returning a height value for each point of a
plane (cf. Figure 2.2, left). For complex terrains, volumetric approaches provide more
degrees of freedom by using the 3D counterpart of pixels, namely voxels. This allows for
the creation of overhangs, e.g., which can not be represented by heightfields. Finally,
this section gives a short overview of how to produce realistic terrains based on physical
simulations and how to model large regions using interactive techniques.
Figure 2.2.: Real world images of a landscape in Wales, Europe (left) and of a wooden
fence (right). Both structures are easily modeled by the composition of noise functions.
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Figure 2.3.: Improving noise (left, [Per02]): Perlin noise as a fundamental basis of
procedural materials. An image synthesizer (middle, [Per85]): A marble material
based on Perlin noise. Procedural texture preview (right, [LLD12a]): Different
parameter settings of a procedural texture synthesized in a 2D preview texture.
Mathematical Functions — A common way to generate highly detailed terrains is the
composition of mathematical functions on an infinite and continuous domain [EMP∗02].
Different functions are combined in order to design terrain features on any scale. The
most popular approach in this context is the combination of noise functions [LLC∗10]
on different scales, since they appropriately capture the natural appearance of rough
and rocky landscapes. Furthermore, the concept of fractals allows for the definition of
infinitely detailed shapes [Man83]. The fractal dimension typically contains self-similar
patterns, i.e. the same kind of patterns will appear on different scales.
In practice, there is a large number of useful mathematical function for the generation
of realistic structures that are not only used for the generation of terrains, but also for the
creation of procedural materials. However, an in-depth discussion of these fundamental
basics is out of scope for this thesis and we would like to refer the reader to advanced
procedural material techniques instead [EMP∗02, LDG01, CXW∗05]. The materials
are often composed by a large amount of different functions that also provide many
parameters to tune the visual output (cf. Figure 2.3). As a consequence, artists of
procedural materials typically make a preselection of the parameters to allow for an
intuitive manipulation. In most cases, the number of parameters is still very high and
thus, potential users of the material can not fully comprehend the overall variety that
can be expressed. However, a visual parameter exploration can support the user, e.g. a
texture preview can be composed by using a set of parameter values which captures
several regions that provide a high variance (cf. Figure 2.3 right [LLD12a, LLD12b])
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Figure 2.4.: Geometry clipmaps: Terrain rendering using nested regular grids
(left, [LH04]): Using nested resolutions of a regular grid saves storage and does not
affect the high quality of the terrain close to the viewer. Arches: A framework
for modeling complex terrains (middle, right, [PGGM09a]): Using a voxel based
representation allows for the creation of complex terrains with overhangs.
Heightfields — A heightfield is a 2.5D representation for terrains, where each point
P = (x, y) ∈ R2 of a two-dimensional domain is mapped to a corresponding height
value h ∈ R. Mathematical functions are often utilized to generate polygonal meshes
of a heightfield, i.e. a regular grid samples the function h = f(x, y) at the 2D vertex
positions and sets the corresponding height values h. To reduce memory consumption,
an adaptive data structure provides a higher geometrical resolution close to the viewer
(cf. Figure 2.4, [LH04]). In addition, subdivision surfaces can be used to recursively refine
a coarse base mesh. In every iteration, the newly inserted vertices might be replaced
based on a given noise function resulting in fractal structures [FFC82]. For example,
starting with a coarse mesh of a sphere, specific terrain features can be iteratively added
in order to generate whole planets with realistic river networks [DGGK11].
Volumetric Approaches — For the modeling of more complex terrains that feature
overhangs and geometric handles (i.e. a high geometric genus), heightfields and even
subdivision surfaces are not sufficient. Instead, a volumetric representation provides the
needed information for every point P = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 in a three-dimensional domain.
For example, a function d = f(x, y, z) with d, x, y, z ∈ R assigns a density d to every
point in 3D space. Using a regular voxel grid for the sampling, the marching cubes
algorithm extracts an arbitrary iso surface as a polygonal mesh [LC87]. Incorporating
several materials within a volumetric data structure, Peytavie et al. propose a method
for the generation of realistic complex terrains (cf. Figure 2.4, [PGGM09a]). The same
authors also presented a smart extension that allows for the volumetric modeling of
arbitrary shapes made of rock piles [PGGM09b]. An aperiodic tiling of Voronoi cells is
utilized to produce plausible arrangements of rocks in a procedural manner.
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Figure 2.5.: Fast hydraulic erosion simulation and visualization on GPU (left,
[MDH07]): A fluid simulation combined with an erosion operator can be utilized to sim-
ulate realistic riverbeds. Terrain sketching (right, [GMS09]): Sketching the silhouette
of a mountain provides boundary conditions for the procedural generation of the details.
Physical Simulation — While the aforementioned methods based on mathematical
functions and fractal geometry are rather hard to control, a physical model enables the
simulation of realistic effects in an intuitive fashion. One of the most popular effects is
the natural transport of soil and sand caused by the movement of water. Algorithmically,
a fluid simulation can be coupled with the morphological erosion operator in order to
simulate the mentioned sediment transportation (cf. Figure 2.5, [NWD05, MDH07]).
Interactive Techniques — Terrains can be created interactively by the direct manip-
ulation of the native data structure like painting a 2D heightmap or sculpting virtual
3D clay. However, this process is tedious and often lacks realism, if the author does
not carefully design details. Instead of manually editing the low level data structure,
sketching the silhouettes of mountains or the trajectory of a river bed are high level op-
erations that allow for the intuitive modeling of the coarse terrain features while small
scale details can still be generated automatically (cf. Figure 2.5, [GMS09, HGA∗10]).
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Materials and terrains are easily expressed by mathematical functions on a continuous
domain, since certain patterns occur repetitively all over the domain. In contrast, the
generation of vegetation builds upon the observation, that trees and plants typically
grow from an initial seed point. Therefore, the fundamental modeling strategy uses a
recursive evaluation approach that iteratively populates space by the creation of branch-
ing structures (cf. Figure 2.6). L-Systems are a generally accepted concept to represent
this object class, which are a very abstract formulation based on a string replacement.
The output of such a grammar is typically a sequence of symbols which needs a visual
interpretation to produce the final geometry. This chapter discusses a number of differ-
ent L-System classes such as context-free, context-sensitive, stochastic, parametric, and
environmental-sensitive L-Systems to summarize the basic capabilities of this formalism.
Afterwards, we give an overview of interactive techniques which are not trivially imple-
mented due to the underlying abstract formulation. Finally, we show how to compose
complete ecosystems using vegetation as well as terrains and materials.
Figure 2.6.: Real world image of a tree in the Grand Canyon National Park, North
America. The picture is augmented by a measure of length and an angle measure which
are typical parameters used in the definition of branching structures.
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Symbols Graphical interpretation
F / f Move the turtle into its heading direction and thereby draw a/no line
+ / − Rotate the turtle right/left
[ / ] Push/pop the turtle’s state to/from a stack
other Ignore symbol and leave the turtle’s state as is
Table 2.1.: Graphical representation of symbols in the final string.
L-Systems — Lindenmayer and Prusinkiewicz pioneered the automatic plant genera-
tion by using L-Systems [PL96]. In this section, we give a short summary of their work
incorporating related methods and important extensions to elucidate the intuition of the
formalism and its relation to the modeling of plants.
Context-free L-Systems — Context-free L-Systems are formal grammars that define
a recursive replacement of letters in a given string by new substrings. In general, the
formalism relies on a finite set V of symbols (the alphabet). The set of all words over
V is denoted as V ∗ whereas the the set of all nonempty words is addressed by V +. The
grammar is defined by the 3-tuple G = (V, ω, P ), where V is the alphabet, ω ∈ V +
is the axiom (the start string), and P ⊂ V × V ∗ is a set of production rules. The
rules (p, σ) ∈ P are typically written as p → σ and denote the replacement of the
symbol p ∈ V (the predecessor) by the sequence of symbols σ ∈ V ∗ (the successor).
By convention, for all symbols x ∈ V that are not explicitly defined in the set of rules,
the trivial identity rule x → x is assumed in order to have a well-defined rule for each
symbol during the evaluation. In every iteration of the L-System, all symbols s in the
current string τ are simultanously replaced by the right-hand side of the corresponding
rule.
Visual Interpretation — L-Systems recursively transform strings which does not yield
any graphical representation, however, interpreting the symbols of the string by a LOGO-
style turtle allows for the generation of vector graphics [Pru86]. Technically, the turtle
acts as a pen with a position and an orientation (drawing direction). All symbols s ∈ τ
are interpreted sequentially. Table 2.1 contains a list of commands that are used by the
turle graphics for the 2D case. An example of a 2D fractal structure, the Koch curve,
is illustrated in Figure 2.7a. Branching structures are easily defined by using a stack,
i.e. the turtle’s position and orientation can be pushed to or popped from a stack to
allow for the design of rudimentary tree structures (cf. Figure 2.7b).
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#ro ta t i on 90◦
V = {F,− ,+}
ω = F−F−F−F
P = {F→F−F+F−F−F}
(a)
#ro ta t i on 20◦
V = {X,F, − ,+ , [ , ]}
ω = X
P = {X→F[+X]F[−X]+X,
F→FF}
(b) (c)
Figure 2.7.: The algorithmic beauty of plants [PL96]: Turtle graphics are used
to visualize L-Systems. Since the formalism only allows for a text replacement with-
out parameters, the representation needs to define the angle of the rotation commands
globally. The left drawing shows the Koch curve after 4 iterations (a) and the middle
image depicts a simple branching structure after 7 iterations (b). Extending the set of
symbols that are interpreted by the turtle (i.e. further rotations around the local up,
left, and forward direction of its local coordinate system) and using generalized cylin-
ders allows for the creation of 3D structures. The right column (c) shows two example
images, namely the Hilbert curve after 2 iterations (bottom) and a plant structure after
7 iterations (top).
The use of turtle graphics can be further extended to allow for the creation of 3D
structures. In the three dimensional case, the turtle can be rotated around the axes of
its local coordinate system, i.e. yaw (left / right rotation around the local up direction),
pitch (up / down rotation around the local left direction), and roll (left / right rotation
around the current forward direction). Instead of using lines, the creation of generalized
cylinders yields more impressive results [PL96, PMKL01], i.e. the turtle defines the
trajectory of a 2D contour that is swept through 3D space thereby spanning a smooth
surface (cf. Figure 2.7c). Further note, that the color of a generalized cylinder might be
varied along its trajectory.
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#ro ta t i on 45◦
V = {Fa ,Fb ,− ,+ , [ , ]}
ω = Fb [+Fa ]Fa [−Fa ]Fa
P = {Fb < Fa → Fb}
(a)
#ro ta t i on 45◦
V = {Fa ,Fb ,− ,+ , [ , ]}
ω = Fa [+Fa ]Fa [−Fa ]Fb
P = {Fa > Fb → Fb}
(b) (c)
Figure 2.8.: The algorithmic beauty of plants [PL96]: Context sensitivity is used
to simulate the flow of information in a branching structure, either bottom-up (a) or
top-down (b). Note, that the symbols - and + are omitted for the determination of the
context and that special care has to be taken for the brackets which create the visual
branching. For example, the left and right contexts for a predecessor BC < S > G[H]M
are fulfilled in the sequence ABC[DE][SG[HI[JK]L]MNO], since DE is an adjacent
branch before the occurence of S and I[JK]L as well as NO are beyond the defined
context (c).
Context-sensitive L-Systems — In the domain of plant modeling, the hitherto ex-
plained context-free L-Systems are often not expressive enough. For simulating infor-
mation flows within a plant, like receiving light at the leaves of a tree and propagat-
ing the energy through the organism, the formalism is extended by context sensitivity
[PL96, PHHM97]. For this reason, the left-hand side of the production rules may define
a left and a right context by writing l < p > r → σ, where p and σ are the corresponding
predecessor and successor as before, l is the required left context, and r is the required
right context. Note, that the definition of any context is optional, i.e. l, r, or both might
be omitted. A replacement of p by σ only takes place, iff the defined context is given for
a symbol in the current string. For example, applying the rule b < a → b to the string
baaa will only replace the first a resulting in the sequence bbaa, since this symbol is the
only one that has the left context b. If the given string makes use of the bracket notation,
the search procedure of the left and right context might have to ignore certain symbols
with respect to the graphically interpreted branching structure. Figure 2.8 depicts the
transport of information by context sensitive rules.
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Figure 2.9.: The algorithmic beauty of plants [PL96]: Three examples using the
full expressiveness of stochastic and parameterized L-Systems.
Stochastic and Parametric L-Systems — In practice, the L-System formalism has to
feature two further extensions for the generation of realistic plants, namely a stochastic
rule selection and parametrized production rules [PL96, PHHM97, PHM00, PKMH00].
For completeness, we will have a short look at these concepts to explain the basic idea,
however, the formal definitions and an in-depth discussion of these concepts would go
beyond the scope of this thesis and hence, we have to refer the reader to the corresponding
literature. Some results are shown in Figure 2.9.
In a stochastic L-System, the set of production rules might contain multiple rules for
a single predecessor. Each of this rules is then associated with a probability summing
up to 1 for all rules that are defined for a certain predecessor. During the replacement,
the applied rule is selected according to its probability.
Parametric L-Systems break the limitation of globally defined constants by associating
numerical parameters with the symbols of the string. This allows for the integration of
arithmetic and logic expressions in order to specify a well-defined mathematical model
that simulates the growth process. In this context, the definition of rules is extended by
conditions, i.e. a rule can only be applied, iff the condition is fulfilled, e.g. a parameter
has to be smaller than a certain threshold.
Environmental-sensitive L-Systems — The previous definitions and extensions of
the L-System formalism work well for the generation of independent plants which does
not involve any environmental sensitivity. However, the intercommunication between
the growth process of a plant and its environment is a convenient extension for several
reasons. First of all, it allows for an intuitive artistic control of the outer plant shape
by pruning the growth process to a given geometrical shape (cf. Figure 2.10, [PJM94]).
While this is a rather one-sided interaction (the L-System needs to query the geomet-
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Figure 2.10.: Self-organizing tree models for image synthesis (top, [PHL∗09]):
Self organizing trees automatically adapt lighting conditions. By changing only a few
parameters the overall growth can be tuned to grow towards the ground or the sun.
Synthetic topiary (bottom, [PJM94]): Environmental queries can be used to limit the
growth process such that the final plant is contained within a given shape.
rical shape, but not vice versa), Mech et al. presented open L-Systems to allow for an
intercommunication between the plant and any given environment [MP96]. Technically,
the L-System provides a parameterized symbol E(p1, · · · , pn) which allows to pass n
parameters to an external process. This process might then perform any calculation,
like determining the water distribution around the roots of the plant. The results are
returned by simply changing the values of the parameters p1, · · · , pn and thus, the L-
System can proceed its evaluation with the newly given information. Recently, Palubicki
et al. used the idea of environmental sensitivity so simulate the competition for light
and space within the growth process (cf. Figure 2.10, [PHL∗09]). Due to the additional
meta information from the environment, less parameters need to be tuned for visually
pleasing results.
Note, that in contrast to context-sensitivity, environmental -sensitivity uses the visual
interpretation of the L-System. Thus, the system always has to apply one replacement
step of the L-System, generate the needed geometrical information by the visual inter-
pretation of the symbols, perform the queries in its environment, discard the geometrical
representation, and start over with the subsequent replacement step on the string.
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Figure 2.11.: The use of positional information in the modeling of plants
(left, [PMKL01]): Defining functions that are parameterized along the trajectory of
a limb allows for a high-level control of the parameter values. Guided procedural
modeling (right, [BvMM11]): Intuitive and modular creation of vector graphics based
on L-Systems. Links on adjacent polygon boundaries guide the growth process from one
polygonal region to a neighboring one.
Interactive Techniques — The major advantage of using L-Systems for plant mod-
eling is their pseudo-chaotic yet controlled and convincing visual output. Since the
growth simulation is inspired by biological and physical processes, any precise manual
interaction seems to be contradictory to this observation. Consequently, interactions
with procedurally generated plants rather deal with intuitive methods for the definition
of constraints. For example, the previously mentioned pruning does not influence the
inner branching structure of a plant but restricts the growth process to be contained
within a given geometrical shape [PJM94]. With the use of generalized cylinders, the
actual sweep contours can be manually edited and parameters along the trajectory of
a limb (like the size or rotation of leaves) can be intuitively controlled by user-defined
functions (cf. Figure 2.11, [PMKL01]). Recently, Benes et al. presented a method to
guide the procedural modeling process in a modular way [BvMM11]. In their approach,
the user defines several guides (closed polygonal shapes) that may stay in touch at their
edges thereby creating links in between. Each guide contains an open L-System such
that the communication between the guides can be utilized to yield an overall consistent
model (cf. Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.12.: Realistic modeling and rendering of plant ecosystems (left,
[DHL∗98]): Creation of a complete ecosystem by properly distributing a large vari-
ety of different plant species. Simulating and modeling lichen growth (middle,
[DGA04]): In nature scenes, the propagation of lichen yields a more natural and thus, a
more realistic appearance of the virtual model. Modeling autumn sceneries (right,
[DGAG06]): Simulating falling leaves can further enhance the visual quality of a nature
scene.
Complete Ecosystems — Having defined a fundamental modeling language for sim-
ulating realistic growth processes of plants and a convenient way for their intercommu-
nication by using open L-Systems, the last step to take is the generation of complete
ecosystems. Deussen et al. presented a method for a proper placement of various plant
species on a computer generated terrain which provides semantic information like the
distribution of water (cf. Figure 2.12, [DHL∗98]). Furthermore, they present a method
to reduce the complexity of the scene by creating instances of different plant species.
In order to speed up the generation time of such a complex system, Lipp et al. have
recently introduced an approach for the parallel computation of L-Systems on current
hardware as provided by modern GPUs or multi-core CPUs [LWW10].
For modeling the diversity of plant species, the L-System formalism has become a
generally accepted solution. However, there are a number of methods based on more
complex simulations in order to enhance the visual quality of an ecosystem such as
generating lichen growth by a diffusion-limited aggregation process (cf. Figure 2.12,
[DGA04]), rotating a silhouette to span a mushroom like shape which is then deformed
to produce a variety of different mushrooms [DVGG04], or plausibly simulating different
leaf falling patterns to generate virtual autumn sceneries (cf. Figure 2.12, [DGAG06]).
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2.3. Architectural Structures
Architectural structures are most often modeled in a hierarchical manner. The widely
accepted approaches of shape grammars and split grammars typically start with a coarse
building layout consisting of simple primitives like boxes or cylinders and iteratively re-
fine the current elements of the scene in a very controlled way. For the modeling of
facades, e.g., subdivisions along the axes of a rectangular domain are defined recursively
in order to produce well-arranged window placements (cf. Figure 2.13). This chapter
especially focuses on CGA shape, a split grammar specifically designed for computer
graphics architecture, since our modeling language is heavily inspired by this approach.
In addition, we discuss several interactive techniques that also allow for local mod-
ifications, which are not trivially implemented for algorithmically generated content.
Furthermore, we give a brief overview of reconstruction methods to show the integration
of real world content in a procedural modeling framework. For the sake of completeness,
this chapter ends with a short survey on methods for the creation of building interiors.
Figure 2.13.: This figure shows a real world photo of a building (left) which is then
augmented by its virtual representation (middle). The schematic view (right) depicts
the decomposition of the building structure into an arrangement of simple boxes.
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Figure 2.14.: Introduction to shape and shape grammars [Sti80]: A simple
shape grammar with shapes S, symbols L, rules R and axiom I (top) and an exemplary
evaluation (bottom). The evaluation starts with the initial shape I, applies the first
rule three times to increase the geometric detail, and finally terminates by applying the
second rule once.
Shape Grammars — In contrast to L-Systems which define a string-based replacement
procedure, George Stiny pioneered the concept of shape grammars defining a replacement
approach based on points and lines [Sti80, Sti75]. Up to a certain extent, the fundamental
evaluation strategy is the same, except that the search problem of finding a sub-shape
in a given shape is much harder than finding a symbol in a given string. In fact, it was
recently shown that the search problem for sub-shapes is actually NP-hard for parametric
shape grammars [YKG09].
For a brief introduction of the formalism, a labelled shape σ =< s, P > is defined by a
shape s consisting of points and lines and an additional set of labelled points (p,A) ∈ P
where p is a point andA is a symbol associated with p. The labelled shape σ1 =< s1, P1 >
is called subshape of σ2 =< s2, P2 >, iff s1 is a subshape of s2 (i.e. the points and lines
of s1 are contained in s2) and P1 is a subset of P2. Furthermore, boolean operations
are defined between labelled shapes, i.e. the union σ1 + σ2 =< s1 + s2, P1 + P2 >, the
intersection σ1∗σ2 =< s1∗s2, P1∗P2 >, and the difference σ1−σ2 =< s1−s2, P1−P2 >.
Finally, a transformation τ can be applied to a labelled shape, i.e. τ(σ) =< τ(s), τ(P ) >.
A shape grammar is defined by the 4-tuple G = (S, L,R, I) where S and L are finite
sets of shapes and symbols, respectively. R is a finite set of rules of the form α → β
with labelled shapes α and β. I is the axiom or initial labelled shape. A rule α → β
can be applied to the current labelled shape γ, iff there is a transformation τ such that
τ(α) is a subshape of γ. A rule is applied to γ by removing τ(α) from γ and inserting
τ(β) to γ, i.e. [γ − τ(α)] + τ(β). Figure 2.14 shows a simple shape grammar.
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Figure 2.15.: Instant architecture [WWSR03]: By successively applying split rules
to a rectangular domain, the coarse structure is broken down into its elementary parts.
Split Grammars — Since the sub-shape problem of shape grammars is hard to com-
pute, Wonka et al. have simplified the idea and came up with the concept of split
grammars that are particularly suitable for the generation of buildings and facades
[WWSR03]. Instead of an arbitrary shape replacement, rectangular domains are subdi-
vided several times until terminal shapes are placed. Hence, the application of the split
grammar yields the spatial layout of a building. Attributes can be defined and prop-
agated during the evaluation in order to guide the rule selection, e.g. vary the type of
terminal shapes that are placed in the bottom and the upper floors of a facade. For this
reason, a control grammar is introduced to distribute or refine design decisions within
the spacial layout.
Since the definition of the split and control grammars seems to be rather inconvenient,
Larive et al. proposed the concept of wall grammars which also rely on the subdivision
of rectangular domains [LG06]. The paper presents a compact set of five operators that
are needed for the intuitive definition of a grammar that generates 2.5D facades. The
input to their system are arbitrary building footprints, which are extruded to apply a
wall grammar to all side polygons. In order to create complete 3D buildings, roofs are
generated by the Straight Skeleton method [EE98].
CGA shape — The most accepted method for the procedural modeling of computer
graphics architecture is CGA shape which was presented by Mu¨ller et al. [MWH∗06].
Since their work has inspired a lot of follow-up research, we will summarize the fun-
damental concepts. Formally, the approach relies on labelled scopes (S, l), where l is
a string (the label) and S is a cuboid (the scope) defined by a position, orientation,
and size (cf. Figure 2.16). In their simplest form, the rules of CGA shape are written as
r → O where r is a string (the rule name) and O is a sequence of n operators O1, · · · , On.
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Figure 2.16.: Procedural modeling of buildings [MWH∗06]: A scope is an ori-
ented bounding box defined by a position P , a local coordinate system spanned by the
orthonormal axes x, y, z, and the absolute sizes sx, sy, sz along each axis (left). Any
loaded geometry will be transformed to match the current scope. This allows for the
easy definition of mass models (middle). When the coarse model is decomposed, regular
split rules automatically snap to intersections of scopes in order to align the details with
the coarse shape of the mass model (right). This avoids common artifacts like windows
which are partially occluded by walls.
A rule r can be applied to a labelled scope (S, l) iff r = l. Consequently, the application
of rules is as simple as with L-Systems and does not involve a computationally expensive
shape matching. In principle, there are two classes of operators that can be applied to
a scope. On the one hand, operators can manipulate the shape of the scope or load
polygonal geometries as terminal shapes that will be scaled to fit into the corresponding
scope. For example, T (tx, ty, tz) translates the scope within its local coordinate system,
S(sx, sy, sz) sets the absolute size, and I(
′window.obj′) loads a polygonal geometry from
a file. On the other hand, operators might instantiate new labelled scopes for further
evaluation. This includes a component split, which disassembles a scope into its faces,
edges, and vertices. The lower dimensional entities are degenerated scopes (e.g. faces
are scaled to 0 along the local z-axis) which are associated with user-defined labels.
The most essential operators are inspired by split grammars in order to subdivide
the scope along one of its local axes, namely Subdiv(axis , p1, · · · , pn){l1| · · · |ln} and
Repeat(axis , p){l}. In the former case, the scope is split into n parts where the i−th scope
is associated with the label li. The parameters p1, · · · , pn define absolute and relative
sizing policies. For example, Subdiv(′X ′, 2, 1r, 1r, 2){B|A|A|B} will split a scope along
the local x-axis into 4 parts, where the first and last part are labelled with B and have
an absolute width of 2 while the inner parts are labelled with A and equally distribute
the remaining width, e.g. if the preceding scope has a width of 12, the succeeding parts
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Figure 2.17.: Procedural modeling of buildings [MWH∗06]: Complex example
showing a procedural Pompeii model based on the real footprints. The corresponding
grammar contains 190 rules and only 36 terminal objects.
will be sized to 2, 4, 4, and 2. The absolute values for the relative sizes ri are calculated
as ri ∗ (w −
∑
aj)/
∑
rj, i.e. given the absolute width w of the preceding scope, we
substract all absolute parts aj, divide the result by the sum of all relative parts rj and
multiply this by the relative size ri that is defined by the i−th part. The second operator
(Repeat(axis , p){l}), subdivides the scope into equally sized parts of approximately p and
associates each new scope with the label l. Given the abolute width w of the preceding
scope, the width of the new scopes is calculated as w/dw/pe.
The modeling process starts with the creation of a mass model, i.e. simple primitives,
like boxes or cylinders, are placed into the scene to represent the coarse shape of a
building (cf. Figure 2.16). Details are generated by combining the diffent split operations.
Since the basic primitives are arbitrarily arranged, the splits might not be aligned with
the intersections. This leads to artifacts like partially occluded windows. For this reason,
the paper introduces context sensitive (conditional) rules that may check for partial
or complete occlusion of a scope and thus execute a different sequence of operators.
Furthermore, the split operations are enabled to snap to intersections of the mass model
in order to produce proper layouts that are aligned with the coarse building structure
(cf. Figure 2.16). Figure 2.17 shows a complex example that was generated using the
CGA shape formalism.
Note, that there is a major difference in the meaning of context sensitivity in L-
Systems and CGA shape. In the L-System formalism, context sensitivity addresses a
number of left and right symbols of the current string. Although CGA shape is defined
by textual rules, the method does not rely on a string replacement and hence there is
no symbol based context. Consequently, the context sensitivity of CGA shape can be
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Figure 2.18.: Procedural modeling of structurally sound masonry buildings
[WOD09]: Integrating shape rules with a global optimization of the parameters allows
for the creation of structurally sound objects. In each iteration of the optimization,
the model is evaluated and the physical forces of the elements are analysed in order to
update the free parameters. The optimization terminates when it is stuck in a local
minimum or if the forces have reached equilibrium.
rather compared to the environmental sensitiviy of L-Systems, since geometrical queries
are applied to the scene. Further recall, that the L-System formalism needs to rebuild
the visual interpretation of the string after every iteration of the grammar evaluation in
order to apply environmental sensitive operations. In contrast, CGA shape still relies on
a direct scope replacement inspired by shape grammars and thus the geometry is always
available.
There are a number of approaches that rely on the concept of CGA shape, especially
in the context of interactive techniques or grammar based reconstruction methods, how-
ever, two interesting extensions which conceptually enhance the capabilities of CGA
shape have to mentioned in this paragraph. Ilcˇ´ık et al. presented a simple extension
in order to define kinematic constraints within the generated model [IFPW10]. Hence,
an intuitive manipulation of the final structure becomes possible. While the relation
of their approach to the creation of buildings is rather limited (e.g. windows or doors
might be anchored to the facade), Whiting et al. included a global optimization process
in order to produce structurally-sound masonry buildings (cf. Figure 2.18, [WOD09]).
The procedural model is generated and analysed with respect to physical constraints. If
the configuration is not stable, new parameters are searched for the procedural descrip-
tion and the model is regenerated. This process is iterated until a stable configuration
is found.
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Figure 2.19.: Interactive visual editing of grammars for procedural architec-
ture (left 2 images, [LWW08]): Atomic split and repeat rules can be mapped to 3D
manipulators to gain interactive controls. The system also allows for local modifications
which are stored separately from the grammar. Interactive coherence-based facade
modeling (right 3 images, [MWW12]): Interactively adding split rules can be supported
by using a rectified facade as a background. Since the decomposition of a facade is a
recursive process, repetetive parts can be grouped and edited in parallel. On the lowest
level, arbitrary polygons can be extruded to achieve a high level of detail.
Interactive Techniques — While the interactive and intuitive design of L-System
generated plants relies on the editing of its environment, the interactive creation of CGA
shape based buildings can still be performed intuitively by a direct manipulation of the
atomic operators. Lipp et al. extended CGA shape by 3D manipulators in order to edit
the basic transformation and split operations interactively (cf. Figure 2.19, [LWW08]).
Furthermore, the paper presents a concept for persistent local modifications. If the
geometry of a model is explicitly edited after its generation, the procedural description
would stay the same. Consequently, changing the parameters of the grammar results
in regenerating the geometry and thus, any explicit manipulation gets lost. By the
introduction of locators, which are stored independently from the grammar, the user can
apply local changes that are kept even if the parameters of the grammar are adjusted.
Technically, this is done by defining tags in the grammar such that any path in the
hierarchical construction of the building can be uniquely addressed. The syntax of a
locator allows for selecting a certain subset of all paths. During the evaluation, the
grammar needs to check, if the path of the currently processed scope corresponds to any
externally defined locator. If this is the case, the original rule or any defined variables are
replaced by external definitions that are associated with the matching locator. Hence,
changing any parameters of the grammar will not affect the local modifications.
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Figure 2.20.: A connection between partial symmetry and inverse procedural
modeling [BWS10]: Symmetries of an input model are detected such that it can be
composed into a set of elements (building blocks) that can be combined in many ways.
While the previously explained approach may allow for local modifications and inter-
active adjustment of the atomic operations, the artist still needs to have a precise un-
derstanding of the building structure in order to apply the operations in the right order.
For the creation of facades, Musialski et al. have presented an interactive method that is
supported by orthogonal projections of facade photographs (cf. Figure 2.19, [MWW12]).
Although their approach is used to recover the structure of existing facades, the major
focus is put on interactive techniques based on coherence-based modeling, i.e. elements
that are determined to be similar are manipulated in parallel. The results show, that
the method enables an efficient workflow for the fast creation of realistic 2.5D facades.
Another promising approach for the interactive creation of complex architecure was
recently presented by Kelly et al. [KW11]. The fundamental idea is the creation of
building outlines that are extruded with respect to a sketched profile. This allows for
an intuitive definition of complex building shapes including curved roofs and dormer
windows.
Reconstruction Methods — Several applications, like 3D navigation or urban plan-
ning, require real world urban data. A comprehensive survey of reconstruction methods
for facades, buildings, and cities was recently presented by Musialski et al. [MWA∗12].
Most of the reconstruction techniques use images or laser-scans to produce a consistent
and dense point cloud, however, some of the approaches for buildings and facades try to
find higher level semantics by the application of inverse procedural modeling.
One of the most basic strategies is the detection of partial symmetries. Bokeloh et
al. introduced a system that analyses a given geometry in order to find similar regions
(cf. Figure 2.20, [BWS10]). The original shape is partitioned into a (not necessarily
disjunct) set of sub-shapes. The boundaries at which the geometry was cut are called
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Figure 2.21.: Image-based procedural modeling of facades [MZWVG07]: Facades
are recusively broken down into elementary rectangular areas such that the structure
can be described with a set of simple CGA shape rules. By applying slight intrusions
and extrusions on the resulting structure, the overall appearance of the model becomes
much more realistic.
docking sites. Having the set of sub-shapes and their available docking sites, a user in-
terface is presented that allows for the creation of new structures by allowing sub-shapes
to connect with similar docking sites. The method can be seen as a detection of small
example shapes that can be put together in many ways. Consequently, the composition
process relies on a principle which is often referred to as modeling by example. There is
a number of approaches that are based on this idea in order to create consistent models
that provide well-defined features of other objects, however, the methods only take into
account very low level symmetry constraints (like parallelism, collinearity, orthogonal-
ity, etc.) and ignore higher level semantics for the creation of globally well-arranged
structures [Mer07, FKS∗04, KCKK12, JTRS12].
Low level symmetry detections are a suitable solution for the combination of ex-
isting objects providing many unique features, like furniture or vehicles, but for the
reconstruction of complex relationships with advanced semantical meanings (like certain
design guidelines for architecture) more sophisticated rules are needed. Nevertheless,
the classification of symmetric entities is still an excellent pre-process for the detection
of higher level semantics. Shen et al. presented an adaptive partitioning algorithm that
is applied to a dense point cloud in order to derive a hierarchical representation of 3D
facades. Repetitive elements are grouped recursively to obtain the high-level structure of
the input facade [SHFH11]. Similarly, Mu¨ller et al. proposed an image-based technique
for the detection of repetitive regions in order to derive a set of CGA shape rules to
describe the structure in a compact way (cf. Figure 2.21, [MZWVG07]).
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Figure 2.22.: Metropolis procedural modeling [TLL∗11]: Given a grammar (like
a model of a tree) and some external constraints (like the projected geometry should
correspond to some given shape), the space of all possible models producible by the
grammar can be searched for a particular model that fulfills the external constraints. In
the upper example, the shadow of the trees (i.e. its projection) should correspond to the
letters ”SIGGRAPH”. The algorithm can also be applied, e.g., to outline the skyline of
a city.
Aliaga et al. also proposed a system for a grammar based reconstruction of buildings
[ARB07]. The resulting representation is used to either modify the shape of a building
while keeping its rendering style or to change the style (like non-photorealistic render-
ing) while keeping the shape of the building. Another approach for the retargeting of
architecture has been proposed by Lin et al., who first apply a structural analysis to
derive a hierarchical tree representation which allows for an interactive manipulation of
the building shape while keeping the architectural style [LCOZ∗11].
Given a parametric grammar and a single photograph of a building, Koutsourakis
et al. optimize the given parameters to derive a specific grammar that best adapts the
structure of the visible facades [KST∗09]. Since the given grammars actually describe
the design of whole buildings, the reconstruction allows for the generation of 3D models.
The idea of parameter optimization with respect to a set of constraints has been adapted
by Talton et al. who define visual specifications for a given parametric grammar in order
to generate models that correspond to the users imagination [TLL∗11]. For example,
one result shows a set of trees that project a shadow in form of a given logo and another
one demonstrates, how the user can easily define the silhouette of a whole procedural
city (cf. Figure 2.22).
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Figure 2.23.: Component-based modeling of complete buildings (left, [LHP11]):
Creating a hierarchy of components of independent building parts or rooms, geometrical
queries are used to determine valid configurations of walls and furniture. (right, Com-
puter generated residential building layouts [MSK10]): Using a trained set of
typical room layouts, a proper floor plan is generated. The 3D model is then composed
of several style templates.
Building Interiors — The generation of fully accessible cities not only includes the
design of building shapes, but also needs to care about the interiors. If a floor plan
is already given, the most simple solution is its extrusion [HDMB07]. In contrast, a
procedural formulation for the creation of coherent exteriors and interiors was proposed
by Leblanc et al. (cf. Figure 2.23, [LHP11]). Inconsistent layouts, like inner walls that
occlude windows which are defined by the outer building shape, are avoided by the appli-
cation of queries. Furthermore, the use of constructive solid geometry (CSG) operations
allows for the definition of independent building components which can be composed
later on, e.g. doors are cut out of walls in order to make rooms or corridors accessible.
Given a set of requirements, Merrell et al. present a method for the automatic creation
and optimization of room layouts based on trained real-world data (cf. Figure 2.23,
[MSK10]). With the help of architectural guidelines the resulting floor plans gain an
authentic structure and thus, even the outer shape of a realistic 3D building model can
be derived. For complex buildings with many floors, Hahn et al. introduced a rather
simple split procedure to manage the large amount of data for realtime applications by
an on-the-fly generation of the rooms [HBW06]. Although the contents of the rooms
have to be regenerated whenever the viewer leaves a room and returns later on, any
changes are stored persistently based on corresponding records that are accessed by a
hash map.
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Figure 2.24.: Make it home: Automatic optimization of furniture arrange-
ment [YYT∗11]: By defining certain constraints or relations between objects, proper
furniture placements can be calculated automatically. Typical constraints in this sce-
nario are, e.g., to keep a pathway from one door to another door clean of objects (left).
In addition, typical relations between objects are, e.g., to place the television in front
of a couch such that they are facing each other (middle). A final result of a proper
arrangement of furniture can be seen in the right image.
The interior can be visually enhanced by a suitable placement of furniture. By associ-
ating semantics with objects in the scene (like specifying floor and wall regions, tables,
chairs, or any kind of usable object), constraints can be defined in order to automatically
produce a proper placement of the objects [XSF02]. For example, tables have to stand
on the floor or certain items are only allowed to be placed on a table. The concept
can be further enhanced by utilizing layout design guidelines as presented by Merrell
et al. [MSL∗11]. Within an interactive application, users are allowed to rearrange the
furniture arbitrarily. After this interaction, a number of different arrangements is pre-
sented that fulfill both, the user-defined constraints and the layout design guidelines.
In addition to the design guideline, the furniture arrangement can also be optimized in
terms of human ergonomics [GS09, YYT∗11], i.e. shelfs are easily accessible or chairs are
oriented with respect to interesting viewing directions (cf. Figure 2.24).
Beside the use of common computer aided design (CAD) software for the creation of
the furniture itself, Lau et al. presented a system to convert any existing 3D furniture
model to a set of fabricatable parts [LOMI11]. Consequently, any software that can
export polygonal geometry can be used which also includes procedural modeling appli-
cations. This is especially advantageous for furniture with repetitive elements, since they
can be generated in a similar fashion like procedural facades. Beyond that, Umetani et
al. proposed an interactive application to design physically valid furniture [UIM12].
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Given a heightfield to represent the basic terrain and additional maps to specify com-
mon attributes like the population density or the distribution of water and land regions,
street networks are easily defined by a seed point that initiates a growth process which
is influenced by the provided meta information. For example, the automatic creation
of streets should avoid water regions or very steep directions on the heightfield (cf. Fig-
ure 2.25). Since street networks are more or less similar to branching structures resulting
from a growth process, the fundamental formalism are L-Systems, however, the creation
of crossings make need for an extension that is implemented by self-sensitive L-Systems.
Subsequently, we are interested in procedural modeling on a large scale, i.e. how to place
the initial seed points for the city development. For example, cost functions can be
evaluated for a specific position in order to determine interesting regions with respect
to certain criteria. Afterwards, a number of interactive techniques is presented that en-
ables the efficient manipulation of complex street networks. Finally, this chapter gives
an overview of methods for the realtime visualization of cities with a high level of detail.
Figure 2.25.: This figure shows the street network (left, [Ope12]) and a real world
photo (right) of the Gold Coast, Australia. The blue lines in the map illustrate the view
frustum of the picture which was taken from top of the Q1 building. The photo is also
augmented by the far plane of the view frustum (blue line).
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Figure 2.26.: Procedural modeling of cities [PM01]: Self-sensitive L-Systems pro-
vide a compact way to generate street networks. Several input maps might influence
the growth process like land and water regions or the terrain elevation (top and mid-
dle grayscale images on the left). In addition, some maps like the population density
(bottom grayscale image on the left) control the height of the generated 3D buildings.
Self-sensitive L-Systems — Similar to a growth process of a plant, the development
of a street network can be achieved by the application of L-Systems. Thinking of an
L-System that generates a 2D branching structure of a tree, a street network can be
simulated with the same growth behavior, except that the created branches are not
allowed to overlap. Parish et al. extended the formalism of L-Systems by self sensitivity,
i.e. whenever a branch is going to overlap any other branch that was generated before, a
crossing will be inserted (cf. Figure 2.26, [PM01]). The paper presents a number of rules
that produce common street patterns like checkers (Manhattan style) or radial (Paris
style). Additionlly, a set of input maps (like the terrain elevation and the population
density) is used to allow for the procedural design of very natural street networks that
adopt geographical and sociostatistical data. The parcels of the resulting street graph
are then subdivided to generate a number of lots in which the buildings are instantiated.
Procedural Modeling on a Large Scale — Based on the idea of self-sensitive L-
Systems, Kelly et al. presented a framework for the procedural generation of cities which
exploits multi-core processors to achieve interactive frame rates [KM07], however, the
rudimentary subdivision algorithm for the creation of the lots still produces poor results.
For this reason, Vanegas et al. have put a lot of effort into the analysis of real world
parcel layouts [VKW∗12]. They present a subdivision algorithm with user-defined style
parameters resulting in realistic patterns. The results are compared against real-world
examples proving the plausibility of their approach.
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Figure 2.27.: Procedural generation of villages on arbitrary terrains [EBP∗12]:
The initiation of small settlements is based on different aspects that make a certain
region interesting. For example, it might be important to start a settlement close to the
sea for logistic reasons. Using a variety of such interest functions defined on the given
terrain features, an iterative process generates settlements and creates roads in order to
produce a village skeleton. Afterwards, parcels are added and the final 3D geometry is
instantiated.
On a larger scale, Galin et al. presented an algorithm for the creation of realistic roads
[GPMG10]. Given two points on a complex terrain with different zones like forests, lakes,
or mountains, their method will compute an realistic road trajectory that connects the
two points by optimizing for several cost functions, e.g. building a bridge to cross a lake
might be more expensive than just building a longer street that goes around the lake.
Recently, this work was further enhanced to connect several points in a hierarchical
fashion [GPGB11]. The system will incrementally generate highways, primary, and
secondary roads which are merged to create a convincing road layout that interconnects
given cities.
Thinking one step further, the actual placement of the cities needs to be determined.
Assuming that a city grows from a small settlement, Emilien et al. introduced a procedu-
ral method for a proper placement of these initial seed points (cf. Figure 2.27, [EBP∗12]).
Their approach is majorly interesting, because in contrast to urban planning which relies
on land-use maps, they assume that people start new settlements in convenient loca-
tions that are safe, sunny and well served which they express in form of an interest map.
Buildings are only generated at locations of highest interest and automatically adopt
terrain features, e.g. if a door or window would be occluded by the bumpiness of the ter-
rain, the building will automatically adjust the sizing or positioning of the corresponding
entity. The method produces very authentic landscapes incorporating uneven terrain,
lakes, forrests, and a proper placement of settlements interconnected by roads.
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Figure 2.28.: Interactive procedural street modeling (left 2 images, [CEW∗08]):
Street patterns are easily modeled by interactively designing tensor product fields, i.e. the
major streets adopt the principal directions of the field. Interactive modeling of city
layouts using layers of procedural content (right 2 images,[LSWW11]): Using
layers of independent street networks enables an intuitive design process, e.g. whole
parts of a city can be moved around without touching its internal structure.
Interactive Techniques — Similar to the procedural modeling of plants, a direct
manipulation of the street network would be a time consuming and tedious task. Hence,
higher level interaction principles are needed to influence the generation process in an
intuitive fashion. Chen et al. proposed an interactive system based on the design of a
tensor product field to guide the generation of the roads (cf. Figure 2.28, [CEW∗08]).
Users can influence the principal directions of a street graph to allow for an intuitive
adaption of natural conditions, e.g. streets that smoothly follow the side of a river. A
similar idea was presented by Li et al. who exploit a tensor field to guide the evaluation
of a shape grammar in order to generate geometric patterns on a given surface [LBZ∗11].
Another idea is the introduction of layers for the procedural modeling of virtual cities.
Lipp et al. implemented an interactive framework for the design of urban layouts (cf. Fig-
ure 2.28, [LSWW11]). In their approach, single streets or whole blocks can be moved
around interactively. After every interaction, the consistency of the street network is
recovered by a stitching process between the modified part and the rest of the city. The
modeling process can take place on several independent layers which are flattend down
to end up in the final street layout. Based on the concept of layers for terrain features,
water regions, vegetation areas, streets, and buildings, Smelik et al. presented a declar-
ative modeling framework for an intuitive artistic control for procedurally generated
content on a large scale [STdKB10]. Their technique aims at a seamless integration of
procedural methods with mainstream modeling approaches taking the best of both in
order to provide an efficient workflow.
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Figure 2.29.: Inverse procedural modeling by automatic generation of L-
Systems [vBM∗10]: After deriving an L-System for a given structure, the high number
of parameters are still hard to control. Thus, the changes look consistent, but it is rather
unclear how the given model reacts on a parameter change.
Reconstruction Methods — In Section 2.3, we already addressed the variety of re-
construction methods for urban environments and that a comprehensive overview was
presented by Musialski et al. [MWA∗12]. The survey addresses solutions to the inverse
procedural modeling problem in the context of buildings and facades, however, to our
knowledge, detecting semantics in large scale urban environments still remains an open
problem.
One solution might be the detection of L-System structures in given vector graphics as
presented by Sˇt´ava et al. (cf. Figure 2.29, [vBM∗10]). In their work, terminal elements are
recognized and clustered such that their position, orientation, and size can be expressed
by a compact context-free parametric L-System. In principle, street networks could be
disassembled by their work, but most probably, this would end up in a large set of rules
with many parameters due to the lack of similar shapes and transformations. Therefore,
the result is a procedural description which is hard to control and thus, further research
needs to be done in order to get a more sophisticated representation like a self-sensitive
L-System based on derived geographical and sociostatistical maps.
For the visualization of artificial structures based on real-world exemplary photographs,
Sibbing et al. proposed an approach for the creation of synthezised images containing
branching structures like rivers or mountain ranges [SPK10]. The branching structures
of a given image are first analysed and typical characteristics of the given structure
are learned. This information is then used to synthezise images with new branching
structures that feature the same characteristics. If the street network is already given
by available GIS data, a promising approach for the generation of synthezised urban
layouts is the detection of templates in a given aerial image in order to compose new
layouts by an example-based approach [AVB08].
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Figure 2.30.: Grammar-based encoding of facades [HWA∗10]: Given a 2D split
grammar that represents a suitable arrangement of texture assets for a facade, the hier-
archical structure is traced down on a per pixel basis for real time rendering purposes.
Realtime Visualization of Cities — For the rendering of whole cities, any given pro-
cedural model could be evaluated offline and stored in a data structure that allows for
the efficient visualization of large data sets in realtime [CNLE09, THDB10, LK10], how-
ever, the mass of data often exceeds the available memory. One commonly used method
to handle the complexity of a scene is the application of a level-of-detail mechanisms
like providing differently detailed versions of the same building [DB05].
In contrast, there exist a number of techniques that aim at the direct visualization of
the procedural descriptions. A simple solution is the on-the-fly generation of buildings
in the current view frustum which makes it possible to render infinite cites [GPSL03].
Instead of explicitly evaluating a procedural description to generate a polygonal model
which can be rasterized, raytracing techniques can be applied to evaluate the procedural
description for every screen pixel. Current GPUs are still optimized for rasterization,
however, their performance allows for complex computations on a per-pixel basis which
is often applied for the realtime rendering of detailed materials [POC05]. Haegler et
al. have demonstrated, that recent hardware is even efficient enough to render highly
detailed facade textures by evaluating a procedural description per pixel (cf. Figure 2.30,
[HWA∗10]). Technically, a coarse polygonal model of the city is first rasterized which
initializes the raytracing process to generate the detailed textures on the fly. Due to the
grammar-based layout encoding, only a small set of asset textures (like wall, windows,
and doors) is needed which keeps the overall memory footprint small. By offsetting
the coarse polygonal model of the city, the raytracer can be enhanced to visualize fa-
cades that seem to provide a higher geometrical complexity [MGHS11]. Unfortunately,
the calculation of ray intersections with arbitrary geometry on a per-pixel basis is still
computationally too expensive to reach realtime framerates.
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2.5. The 4th Dimension
In this final chapter of the related work, we want to briefly outline several methods for
the simulation of the city development over time. A common formalism in this case are
cellular automata where each cell of a rectangular grid determines its own state of the
current timestep based on the states of the neighboring cells in the previous timestep.
The limited access to neighboring cells makes the definition of rules easy, however, the
combinatorial complexity of the neighboring states makes it very hard to predict the
outcome. In practice, urban planning techniques rely on this approach where simple
rules specify the exchange of information, e.g. a single cell might calculate its own pop-
ulation density based on the population density of surrounding cells. Since the outcome
of model-driven urban planning methods is hard to predict, we present a data-driven
approach for the interpolation of historical city maps such that plausible animations of
the city development from past to present can be generated (cf. Figure 2.31).
Figure 2.31.: Comparison of the street network of Aachen, Germany in 1924 (left) and
2012 (right, [Goo12a]). While historic city maps were commonly measured at street
level, modern technologies allow for precise measurements based on satellite images.
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Figure 2.32.: Conway’s game of life [Gar70]: This image shows 6 typical sequences
that occur during the evaluation of a cellular automate where subsequent timesteps are
shown in a row. The red dots show cells which were alive in the previous timestep.
The first two sequences are stable (first column), i.e. they are repeated after 1 timestep.
The second two sequences are oscillating (colums 2,3), i.e. they are repeated after 2
timesteps. The last two sequences (columns 4-7) are slowly moving to the right and the
sequence is repeated after 4 timesteps.
Cellular Automata — Based on a discrete data structure, a cellular automaton allows
for an easy definition of consistently evolving processes over time [Lin68a, Lin68b]. As
a brief introduction, the formalism works as follows. Given the state S(c, t− 1) of a cell
c at timestep t− 1 and the topological neighborhood N(c) of c, the current state S(c, t)
of c is calculated based on all previous states S(a, t− 1) with a ∈ {c} ∪N(c). For many
popular examples of cellular automata like Conway’s game of life [Gar70], the used data
structure is a regular pixel grid and the state of the cell is either 0 or 1. Consequently,
S(c, t − 1) is only dependent on the state of c and the 8 bits defined by N(c) which
makes the definition of rules quite simple.
For example, let N1(c, t) =
∑
n∈N(c) S(n, t) be the number of neighboring bits that are
set to 1. Convay’s game of life is now defined by a few simple rules. In the first case,
the cell c is living (S(c, t − 1) = 1). The cell stays alive ((S(c, t) = 1)), if exactly two
or three neighbors are living in its neighborhood (2 ≤ N1(c, t− 1) ≤ 3). Otherwise, the
cell either dies (S(c, t) = 0) due to overpopulation (4 ≤ N1(c, t− 1)) or due to isolation
(N1(c, t − 1) ≤ 1). In the second case, the cell c is dead (S(c, t − 1) = 0) and it only
becomes alive (S(c, t) = 1), if exactly three neighbors are living in its neighborhood
(N1(c, t− 1) = 3). Typical patterns of this example are shown in Figure 2.32.
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Figure 2.33.: Interactive geometric simulation of 4D cities [WMWG09]: Using
L-Systems as geometric model and a sophisticated mathematical model to control the
evaluation, a possible extrapolation of the city development is generated.
Urban Planning — In the research area of urban planning a carefully designed mathe-
matical model can be used as a helping tool to make future decisions. It is however gener-
ally accepted that it is not possible to reliably predict the overall future development of a
city with these models [HMWF03, Wu02]. At best, the dynamic development of a small
subset of aspects defining the city can be extrapolated into the near future under the
assumption that trends in the development do not change too quickly. Seminal work has
been presented for this kind of simulation based on agents [LWWF03, HMWF03, Wad02],
behavioral modeling [VABW09], or L-Systems [WMWG09]. Figure 2.33 shows an exam-
ple extrapolation of an artifical city while Figure 2.34 demonstrates how the algorithm
performs on real data.
Figure 2.34.: Interactive geometric simulation of 4D cities [WMWG09]: Example
showing the simulated city development of Las Vegas over 25 years (left) and the real
state of the city in 1975 (right). Although the result looks quite similar at the first
glance, there are larger parts which differ a lot (cf. red areas).
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3. Contributions
In this chapter, we will succinctly and briefly summarize the scientific innovations of
this thesis. According to the subtitle of this thesis, the contributions are structured
into three parts dealing with the fundamental theory behind algorithmically generated
geometry (compact procedural descriptions), the content creation efficiency (interactive
modeling), and the rendering performance (realtime visualization).
Note: Each presented contribution is tagged with my respective first author
publication in which the corresponding concept was originally introduced.
Compact Procedural Descriptions
The major part of this thesis addresses the formalization of cities. We analyse typical
requirements of a modeling language that can generate typical city elements such as
buildings, plants, and complex bridges. In addition, we also propose a method to vi-
sualize the city development over time based on a small set of historical city maps. In
detail, the contributions of the first part can be summarized as follows:
Integrated Modeling Language [KPK10] — Several procedural modeling formalisms
have emerged from the research of the last decades. The reason for the distinction is
mainly, that each formalism provides a specific modeling strategy with convenient oper-
ators to efficiently lay down rules for a certain object domain. Since we are focused on
the creation of complex city entities like buildings which are compactly described by split
grammars, our modeling language is mainly inspired by the idea of a successive shape
replacement. However, our system is flexible enough to integrate different modeling
strategies which allows for the efficient creation of several object domains like buildings
and plants. Technically, we introduce the concept of multiple non-terminal classes com-
promising the expressiveness of general shape grammars and the performance of split
grammars. In addition, we propose tags as an integrated solution for local modifications
which is an inherent problem for procedural models with many repetitive elements.
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Semantics and Advanced Operators [KK11a] — The algorithmic creation of vir-
tual scenes easily allows for the definition of semantics, i.e. whenever a polygonal ge-
ometry is instantiated, it may be pushed into a container that associates an attribute
with the otherwise meaningless object. For example, when a facade is generated, wall
elements might be pushed into a ”stone” container. Subsequent rules are then able to
utilize the semantic information to apply geometric queries on a container. We present a
number of advanced operators that enable the compact definition of a whole new object
class, namely interconnected structured like bridges or roller coasters. Based on the
semantics of the scene, geometric queries or fixed connection patterns are proposed to
determine the end locations of an interconnection. For the final geometry, deformable
beams (based on splines) or rigid chains (based on inverse kinematics) are automatically
generated in between the end locations.
Prevent Rule Explosion [KPK10] — Since the definition of procedural models com-
pares to writing a snippet of code, this often results in grammars which are only under-
stood by the author himself. We present the concept of modules which are self-contained
units consisting of several rules and providing a small set of adjustable parameters. Con-
sequently, the reuse of a module is much easier than the integration of a rule set into
an existing grammar. We further enhance this concept by allowing the parameters of
a module to be non-terminal symbols. This is addressed as abstract structure template,
since this kind of self-contained module generates a number of new non-terminal ob-
jects, but does not specify their complete evaluation. Instead, the user of an abstract
structure template can freely decide, how the generated non-terminal objects are further
processed, by passing rules as parameters to the module. We show, that the presented
concept is an elegant solution to prevent rule explosion in general.
Procedural Interpolation [KMK12] — In addition to static city models, we present a
system to generate plausible animations of the city development over time. Most related
work deals with the extrapolation of the urban development based on a sophisticated
mathematical model. Instead of having a rather fuzzy look into the possible future of a
city, we propose a system which takes several samples (historical city maps) of the past
and automatically generates a plausible animation resulting in an interpolation of the real
world data. Our simulation determines the placement of construction and destruction
events in a timeline such that our defined hard and soft constraints are always met. For
example, streets are only allowed to be built as long as they stay connected to the rest
of the street network (dependencies as hard constraint) and objects closer to the city
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center are preferred to be built (scores as soft constraint). A global distribution function
for the events is derived from the inserted data to produce a smooth transition between
the samples.
Interactive Modeling
The second part of this thesis deals with the intuitive procedural content creation. Un-
fortunately, procedural models are based on textual descriptions and thus, defining com-
plex objects rather compares to scripting than to designing. Consequently, procedural
modeling frameworks are quite hard to control for artists which are used to conventional
modeling software. Therefore, this part majorly comprises one important contribution:
The Toy Block Principle [KK12] — We present an intuitive user interface based on
our procedural model language. On the one hand, our system allows to apply the funda-
mental operators of a specific modeling strategy (like the application of split rules for the
creation of buildings) which results in an interactive definition of the rules. Our interac-
tive scripting concept supports users with procedural modeling experience by allowing to
select certain objects directly in the 3D view such that they can traceback any operators
that were involved to generate the corresponding object. Hence, the users do not need
to manually search specific code segments in the textual grammar. On the other hand,
we propose a user interface for the intuitive composition of existing procedural objects.
The methodology can be compared to the toy block principle, i.e. self-contained mod-
ules and abstract structure templates are combined in a 3D viewer without revealing the
underlying grammar at any time. Thus, our system does not only push the integration
of conventional modeling with procedural modeling for artists, but also enables users
without any modeling experience to compose and adjust existing objects in a childishly
simple way.
Realtime Visualization
The last part of this thesis deals with the realtime visualization of procedural cities.
Based on the idea of raycasting, the procedural description is evaluated on-the-fly for
the currently visible view frustum. This allows for the realtime rendering of whole cities
that still provide a high level of detail. In summary, the major contributions of this final
part are as follows:
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Per-Pixel Facade Textures [KK11b] — A straightforward solution for the rendering
of procedural models is to explicitly evaluate the grammar and to put the resulting
geometry into a data structure for efficient rendering. In addition to the needed offline
pre-computation, the resulting model will easily consume an arbitrarily high amount of
memory depending on the level of detail that is provided by the procedural description.
For the real time rendering of unique procedural facade textures on large city models,
we introduce a per-pixel evaluation of the grammar. Hence, the high resolution textures
never need to be stored explicitly. Our system allows for the creation of complex facade
textures with multiple layers, random variations, and raytraced 3D rooms behind the
windows.
Screen Space Geometry Instantiation [KBK13] — The basis to apply per-pixel
facade textures is a rendering of a coarse city model. Although the quality of the
textures is very high, the whole system suffers from the low polygonal complexity of the
underlying city model, since the facades are still represented by flat polygons. Therefore,
we propose a screen space technique for geometry instantiation, i.e. real geometric details
are rendered on top of the previous rendering, which only features the flat textures.
Several challenging problems are discussed in this context like common visibility artifacts.
For example, geometric details that are defined on back facing facades might have a large
extent such that they protrude the facade polygon and reach into the current view. The
system needs to detect such cases to properly instantiate the additional details. We
demonstrate the real time performance of our system on a large city model.
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Formalizing Cities
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The first part of the thesis deals with the fundamental formal systems to describe
static city models as well as their development over time. The complexity and detail
of geometric scenes that are used in today’s computer animated films and interactive
games have reached a level where the manual creation by traditional 3D modeling tools
has become infeasible. This is why procedural modeling concepts have been developed
which generate highly complex 3D models by automatically executing a set of formal
construction rules. In general, procedural models describe a scene by a textual grammar
consisting of several rules which recursively replace non-terminal input symbols by a
sequence of new terminal or non-terminal output symbols. The major objective in this
context is to determine a set of modeling language requirements and a set of geometrical
operators that makes the writing of grammars for certain object classes, like plants or
buildings, intuitive and efficient. For this reason, we present the new modeling language
G2 that allows for the definition of different modeling strategies within a single unified
grammar.
In addition, the algorithmic creation of whole cities makes need for an intercommuni-
cation between different formalisms, e.g. the growth process of a plant might be affected
by surrounding buildings. By attaching semantics during the generation of the scene,
later evaluation processes are able to utilize the additional meta data. For example, a
grammar that simulates ivy proliferation could be implemented by querying the closest
walls and guiding the growth process towards them. The organized definition of se-
mantics even allows for the creation of a whole new object class, namely interconnected
structures, which have never been researched before. Most existing systems rely on a
strict coarse-to-fine evaluation strategy which is suitable for the generation of hierarchi-
cal structures, however, interconnected structures are relational objects that are defined
in between existing objects.
Instead of just having a static 3D city model, we also present a novel approach to
produce plausible animations of the city development based on a sparse set of historical
maps. Compared to a small set of static city models, an animation is a much more
convenient way for the illustration of a historical city development, because it directly
provides the viewer an intuition of how the urban development might have taken place.
This is an interesting aspect, especially for educational purposes, because real world
data is interpolated in order to show historical facts in an integrated and consistent
style communicating the big picture of a city development. Since the number of objects
(like streets and buildings) in a city is typically very high, we propose a graphical user
interface that enables an efficient insertion of real-world data.
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In this part, we will discuss the following major challenges:
Hierarchical Structures — Most common objects in a city result from a recursive ap-
plication of rules in a strict hierarchical fashion. For example, buildings are created from
coarse-to-fine (decomposition) while plants are recursively branched (growth process).
We introduce the modeling language G2 which allows for the integration of different
modeling strategies by introducing the concept of multiple non-terminal classes. Each
class builds upon a particular data structure and provides specific operators that are
targeted at the efficient modeling of a certain object domain (like buildings or plants).
Furthermore, our language introduces abstract structure templates in order to prevent
rule explosion, which is a common issue in many existing formalisms. Additionally, we
present tags as a convenient solution for local modifications in a hierarchical structure.
In contrast to previous work, our method specifies local changes directly within the
grammar and does not need any external constructs.
Interconnected Structures — We present an efficient modeling strategy of a new ob-
ject class, namely complex interconnected structures like bridges or scaffolds. Although
this is a very common object class in larger cities, it has never been addressed before
in the context of procedural modeling. In contrast to hierarchical structures, intercon-
nected structures consist of many mechanical parts that are defined in between objects
and thus, they do not result from a decomposition or growth process. We achieve an in-
tuitive modeling workflow by introducing containers which store semantics of the scene.
The end locations to establish an interconnection are then either determined by fixed
connection patterns or geometrical queries based on the previously stored semantics. Fi-
nally, the geometry itself is either represented by deformable beams based on splines or
by rigid chains based on mechanical joints. In the latter case, we use inverse kinematics
to calculate fixed values for the given degrees of freedom.
Procedural Interpolation — Beside the generation of static cities, we present a
method for the creation of plausible animations of the city development. Our objec-
tive is the procedural interpolation of discrete real world data such as historical maps
or fuzzy textual information. Our formulation is based on a graph of interdependencies
between events (e.g. streets are allowed to be built, iff they are connected to the rest of
the street network), a scoring function for the importance of an event and a histogram to
control the global distribution of events over time. We provide an intuitive user interface
that enables the insertion of potentially thousands of event constraints within seconds.
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In contrast to conventional geometric representations like polygonal meshes or voxel
grids, procedural models describe a scene by a set of rules. We have seen, that there are
several production systems for 3D content creation targeted at an intuitive and efficient
modeling workflow for different object classes, like buildings or plants. Unfortunately, the
procedural description of a model usually looks like a snippet of source code written in
some very basic programming language. As a consequence, the design of such a geometric
programming language has to be done very carefully. If the language is too simple we
lose the generality to design complex and general scenes. If it is too complicated, the
code is no longer intuitively readable.
We present the procedural modeling language G2 (Generalized Grammar) as an ex-
tension to the CGA shape formalism [MWH∗06], which has become a generally accepted
method for computer generated architecture. The term generalized reflects two kinds of
generalization. On the one hand, the language extends the concept of bounding boxes
(scopes) by allowing for multiple types of non-terminal objects with domain-specific op-
erators and attributes. For example, we introduce operators for the creation of trilinear
free-form deformation cages providing more degrees of freedom as bounding boxes and
thereby allow for the approximation of organic and rounded shapes. On the other hand,
our language accepts non-terminal symbols as parameters in modeling rules and thus
enables the definition of abstract structure templates for a flexible re-use within the
grammar. At the same time, we show that this concept prevents rule explosion.
The remainder of this chapter is split in four sections. First, we discuss the basic
features of G2 that aim at the creation of complex shapes with repetitive characteristics.
Afterwards we derive G2 from the well-established general-purpose programming lan-
guage Python and thus, we can make sure that our modeling language has well-defined
semantics that allow for arbitrary domain-specific extensions. The last two sections
then deal with the creation of typical city entities including hierarchical structures (like
buildings and plants) and interconnected structures (like bridges or power poles).
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4.1. System Features
The current market of content creation software provides a large variety of modeling
strategies that rely on different data structures. For example, 3D-Coat uses a voxel
grid for sculpting arbitraty shapes from a virtually unlimited amount of clay. Mudbox
implements subdivision surfaces to enrich a given base object by high-frequent details.
While the previous tools are targeted at the modeling of organic shapes, like animals
or humanoids, 3ds Max relies on polygonal meshes and NURBS for the modeling of
rather technical or man-made objects, like cars, furniture, or architecture. In contrast
to the manual creation of unique objects, the CityEngine utilizes the CGA shape for-
malism in order to procedurally arrange any loaded geometry by the transformation and
decomposition of bounding boxes.
For the generation of whole cities, the distinction of asset creation by conventional
modeling and asset arrangement by a set of rules actually makes sense. Although con-
ventional modeling software often provides a large set of tools that allow for a convenient
editing process, the manual creation of unique assets is a creative task which still involves
the subsequent application of many operations. Consequently, the resulting objects are
rather hard to describe procedurally from scratch. For example, old buildings some-
times feature complex ornaments that even show statues which are intuitively modeled
by virtual clay. In contrast, the structure of a building is subject to restrictions and
design guidelines and thus, defining some general rules becomes more efficient if the
constructed layout can be reused many times within a large city model. Furthermore,
the structures themselves often contain repetitive patterns with some slight variations,
which would otherwise end up in a tedious manual modeling process.
The G2 formalism is inspired by CGA shape for mainly three reasons. First of all, the
evaluation is based on the replacement of shapes. Consequently, the textual grammar
and its visual interpretation are tightly coupled which allows for an intuitive application
of parameterized rules in place. Secondly, the presented split and repeat operations allow
for a hierarchical decomposition in a coarse to fine fashion. This strategy is especially
suitable for the generation of most buildings. Finally, the idea of applying transformation
operators to the current scope enables the simulation of turtle graphics. Theoretically,
this would allow for the creation of plants within the same formalism, however, the
generated plants would have a very blocky shape, since the underlying data structure is
restricted to bounding boxes.
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Several requirements for our modeling language arise from the explained modeling
concepts with respect to the generation of common city entities. Most importantly, we
relax the scope definition of CGA shape by providing more flexible deformation cages
that allow for the approximation of rounded and organic structures. In our solution,
rules are defined with respect to a non-terminal class, i.e. any operators of a rule may
modify the attributes of that class (e.g. changing the size of a scope) or spawn new
non-terminal objects of any class (e.g. split the scope into a set of new scopes).
Another issue are implicit attributes of the operators themselves, i.e. some of the
algorithms introduce temporary variables which might be useful during the evaluation
of the grammar. Consequently, we allow to access these implicit operator attributes
passing their values to any parameterized rule. An important aspect for the design of
our language is the definition of self-contained grammar snippets with a high potential
of their reusability. For this reason, we present two further concepts, namely modules
and abstract structure templates, which enable the definition of rules in a more object-
oriented fashion.
A major problem that arises with the definition of repetitive layouts is the possibility
for local changes. We introduce tags which are inherited by whole subtrees during
the evalution of the grammar. Using conditional rules, specific tags can be queried in
order to allow for local modifications. In our definition, tags are an efficient way to
represent hierarchical (is part of ) relationships within a scene graph (e.g. query, if the
current scope is part of a facade). However, mutual influences of otherwise independent
structures often require pools of geometric items with a specific (is a) attribution (e.g. ivy
growth queries closest element, that is a wall). For this reason, we present the concept
of containers that associate general semantics with a list of geometric items.
4.1.1. Classes and their Attributes
We introduce the concept of non-terminal classes that offer a flexible yet efficient way
to define shape replacement rules. Similar to CGA shape, our method relies on labelled
shapes in order to associate textual rules with geometric instances, however, instead
of being restricted to the transformation and decomposition of bounding boxes, our
rules need to be defined for a specific shape class, like boxes, meshes, or polygons.
Consequently, each class provides a set of specific operators to manipulate the underlying
data structure and a set of implicit class attributes which are accessible within the
grammar.
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Figure 4.1.: This image depicts a variety of two dimensional non-terminal classes and
their corresponding attributes. From left to right: Coordinate System (position P , local
axes x, y), Rectangle (width w, height h), Triangle (points A,B,C, angles α, β, γ, edge
lengths a, b, c), Arc (radius r, angles α, β). Note, that the Rectangle, Triangle, and Arc
classes inherit the attributes of the Coordinate System.
Figure 4.1 shows a number of non-terminal classes and a selection of their implicit
attributes. A non-terminal rectangle, for example, stores a size which is accessible by
the two attributes width and height whereas a non-terminal triangle provides access to
the inner angles α, β, and γ. For modeling purposes, each non-terminal class defines at
least a local coordinate system providing access to its position, orientation, and scale.
In addition, the local axes of the coordinate system can be directly accessed. Note, that
it depends on the implementation whether an attribute is calculated on-the-fly (e.g. the
inner angles) or stored persistently within the class (e.g. the size). Furthermore, many
classes utilize a stack for an easy integration of the turtle graphics concept.
4.1.2. Operators and their Attributes
Since non-terminal objects (instances of a non-terminal class) are supposed to be modi-
fied by the grammar, the rules contain a sequence of operators which can be interpreted
as terminal and non-terminal symbols of a formal grammar. Operators which only
change the state of the current non-terminal object (e.g. resizing a rectangle) can be in-
terpreted as terminal symbols while operators which create new non-terminal objects in
the scene (e.g. splitting a rectangle) can be seen as non-terminal symbols. Changing the
state of the current non-terminal object is most often a rather trivial operation which
is equivalent to setting a certain implicit class attribute. For example, the operator
size(w,h) of the rectangle class simply changes the width and height of a non-terminal
rectangle.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.2.: Operators which generate new non-terminal objects in the scene might
give access to temporary variables of the underlying algorithm. For example, subdivision
operators provide access to the current index i of each individual instance (a-c). Another
common example are decomposition operators (d, e). Non-terminal triangles, e.g., can
be decomposed to their vertices or edges implicitly giving access to the adjacent inner
angles or edge lengths, respectively.
A major advantage of procedural methods is the coherent modeling, i.e. when an
operator creates new non-terminal objects with the same label, these elements will be
processed by the same rule. On the contrary, this might lead to an inherent disadvan-
tage at the same time. Although new non-terminal objects are spawned in a different
context, with respect to the underlying algorithm that created the new instance, the
applied rule is still defined independently and is not able to access any context specific
features. Therefore, those operators have to provide some kind of meta information
through implicit operator attributes while producing new non-terminal objects thereby
allowing to pass this additional data to a parameterized rule. For example, a subdivision
operator creates a number of segments and allows to access the index for each individual
part. Figure 4.2 depicts, how a subdivision operator could be implemented for triangles,
rectangles, and arcs.
Another typical class of operators allows for the decomposition of a shape. Since our
system supports different non-terminal classes, a decomposition of shape X of class C1
might yield a number of subshapes Y of type C2. Consequently, there is a number of
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T: Tr iang l e → compEdge (B( i !=0 ,i !=1 ,i !=2 ) ) ; compVertex (A(δ<55,δ∈[55, 65] ,δ >65));
B: Rectangle ( r : Float , g : Float , b : Float ) → he ight ( 1 . 0 ) ; c o l o r ( r , g , b ) ;
A: Arc ( r : Float , g : Float , b : Float ) → rad iu s ( 1 . 0 ) ; c o l o r ( r , g , b ) ;
Figure 4.3.: Using the decomposition operators for vertices and edges (cf. Figure 4.2),
we generate an offset shape composed of rectangles and arcs. Both, rule B and A
are parameterized with the values r, g, and b to specify a color for the corresponding
shape. In order to create the offset, the rectangles and arcs set their height and radius,
respectively. The color of the boxes depends on the index i of each individual instance
while the color of the arcs is calculated by a threshold of the adjacent inner angle δ. If
the angle is contained in the interval [55, 65], the corresponding arc is colored in green.
If the inner angle is smaller than 55◦ or larger than 65◦, the arc is rendered in red or
blue, respectively.
decomposition operators for a specific class that spawn and initialize instances of other
classes in a convenient way. For example, Figure 4.2d decomposes a triangle into its
vertices, i.e. for each vertex a new non-terminal object is created. Depending on the use
case, the generated instance might be a point, an arc, or any other class that can be
majorly initialized by a single vertex. With implicit operator attributes, the user gets
direct access to contextual variables like in the case of a polygon-vertex decomposition,
the adjacent inner angle δ of the currently processed vertex. Figure 4.3 depicts, how
implicit operator attributes are used to colorize certain angles of a triangle dependent
on their deviation from 60◦.
In the domain of city modeling, passing adjacent edges to subshapes is a reasonable
approach. Arbitrary floor plans can be loaded and extruded, such that each side can be
processed by the decomposition of boxes. However, if cornices need to be modeled that
consistently run around the corners of a house, the adjacent angles of the corresponding
edge of the floor plan can be utilized for any necessary calculations.
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T: Tr iang l e ( o f f s e t : Float ) →
compEdge ( :B) ; compVertex ( :A) ;
{
B: Rectangle → he ight ( o f f s e t ) ; c o l o r ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
A: Arc → rad iu s ( o f f s e t ) ; c o l o r ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
}
MyTriangle : Tr iang l e → spawn (T( 1 . 0 ) ) ;
Figure 4.4.: The grammar shows an example for the definition of a module with the
two subrules A, B and the global parameter offset, which is used to specify the height
of the rectangle and the radius of the arcs. The upper left sketch illustrates a possible
application of the module to some triangle T with offset 1.0. Note, that the user is
not necessarily exposed to the defined subrules and only needs to care about the offset
parameter. The upper right sketch depicts another output of the same module by
changing the offset value to 0.5. In the domain of city modeling, the concept of modules
is applied to self-contained objects like the window shown next to the grammar. In this
case, the user can specify values like the opening angle or the number of cross members.
4.1.3. Dynamic Modules
Parameters are only declared in the scope of one rule avoiding interdependencies in be-
tween rules. The drawback of this convention is that parameters have to be propagated,
if they are given at an early stage of the evaluation process, but have to be used several
rules later. In order to prevent parameter propagation we introduce modules, which
are rules encapsulating several subrules. For example, we want to create a module that
offsets a non-terminal triangle. Instead of separately defining the corresponding values
as height of a box for an offset edge and as radius of an arc for an offset vertex, we create
a module that takes a single value offset (cf. Figure 4.4). Note that we use different
calling conventions for subrules (i.e. the prefix ”:”) to avoid ambiguities.
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T: Tr iang l e ( o f f s e t : Float ,B: Rectangle ,A: Arc ) →
compEdge ( :B) ; compVertex ( :A) ;
{
B: Rectangle → he ight ( o f f s e t ) ; spawn (@B) ;
A: Arc → rad iu s ( o f f s e t ) ; spawn (@A) ;
}
MyTriangle : Tr iang l e → spawn (T( 1 . 0 , :E , :V) ) ;
{
E: Rectangle → c o l o r ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
V: Arc → c o l o r ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
}
Figure 4.5.: This example extends the module of Figure 4.4 by passing non-terminal
symbols A and B as parameters. This allows for the independent definition of how the
corresponding rectangles and arcs are further processed. In the upper left sketch, a user
applies the abstract structure template T with an offset of 1.0 and passes rules E and
V to further process the edge rectangles and vertex arcs, respectively. The upper right
sketch shows a variation using an offset of 0.5 and processing E and V in different ways.
In the domain of city modeling, abstract structure templates are majorly used to define
layouts like the facade that is shown next to the grammar.
4.1.4. Abstract Structure Templates
Modules are a good choice for self-contained procedural objects, but the concept can
be further extended to abstract structure templates by allowing non-terminal symbols
as parameters. We use the term abstract since the evaluation of such templates does
not yield a stand-alone object. The user has to pass non-terminal symbols for further
evaluation. In Figure 4.5 we use the offset triangle as an abstract structure template
which simply yields an arrangement of new shapes but does not specify their further
evaluation. The prefix ”@” is used to avoid rule ambiguities.
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Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
S→A S→A S→C(A,B) C(X, Y )→XC(X, Y )X
A→aAa A→aAa S→C(A,C) C(X, Y )→D(Y )
A→B A→B A→a D(Y )→Y D(Y )Y
B→bBb B→cBc B→b D(Y )→Y
B→b B→c C→c
abbba accca abbba or accca
Table 4.1.: Rules with a set of non-terminal symbols {A,B,C,D,X,Y}, a set of terminal
symbols {a,b,c} and the start symbol S. The last row shows some resulting strings.
By using abstract structure templates, rule explosion can be prevented in a more effec-
tive way. For illustration take a closer look at some sets of production rules in a string
rewriting system (cf. Table 4.1). The first two grammars create similarly structured
sequences of terminal symbols. To achieve this the whole grammar has to be duplicated
and only the generated terminal symbols have to be exchanged in the grammar. In-
stead, we could create an abstract rule set such as shown in the third grammar. By
calling rule C with different non-terminal symbols we always achieve the same global
structure but the resulting elements can still be further replaced. In this example, we
only demonstrate how to create the resulting strings of the first two grammars, but any
non-terminal symbol could be used. This also includes any other combination of already
available non-terminal symbols like S → C(B,C) resulting in the sequence bcccb.
4.1.5. Tags
Whenever an operator is applied to the current non-terminal object N that produces
a sequence of successive non-terminal objects N1, · · · , Nn, every new element Ni treats
N as its parent thereby creating a scene graph. Therefore, the logical structure of the
scene graph corresponds to the hierarchical relationship of the generated objects. For
example, windows are part (or children) of a facade and leafs branch off a parent stem.
With the features explained so far, repetitive elements could be distinguished by propa-
gating an implicit index attribute of any operator that produces several new non-terminal
objects, however, this is rather inconvenient assuming that most common objects in a
city are easily described in a hierarchical fashion. Instead, we allow to associate a mean-
ingful tag, such as ”floor”, with every non-terminal object Ni in addition to the assigned
rule. Each corresponding subtree in the scene graph hierarchy will inherit the tag.
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A: Rectangle → repeatY (3 , B[ Tag1 ] ) ;
B: Rectangle → repeatX (3 , C[ Tag2 ] ) ;
C: Rectangle
[ Tag1 . Index==1 && Tag2 . Index==1]→ c o l o r ( ye l low ) ;
[ Tag1 . Index==1] → c o l o r ( red ) ;
[ Tag2 . Index==1] → c o l o r ( green ) ;
[ ] → c o l o r ( blue ) ;
Figure 4.6.: The successive application of rules corresponds the creation of a scene
graph (top). In this example, a rectangle is split along the local y and x axes assigning
the tags Tag1 and Tag2, respectively. Each tag contains the index and count of the
generated node in the scene graph shown at the top right and bottom right corners of
the scene graph nodes, respectively. Local changes are applied easily by using conditional
rules and tags. In the grammar, the centered rectangle is colored in yellow, the middle
row is colored in red, the middle column is colored in green, and all elements are colored
in blue. Due to the sequential evaluation of the conditions, the selection patterns are
overlayed resulting in the bottom left sketch.
Formally, a tag can be understood as a 2-tuple TagName = (Index = i,Count = n)
that is associated with every non-terminal object Ni. In the grammar, tags are optionally
defined in squared brackets behind the rule name which needs to be assigned to a newly
spawned non-terminal object. The term TagName can be used in any boolean expression
of the grammar to check, whether the tag is set or not. In any mathematical expression of
the grammar, the index i or the element count n can be accessed by using TagName.Index
or TagName.Count, respectively.
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F: Rectangle ( s tone : Rectangle [ ] ) → spawn ( : S ) ;
{
S : Rectangle → . . . // Apply several splits
Win : Rectangle → c o l o r ( blue ) ;
Wall : Rectangle → c o l o r ( red ) ;
s tone . push (self ) ;
}
Figure 4.7.: Containers are a convenient solution to store geometric instances that share
certain semantics. In this example, a facade module splits a given rectangle several times
and assigns colors to all window and wall elements. Furthermore, the module fills the
container stone with the geometry of the wall elements. In the depicted grammar, we
assume that self is an implicit class attribute that returns the geometry of the non-
terminal rectangle.
Tags are especially useful for intuitive local changes based on conditional rules. In
our grammar, conditions are specified in squared brackets within the definition of a
rule. During the grammar evaluation, the conditions are checked in sequential order.
As soon as a condition is fulfilled, its corresponding operators are applied and the rule
terminates. Figure 4.6 shows an example where tags are used to create certain patterns
in a regularly subdivided rectangle.
4.1.6. Containers
While tags are a convenient solution for local modifications in hierarchical structures,
global semantics are better stored independently from the logical scene graph. For
example, there might be a number of objects in a city which have a different hierarchical
structure, like buildings or streets, but which partially share certain semantics, like
several areas which are made of stone. Consequently, procedural descriptions that utilize
given objects in the scene are often not interested in the logical structure of an object, but
rather need to apply geometric queries on all objects that share a certain semantic. For
example, the growth process of an ivy plant does not care about the hierarchical structure
of a facade, however, it needs to determine the closest wall elements to proliferate.
Figure 4.8c shows a complex example of the explained procedure.
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In order to collect geometrically meaningful objects during the evaluation process, we
introduce the concept of containers. In general, a container could be any data structure
to hold geometric objects like a tree or a list. In our implementation, containers are
multidimensional lists. Formally, containers are handled just as any other parameter
in the grammar and can be passed to any rule or operator. Their definition can be
understood analogously to the definition of a multidimensional array in common pro-
gramming languages, i.e. name:type[]· · · []. Since our lists are dynamic, new elements
can be pushed into a container by using name.push(element) or name.push() where
the latter one automatically appends a new element with its default value. Furthermore,
a convenient syntax to directly create a list with n entries is to use a sequence of elements
in curly brackets, i.e. {e1,· · · ,en}. Accessing an element of a container is also defined
analogously to common programming languages, i.e. name[index1]· · · [indexn]. Note
that a default value will be returned, if any index is out of range. Figure 4.7 shows
an example grammar of a facade that stores all geometric instances, which are made of
stone, in a corresponding container.
4.1.7. Depth First Evaluation vs Breadth First Evaluation
Many procedural objects are created by generating an instance hierarchy. In general,
there are two different evaluation strategies to generate such a scene graph. A breadth-
first evaluation scheme applies the respective rules to all non-terminal objects in a queue
Q. Whenever an operator spawns new non-terminal objects, they are pushed to the back
of Q and hence, they are not evaluated before all previously enqueued elements have been
processed. This scheme is especially intuitive for plant modeling, because it simulates
a growth process over time where all branches are extended at the same time. On the
contrary, a depth-first evaluation scheme applies the associated rule directly to a newly
created non-terminal object. Therefore, this method yields an intuitive behavior for
the creation of architectural structures, since a coarse building structure is decomposed
spatially in order to generate small scale features.
Consequently, the well-organized generation of the static data structure (i.e. a scene
graph for the hierarchical build-up and the partial relationships, containers for global
semantics and efficient queries) is not the only requirement for a flexible modeling lan-
guage. The evaluation order is of same importance, if a procedural model is based on a
simulation over time. Especially for the algorithmic creation of cities, laying down rules
for a simulation over time is a very natural approach inspired by the real world.
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IvyFacade : CoordinateSystem ( wa l l s : Polygon [ ] , a i r : Polygon [ ] ) →
spawn ( Facade ( wal l s , a i r ) ) ; // Collect geometrically meaningful elements
wait ( ) ; // Wait until the facade is fully generated
spawn ( Ivy ( wal l s , a i r ) ) ; // Spawn ivy that uses semantic information
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8.: In this example, a facade module provides containers to store polygons
which specify wall regions (red) and air regions (blue). Once the facade is fully generated
and the corresponding containers are filled (a), the ivy growth can be started (b). A
breadth first evaluation allows to simulate growth processes over time. In each iteration,
the ivy provides its own geometric information such that the growth of a single branch
can be stopped whenever it intersects one of the generated branches (red tetrahedra in
b). The growth process is also stopped for branches that hit a polygon stored in the air
container (blue cubes in b). Finally, geometric assets and textures are loaded (c).
We combine both evaluation strategies allowing for an intuitive definition of growth
processes and spatial decomposition. Most importantly, this allows for the controlled
and subsequent processing of modules, i.e. we can ensure that certain non-terminal
objects and their whole subtree are fully generated before other non-terminal objects are
processed. Hence, our grammar is not restricted to content creation strategies in a strict
hierarchical fashion. Technically, we utilize containers to hold geometric instances with a
certain semantic. In addition, we introduce the wait operator that stops the evaluation
of the current rule until the whole subtrees of all previously created non-terminal objects
in this rule have been fully generated. For example, we can create a facade that provides
certain semantics in form of containers in a first step and subsequently, the generation
of ivy is started which tends to grow towards the stone elements (cf. Figure 4.8).
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4.2. From General-Purpose to Domain-Specific
In this chapter we derive our modeling language from a general purpose language. We
have chosen Python, since it already provides functional programming concepts which
makes the example code of this section much easier. For later usage, we define N as
the number of non-terminal classes, Oi as the number of operators of class i, Ai as the
number of implicit class attributes of class i, Ai.j as the number of implicit operator
attributes of operator j of class i, and R as the number of rules in the grammar.
4.2.1. Basic Hierarchy
For completeness reasons we start the derivation by defining a basic scene graph node.
Each object (terminal and non-terminal) has one parent within the scene graph and a
transformation matrix that is relative to its parent (cf. Figure 4.9a).
For the derivation we will only take into account the non-terminal objects, since these
instances have to be controlled by the modeling language. Whenever new terminal or
non-terminal objects are created, these have to be added as child nodes to the currently
processed non-terminal object in order to build the scene graph (cf. Figure 4.9c).
1 c l a s s Object :
2 de f i n i t ( s e l f ) :
3 s e l f . parent = None
4 s e l f . t rans fo rmat ion = Matrix4x4 ( )
5 de f setTrans format ion ( s e l f , t ) :
6 s e l f . t rans fo rmat ion = deepcopy ( t )
(a)
1 c l a s s Tag :
2 de f i n i t ( s e l f ) :
3 s e l f . name = ””
4 s e l f . index = 0
5 s e l f . count = 0
(b)
1 c l a s s NonTerminal ( Object ) :
2 de f i n i t ( s e l f ) :
3 Object . i n i t ( s e l f )
4 s e l f . c h i l d r en = [ ]
5 s e l f . tag = Tag ( )
6 de f addChild ( s e l f , c h i l d ) :
7 ch i l d . parent = s e l f
8 s e l f . c h i l d r en . append ( ch i l d )
9 de f setTagName ( s e l f , name ) :
10 s e l f . tag . name = name
11 return s e l f
12 de f setTagLocat ion ( s e l f , i , n ) :
13 s e l f . tag . index = i
14 s e l f . tag . count = n
(c)
Figure 4.9.: Basic classes for all objects (terminal and non-terminal) in the scene graph
(a), for tags (b), and for non-terminal objects (c).
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15 de f checkTag ( s e l f , name ) :
16 i f s e l f . tag . name == name :
17 re turn True
18 i f s e l f . parent == None :
19 re turn Fal se
20 re turn s e l f . parent . checkTag (name)
21 de f tagIndex ( s e l f , name ) :
22 i f s e l f . tag . name == name :
23 re turn s e l f . tag . index
24 i f s e l f . parent == None :
25 re turn −1
26 return s e l f . parent . tagIndex (name)
Figure 4.10.: The non-terminal object (cf. Figure 4.9c) provides a recursive function to
check for tags (left). If the recursion reaches the root node, the tag was not found and
false is returned. Analogously, the functions tagIndex (right) and tagCount will return
the index and count of a tag if the corresponding name is defined in the current subtree.
Otherwise, these functions will return −1.
The concept of tags is realized by an additional class that holds the tag name, index,
and count (cf. Figure 4.9b, Section 4.1.5). Since the name of the tag is set by the user
within the grammar and its location (index and count) is defined by a certain operator,
they are set by two independent functions (cf. Figure 4.9c). Additionally, figuring out
if a tag is set and getting the index or count of a particular tag is done by recursively
checking the parent non-terminal objects in the hierarchy (cf. Figure 4.10).
4.2.2. The System
The grammar makes use of implicitly declared attributes that are defined for classes and
operators (cf. Section 4.1.1, Section 4.1.2). Figure 4.11 shows the conceptual prototype
of the non-terminal classes.
1 c l a s s NTClassi ( NonTerminal ) :
2 de f i n i tC l a s s ( s e l f , data ) :
3 s e l f . data = data
4 # ca l c u l a t e imp l i c i t
5 # c l a s s a t t r i b u t e
6 de f a t t r i b u t e c ( s e l f ) :
7 re turn . . .
8 de f operator j ( s e l f , arguments ) :
9 # c a l c u l a t e imp l i c i t
10 # operator a t t r i b u t e s
11 c l a s s Att r ibute : pass
12 a t t r i b u t e = Attr ibute ( )
13 a t t r i b u t e . a t t r i b u t e o = . . .
14 # i n t e r n a l modeling a lgor i thm
Figure 4.11.: Non-terminal classes of the system with o ∈ {1, . . . ,Ai.j}, c ∈ {1, . . . ,Ai},
j ∈ {1, . . . ,Oi}, and i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}.
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Most importantly, every non-terminal class contains an internal data structure that,
e.g., represents a shape like a rectangle. Whenever a new non-terminal object of a certain
class is created, the internal data will be initialized by the corresponding operator that
created the non-terminal object. From the systems point of view the implicit class
attributes are public member functions of that class. In many cases, these functions
simply return properties of the underlying data structure like the width and height of a
rectangle, however, they might also calculate convenient properties of the class on-the-fly
like the area of a rectangle. For the implicit operator attributes we create an instance
of an empty class and add an arbitrary number of attributes as member variables of the
originally empty object. Since the object is created within the operator, its calculated
values are only available as long as the algorithm (operator) is executed. We use a
single object with several member variables in this case to pass only one object to the
grammar, which can then easily access any of the defined member variables.
As an example class we will introduce the non-terminal rectangles (cf. Figure 4.12).
The rectangle is defined by a width and height (lines 3-4) that are directly accessible by
implicit class attributes (lines 6-9). Additionally, the area of the rectangle is not stored
explicitly, but easily accessible as another implicit class attribute (lines 10-11). The class
provides two simple functions to set the internal width and height of the rectangle (lines
13-16). Furthermore, the class implements the repeat operators of CGA shape, i.e. the
rectangle is subdivided along one axis into a set of equally sized new rectangles (lines
17-35). Consequently, the class provides two implicit operator attributes to access the
index and count of the algorithm from the grammar later on (lines 19-22). The same
values are used for a possibly defined tag (line 28). Furthermore, the new rectangles
have to be initialized with a size and the relative transformation has to be set (lines
29-30). Afterwards, the new rectangle is added as a child to the currently processed
non-terminal object (line 31) and the new non-terminal rectangle is enqueued for next
iteration of the breadth first evaluation (line 32).
The most interesting part of this code snippet is the argument createNTRectangle
of the repeat operator (line 17). Python provides convenient functional programming
concepts like lambda functions. Since we use class derivation for the association between
rules and non-terminal objects as we will see later, createNTRectangle is a lambda
function creating a rule that has to be derived from the class NTRectangle, because
the repeat operator creates new non-terminal rectangles and initializes them with the
calculated size and transformation. Passing the implicit operator attributes to this
lambda function enables us to use them within the grammar (line 27).
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1 c l a s s NTRectangle (NonTerminal ) :
2 de f i n i tC l a s s ( s e l f , width , he ight ) :
3 s e l f . width = width
4 s e l f . he ight = he ight
5 # imp l i c i t c l a s s a t t r i b u t e s :
6 de f a t t r i bu t e w id th ( s e l f ) :
7 re turn s e l f . width
8 de f a t t r i b u t e h e i g h t ( s e l f ) :
9 re turn s e l f . he ight
10 de f a t t r i b u t e a r e a ( s e l f ) :
11 re turn s e l f . width * s e l f . he ight
12 # opera to r s :
13 de f operator width ( s e l f , width ) :
14 s e l f . width = width
15 de f ope r a t o r he i gh t ( s e l f , he ight ) :
16 s e l f . he ight = he ight
17 de f operator repeatX ( s e l f , s i z e , createNTRectangle ) :
18 # imp l i c i t operator a t t r i b u t e s :
19 c l a s s Att r ibute : pass
20 a t t r i b u t e = Attr ibute ( )
21 a t t r i b u t e . index = 0
22 a t t r i b u t e . count = round ( s e l f . width / s i z e )
23 # modeling concept :
24 width = s e l f . width / a t t r i b u t e . count
25 t rans fo rmat ion = Matrix4x4f ( )
26 f o r a t t r i b u t e . index in range ( a t t r i b u t e . count ) :
27 newNTRectangle = createNTRectangle ( a t t r i b u t e )
28 newNTRectangle . setTagLocat ion ( a t t r i b u t e . index , a t t r i bu t e . count )
29 newNTRectangle . se tTrans format ion ( t rans fo rmat ion )
30 newNTRectangle . i n i tC l a s s ( width , s e l f . he ight )
31 s e l f . addChild ( newNTRectangle )
32 enqueueEvaluation ( newNTRectangle )
33 t rans fo rmat ion . t rans la teX ( width )
34 de f operator repeatY ( s e l f , s i z e , createNTRectangle ) :
35 # analog to repeatX
Figure 4.12.: An example of a non-terminal class. A non-terminal rectangle is defined
by its width and height. Several implicit class attributes are shown to return the width,
height, and area of the rectangle. Similarly, there are two simple operators to set the
width and height, respectively. The operator repeatX implements the regular subdivision
of CGA shape for rectangles. Two implicit operator attributes are provided (index and
count) which are accessible from the grammar. Finally, the new non-terminal rectangle
is added to the scene graph and enqueued for the next evaluation round.
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4.2.3. The Grammar
This section covers the background of the grammar, i.e. how the Python code has to
be designed in order to fit our modeling purpose. Please note, that the Python code
explained in this section does not need to be written by the user, because a parser will
create it from the well-defined syntax which is introduced in Section 4.2.4. Rules of the
grammar are defined by class derivation of a specific non-terminal class (cf. Figure 4.13).
The explicitly declared parameters of a rule are stored locally in order to make them
available for any subrule. A subrule can access a parameter of a parent module by just
following the references to the parent module.
1 c l a s s NonTerminal ( Object ) :
2 de f i n i t ( s e l f ) :
3 s e l f . parentModule = None
4 de f setParentModule ( s e l f , parent ) :
5 s e l f . parentModule = parent
6 re turn s e l f
1 c l a s s Ruleh (NTClassi ) :
2 de f i n i t ( s e l f , p1 , · · · , pkh ) :
3 NTClassi . i n i t ( s e l f )
4 s e l f . px = px # ∀x ∈ {1, · · · , kh}
5 de f eva luate ( s e l f ) :
6 # user de f ined operator sequence
Figure 4.13.: We extend the original definition of the non-terminall objects (cf. Fig-
ure 4.9c) by the concept of modules (left). The right code snippet shows the general
implementation of rules by class derivation (h ∈ {1, . . . ,R}). Notice, that pi can con-
tain any parameter values including lambda functions which allows for the definition of
abstract structure templates.
Most important part of the rules is the evaluation function. The user can apply any
operator to the current non-terminal object by just calling a certain function of the
system, i.e. an inherited function of the specified non-terminal class. Figure 4.14 shows
a compact example that almost shows all system features. In the start rule, the size of
the non-terminal rectangle is specified and the shape is split along the x axis (lines 1-4).
The defined lambda function associates the new non-terminal rectangles with the rule
A which takes one explicit parameter (lines 6-8). The value which is passed to the rule
is calculated with the help of the implicit operator attribute index which is given by
the repeat operator (line 4). Each of the new non-terminal rectangles is then split into
the defined number of elements that was passed to the rule. Since we use the repeat
operator to perform the split, we have to specify the height of each element and not the
element count. Hence, we simply divide the current height by the number of elements
we want to have (line 10). The lambda function associates the subrule S of A to the
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1 c l a s s Rule S (NTRectangle ) :
2 de f eva luate ( s e l f ) :
3 s e l f . o p e r a t o r s i z e ( 5 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
4 s e l f . operator repeatX ( 1 . 0 , lambda a t t r i b u t e : Rule A ( a t t r i b u t e . index+1))
5 c l a s s Rule A (NTRectangle ) :
6 de f i n i t ( s e l f , e lements ) :
7 NTRectangle . i n i t ( s e l f )
8 s e l f . e lements = elements
9 de f eva luate ( s e l f ) :
10 s e l f . operator repeatY ( s e l f . a t t r i b u t e h e i g h t ( ) / s e l f . e lements
11 lambda a t t r i b u t e : Rule A S ( ) . setParentModule ( s e l f ) . setTagName ( ’Row ’ ) )
12 c l a s s Rule A S (NTRectangle ) :
13 de f eva luate ( s e l f ) :
14 s e l f . o p e r a t o r c o l o r (
15 1 .0 / s e l f . parentModule . e lements ,
16 0 . 0 ,
17 s e l f . tagIndex ( ’Row ’ ) / s e l f . tagCount ( ’Row ’ ) )
Figure 4.14.: This is a very compact example demonstrating almost all features of our
system. The result of the grammar evaluation is shown on top.
new elements, i.e. it sets itself as the parent rule. In addition, the user defines the tag
Row for the generated subtrees (line 11). The final non-terminal rectangles then add
some colored terminal rectangles to the scene graph. The red value is determined using
the number of elements which was given in the parent module (line 15). The blue value
makes use of the defined row tag, i.e. dividing the row index by the row count (line 17).
Passing a non-terminal symbol as parameter to implement abstract structure tem-
plates is done by simply passing a lambda function of the following form to a rule:
lambda *parameters: Rule Target(parameters)
Note, that the parameters are propagated to our target rule in this case, because the
abstract structure template could also pass some parameter values to the given rule.
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4.2.4. The Syntax
The syntax of our grammar is very similar to CGA shape as seen in Figure 4.15. In
contrast to their approach, our rules and parameters have to be of a specific type.
Another difference is, that we define rules, which have a unique name within its module,
where a module is just defined as a rule that has subrules. Please note, that parameters
can be overloaded within the subrules. Each rule has a block of conditions, where each
condition has a set of operator sequences.
$Rule : Type ( parameter1 : Type , · · · , parametern : Type )
[ cond i t i on 1 ]
<p r obab i l i t y 1.1> −> User de f ined operator sequence
. . .
<p r obab i l i t y 1.p> −> User de f ined operator sequence
. . .
[ c ond i t i onm ]
<p r obab i l i t ym.1> −> User de f ined operator sequence
. . .
<p r obab i l i t ym.p> −> User de f ined operator sequence
{
De f i n i t i o n o f sub ru l e s
}
Figure 4.15.: Rules may optionally define a list of parameters, a list of conditions, and
a list of probabilites. The cascaded formatation reflects the execution order.
The evaluation process will now be as follows. Whenever a new non-terminal object
is created, we check the defined conditions of the associated rule sequentially. The
operator sequences of the first condition that evaluates to true will be selected. Please
note, that empty condition brackets always evaluate to true to serve as a default case. We
will randomly choose one of the operator sequences belonging to the selected condition
based on the given probabilities. Those are either defined in the range [0.0, 1.0] or
they are left empty. They are not allowed to sum up to more than 1.0. All operator
sequences of the same condition x without probability will calculate their probability
as (1.0−∑pi=1 probabilityx.i)/n where missing probabilities count as zero and n denotes
the number of missing probabilities.
The formal definition to reference a rule for further evaluation is done as follows:
Prefix $Rule(exp1, . . . , expn)[tag1, . . . , tagm]
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1 $S : Rectangle −> s i z e ( 5 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; repeatX ( 1 . 0 , $A( Operator . index + 1 . 0 ) ) ;
2 $A: Rectangle ( e lements : Float ) −> repeatY ( Class . he ight / elements , : $S [Row ] ) ;
3 {
4 $S : Rectangle −> c o l o r ( 1 . 0 / elements , 0 . 0 , Row. index / Row. count ) ;
5 }
Figure 4.16.: This grammar corresponds to the Python code of Figure 4.14. The result
of this grammar is also similar to Figure 4.14.
The prefix can be either ”:” to call a subrule, ” ” to call a root rule which belongs to
no module, ”@” to use one of the non-terminal symbols which are given in an explicit
parameter in an abstract structure template or ”../ · · · ../” to access a subrule of any
parent module. Since the applied rule might have defined some parameters, we can
pass that many values by using arbitrary expressions. We have seen in Section 4.1.1
and Section 4.1.2, that both, classes and operators, have attributes which are implicitly
given in the grammar. In order to avoid name clashes we use a different prefix for
accessing those attributes. For example, if we want to access the current width of a
rectangle, we can use Class.width whereas if we want to access the current index during
the non-terminal object creation of the repeat operator, we have to use Operator.index.
Tags are also implicitly given in a subtree of the scene graph and we use the name of a
tag to access its index or count. The concept of containers is easily integrated by using
lists as explicit rule parameters.
Figure 4.16 shows the example of Figure 4.14 with our grammar syntax. An initial
non-terminal rectangle is associated with rule S. The applied operators will first define
the absolute size of the rectangle and afterwards it is split along the x axis. The implicit
operator attribute index is passed to A where it is used as explicit parameter elements.
Each column is split along the y axis with repect to the given element count. Calling
the subrule S is done by using the prefix ”:”. Hence, there is no name clash between the
start rule S and the subrule S of A. Note, that a tag is assigned to each of the resulting
subtrees by specifying the name Row in squared brackets (cf. Section 4.1.5). Finally,
each rectangle is colored depending on the given elements and row indices. Note, that
the grammar parser will automatically determine which rules are subrules of a module
such that the Python code will set the corresponding references (cf. Figure 4.14, line 11).
This also includes an automatic naming convention for the rule classes (cf. Figure 4.14,
lines 1, 5, and 12)
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4.3. Hierarchical Structures
Many common entities that can be found in cities, like buildings or trees, can be repre-
sented by a hierarchical scene graph. Theoretically, our concept of multiple non-terminal
classes allows for the integration of arbitrary content creation tools like sculpting organic
objects in a voxel grid or designing mechanical assets based on NURBS. As mentioned
earlier, these classes are rather targeted at asset creation while the generation of whole
cities should rather focus on classes for asset arrangement. Compared to CGA shape,
we are not limited to bounding boxes and thus, our approach allows for the definition
of more flexible data structures while keeping the general idea of decomposition (shape
grammars) and growth processes (L-Systems) in order to properly arrange elements in
the scene. Figure 4.17 shows the combination of both concepts in one artistic image.
Figure 4.17.: Application of decomposition and growth processes within the same scene.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 4.18.: Boxes are sized, rotated, and moved to layout geometrical assets. The
loaded geometry is then fit into the box (a). Boxes are split along the local axes to
create details in a coarse-to-fine fashion (b). FFDs provide more degrees of freedom
than boxes, i.e. the corners can be independently manipulated. Any loaded geometry
is deformed accordingly (c). Similar to boxes, FFDs are split to generate the details
(d). Another way to define FFDs is to sweep a rectangle through space. The modeling
strategy compares to the concept of turtle graphics (e). Branches are created by calling
two rules for a rectangle such that two FFD sequences are generated in parallel (f).
4.3.1. Modeling Strategy
Our system basically relies on the definition of boxes, trilinear free form deformation
cages (FFDs), and rectangles. While the former two data structures can be utilized for
the decomposition priciple (recursive splitting of bounding volumes), rectangles allow for
an intuitive definition of one dimensional sequences of FFDs which can be seen as simple
swept volumes. For example, similar to the turtle graphics principle, rectangles can be
iteratively moved through space thereby spanning FFDs along their trajectory. With
respect to the most popular procedural modeling strategies for architecture and plants,
we have derived a set of majorly three non-terminal classes, namely boxes, trilinear free
form deformation cages, and trilinear free form turtle graphics (cf. Figure 4.18).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.19.: The repeat operator of boxes is implemented similar to the one of CGA
shape (cf. Section 2.3), i.e. the algorithm splits the box into similar sized elements (a).
The box has a width of 5.4 and the user specified that each element should have a size
of 2.0 ending up in round(5.4/2.0) = 3 elements, each having a width of 1.8. Similar to
boxes, the edges of an FFD can be split (b). A reference vector defined in the convex
hull of the FFD is used to determine the number of elements. The user specified the
face center as measurement vector (having a length of 4.0) and an approximate size of
1.0 for each element. Consequently, the FFD is split into 4 elements. The number of
elements changes to 3 or 5, if the FFD is measured on top or bottom, respectively.
4.3.1.1. Boxes
Analogously to the scope concept of CGA shape, a box is defined by a position, an
orientation, and a size. These properties are intuitively manipulated by the application
of simple transformations like moving the box within its local coordinate system or
setting its absolute size. Furthermore, proper layouts are produced by a decomposition
of the box along one of its local axes (cf. Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20). Finally, any loaded
asset is fit into the bounding box by the application of an affine transformation.
4.3.1.2. Trilinear Free Form Deformation Cages
By using FFDs we relax the concept of boxes and allow to set the 8 corner points
cxyz with x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} independently [SP86]. As terminal shapes, we can load any
polygonal geometry, fit it into the unit cube [0, 1]3, and apply the FFD transformation
to each vertex. Hence, the usability of FFDs is quite similar to boxes, except that the
loaded assets get deformed in a more complex fashion.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.20.: The split operator of boxes is implemented similar to the one of CGA
shape (cf. Section 2.3), i.e. the algorithm splits the box into a fixed number of relative
and absolute sized elements (a, b). The user specified 4 elements, where the inner two
parts have an absolute size of 1 and the outer two parts have a ratio of 1 : 2. Hence,
changing the size of the box from 5 to 6 will only affect the outer boxes. The split
operator for FFDs is either applied to each individual edge (c) or to a reference vector
similar to the repeat operator (d). In both examples, the middle part has an absolute
size of 1 and the outer parts have a ratio of 1 : 1. In the latter case, the split is applied
to the reference vector and the ratios are then transferred to the corresponding edges.
Manipulating FFDs is more flexible, since the control points can be moved individually,
but this makes it also more complicated to define proper rules. Hence, the class also
provides more convenient manipulation methods inspired by the box class. For example,
all control points can be moved with respect to some edges of the cage, like moving
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Figure 4.21.: Moving a rectangle through space thereby spanning a sequence of FFDs
compared to the turtle graphics principle (left 4 images). Typical operators allow to
yaw (blue), roll (green), and pitch (red) the rectangles orientation as well as to move the
rectangle forward along its normal direction (right image). The generated FFDs can be
further processed by the decomposition concept.
cxyz along ex,yz = c1yz − c0yz with x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}. This operation can be understood
analogously to a translation along the local x-axis of a simple box, except that the cage
moves along the rays that are spanned by the edges. In addition, similar operations are
available to change the size of the cage. Analogously, the decomposition concept is also
adopted from boxes by splitting the corresponding edges of an FFD (cf. Figure 4.19,
Figure 4.20).
4.3.1.3. Trilinear Free Form Turtle Graphics
For simulating growth processes, we take the idea of generalized cylinders as they are
used by Prusinkiewicz et al. [PL96] and transfer this concept to a controlled creation of
FFDs (cf. Figure 4.21). Therefore, our basis is a rectangular shaped turtle that can roll,
yaw, pitch, and move forward along the rectangles normal. With generalized cylinders
the user can insert a new control point for the creation of a Bezier curve at the current
position and orientation of the turle. Since we are using FFDs for the deformation of
geometry, we adopt this idea in the following way. At each position we can specify a given
width and height which states the size of a cross-sectional rectangle that is orthogonal
to the forward vector. At any point we can specify, that the current rectangle will be
used as front or back of the FFD. The resulting FFDs can then be further processed
by the FFD class such that details can be generated or geometries are loaded which are
deformed accordingly.
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1 $S :CoordinateSystem −> spawnMesh ($CityPlan , ”CityPlan . obj ” ) ;
2 $CityPlan :Mesh −> compPoly ($FloorPlan ) ;
3 $FloorPlan :Polygon −> extrude ( 10 . 0 , $MyFacade ) ;
Figure 4.22.: Whole cities are created from a loaded floor plan. Each facade is generated
in a coarse to fine fashion by applying the decomposition principle. Additionally, our
language allows for the generation of vegetation based on the idea of turtle graphics.
Hence, we are able to integrate man made objects, like buildings, and organic branching
structures, like trees, within the same formalism. Using FFDs, our system is further able
to create sharp cornices for any given angle of the building corners and to approximate
rounded objects (like the hall ways of the right building).
4.3.2. Results
For the automatic creation of buildings and plants on a given city map, we load the
floor plans from a mesh file, extrude them, and apply the decomposition principle to all
facades (cf. Figure 4.22). In detail, we apply the start rule S to the initial coordinate
system and simply load a given city map from a file containing a mesh with the floor
plans. The second rule decomposes the mesh into the single polygons which are the
floor plans. Finally, the polygons are extruded as basic shape for the buildings. The
side faces of the extruded polygons are degenerated boxes (scaled to 0 along the local z-
axis) such that we can apply split and repeat rules to generate the details. Furthermore,
we also placed a number of seed points to start growth processes for the trees. In the
following section we will have a closer look onto the creation of detailed facades and
pseudo-chaotic trees that are fully generated with our language.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.23.: In this facade example, we first distinguish the top and bottom floors
from the middle floors (a). The middle region is split into floors of equal height and a
door tile is added to the bottom floor (b). Finally, each floor will be split vertically to
add some cornices and horizontally to generate equally sized window tiles (c).
4.3.2.1. Architectural Modeling
We start the modeling session by the definition of an abstract structure template describ-
ing a coarse facade layout (cf. Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24). First, the facade is decomposed
into regions for the bottom, middle, and top floors (lines 5-7). A door region is added to
the bottom floor if the corresponding door parameter is set to true (lines 10-14). The
middle region is vertically subdivided into equally sized floors (line 16). Each floor is now
handled in the same way (lines 18-36). A vertical split is applied to generate regions for
the cornices (lines 19-21). The center region is then regularly subdivided to produce the
window tiles (line 35). Although the template only provides one non-terminal symbol
for all produced window tiles, they can be distinguished based on the associated tags
(lines 5-7). The wall cornices are produced by a simple extrusion (line 25), however,
since we assume to apply the rule set to an extruded polygon with arbitrary angles, we
have to capture the left and right corners by moving the corresponding vertices of the
FFD (lines 26-33). The vertices are not moved next to the door region by setting the
corresponding angles to 0.0 (lines 12,14).
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1 $AbstractFacade :Box( th : Float , mh: Float , bh : Float , c r : Float ,
2 l a : Float , ra : Float , door : Bool ,
3 $WindowTile :Box, $DoorTile :Box, $Cornice :FFD)−>
4 # Main s p l i t f o r bottom , middle , and top f l o o r s :
5 sp l i tY ( [ ( bh , 0 , :$BottomFloor [BF] ) ,
6 ( 1 . 0 , 1 , : $MiddleFloors [MF] ) ,
7 ( th , 0 , : $Floor ( la , ra ) [TF ] ) ] ) ;
8 {
9 # I f a door i s placed , we apply a s p l i t :
10 $BottomFloor :Box
11 [ door ] −> sp l i tX ( [ ( 1 . 0 , 1 , $Floor ( la , 0 . 0 ) ) ,
12 ( 1 . 8 , 0 , @$DoorTile ) ,
13 ( 1 . 0 , 1 , $Floor ( 0 . 0 , ra ) ) ] ) ;
14 [ ] −> spawnBox ($Floor ( la , ra ) ) ;
15 # Create s e v e r a l middle f l o o r s :
16 $MiddleFloors :Box −> repeatY (midHeight , $Floor ( la , ra ) ) ;
17 # Create a bottom and top co rn i c e in each f l o o r :
18 $Floor :Box( l a : Float , ra : Float ) −>
19 sp l i tY ( [ ( Class . s izeY * cr / 2 . 0 , 0 , : $ExtrudeCornice [BC] ) ,
20 ( 1 . 0 , 1 , : $Tiling ) ,
21 ( Class . s izeY * cr / 2 . 0 , 0 , : $ExtrudeCornice [TC ] ) ] ) ;
22 {
23 # Set the co rn i c e ex t ru s i on and spawn new boxes on the s i d e
24 $ExtrudeCornice :Box −>
25 l ength ( Class . s izeY ) ;
26 spawnFFD($Cornice ( Class . s izeY * tan ( l a ) , Class . s izeY * tan ( ra ) ) ) ;
27 # Move the outer v e r t i c e s o f the c o rn i c e to cover the co rne r s
28 $Cornice :FFD( l e : Float , re : Float ) −>
29 moveVertexAlongXEdge (0 , 0 , 1 , − l e ) ;
30 moveVertexAlongXEdge (0 , 1 , 1 , − l e ) ;
31 moveVertexAlongXEdge (1 , 0 , 1 , re ) ;
32 moveVertexAlongXEdge (1 , 1 , 1 , re ) ;
33 spawnFFD(@$Cornice ) ;
34 # Create windows with r e gu l a r d i s t an c e s on each f l o o r
35 $Tiling :Box −> repeatX ( 1 . 8 , @$WindowTile ) ;
36 }
37 }
Figure 4.24.: Facade template with parameters for the heights of the top (th), middle
(mh), and bottom (bh) floors, the angles for the left (la) and right (ra) cornices, a cornice
ratio (cr), and a flag for the creation of a door. Internally, it uses a left extend (le) and
a right extend (re) to create FFDs for the cornices that cover the corners with respect
to the given angles.
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1 $MyFacade :Box( l e f tAng l e : Float , r i ghtAng le : Float , door : Bool )
2 −> spawnBox ( $AbstractFacade ( 2 . 5 , 2 . 8 , 3 . 2 , 0 . 2 ,
3 l e f tAng l e , r ightAngle , door ,
4 :$WindowTile , : $DoorTile , : $Cornice ) ) ;
5 {
6 $WindowTile :Box
7 [TF] −> renderColor ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
8 [MF] −> renderColor ( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
9 [BF] −> renderColor ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
10 $DoorTile :Box −> renderColor ( 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
11 $Cornice :FFD
12 [TC] −> renderColor ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
13 [BC] −> renderColor ( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
14 }
Figure 4.25.: This example uses the defined tags to visualize the window tiles of the fa-
cade regions and the cornices in different colors. The output corresponds to Figure 4.23c.
Note that the facade uses some fixed values for the height parameters of the different
floors as well as for the cornice ratio. In contrast, the left and right angles as well as the
door flag are still provided as parameters such that the facade style can be applied to
floor plans with arbitrary inner angles (cf. Figure 4.22).
For the generation of a large variety of different buildings, it is recommendable to
create a database of procedural assets. Hence, a user should first define a number
of abstract structure templates, describing the coarse layout of a facade, and a set of
dynamic modules, like windows, doors, and ornaments (cf. Figure 4.26). Typically,
an author of an abstract structure template should at least provide a simple dynamic
module (denoted as prototype) that specifies a good choice of parameter values and
processes each produced non-terminal object with a trivial rule that renders the object
in a certain color (cf. Figure 4.25).
With a given set of dynamic modules, abstract structure templates, and prototypes,
the creation of new objects becomes easy. Starting with a prototype, users can easily
combine existing modules by replacing the uniformly colored non-terminal objects by
other abstract structure templates or dynamic modules. This enables the fast assembling
of unique procedural objects within a small rule set. Figure 4.27 shows two examples
based on the facade layout of Figure 4.23c. The coarse layout of the facades is clearly
noticeable while the overall appearance is heavily different.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.26.: Some dynmic modules used for the right building of Figure 4.22. The
images show a window (a), an element of the rounded hall ways (b), and a balcony (c).
Figure 4.27.: Two possible results of the abstract structure template defined in Fig-
ure 4.24, by using two sets of dynamic modules for the cornices and window tiles.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.28.: Original cornice that goes around the edge of a building (a). If only
boxes are available, a particular asset would be needed to cover the corner cornice (b).
By using FFDs and the adjacent angles of the building corner, we can simply deform
the loaded asset accordingly (c)
The previously utilized facade layout provides two parameters to specify the left and
the right angle to create prism shaped FFDs that capture sharp cornice corners. The
freedom to deform assets is a major advantage of our system. Figure 4.28 emphasizes,
that FFDs are an elegant solution for the cornice problem, which is hard to solve by just
using non-terminal boxes as it is done by CGA shape. This becomes worse, if the outer
corners that need to be covered have varying angles (different from 90◦). Cornices that
go around the building edges are a common example in most virtual cities and thus, the
extrude operator of the polygons provides access to the inner left and right angles of the
currently processed line. For the left side of our facade layout, e.g., we pass the value
(180.0−Operator .leftAngle)/2.0 to the facade rule.
4.3.2.2. Plant Modeling
The definition of grammars for growth processes is quite similar to using generalized
cylinders in L-Systems [PL96]. Hence, we will not show the stepwise creation of a
branching structure. However, using the concept of abstract structure templates in plant
modeling allows for the combination of basic tree structures with detailed procedural
assets for fruits, petals, or leafs (cf. Figure 4.29). Consequently, a large variety of different
plants is created by just a few rules (cf. Figure 4.30).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.29.: These images demonstrate the usage of abstract structure templates in
plant modeling. A small rule set defines a basic tree structure (a). Dynamic modules
serve for the creation of leafs, apples, pears, and petals which are passed as parameters
to the basic tree (b-d). This enables various combinations by just changing a few non-
terminal symbol parameters in the grammar (cf. Figure 4.30).
1 # Def ine ba s i c ab s t r a c t s t r u c tu r e templates and modules :
2 $BaseTree :FFDTurtle($Leaf :FFDTurtle , $Fruit :FFDTurtle) −> . . .
3 $Leaf :FFDTurtle −> . . .
4 $Petal :FFDTurtle −> . . .
5 $Apple :FFDTurtle −> . . .
6 $Pear :FFDTurtle −> . . .
7 # Combine e x i s t i n g procedura l d e s c r i p t i o n s :
8 $AppleTree :FFDTurtle −> spawnFFDTurtle ($BaseTree ($Leaf , $Apple ) ) ;
9 $PearTree :FFDTurtle −> spawnFFDTurtle ($BaseTree ($Leaf , $Pear ) ) ;
10 $PetalTree :FFDTurtle −> spawnFFDTurtle ($BaseTree ($Leaf , $Petal ) ) ;
Figure 4.30.: Creation of various trees by combining abstract structure templates and
dynamic modules in plant modeling. With a single rule, a base tree is combined with
a certain leaf type and a fruit or petal. Note, that no knowledge is needed about the
growth process of a tree in order to produce these highly complex variations.
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4.4. Interconnected Structures
This section deals with the generation of complex interconnected structures such as
bridges or roller coasters where a functional interaction between rigid and deformable
parts of an object is needed (cf. Figure 4.31). Our approach mainly relies on the top-
down decomposition principle of shape grammars to create an arbitrarily complex but
well structured layout. During this process, potential attaching points are collected
in containers which represent the set of candidates to establish interconnections. Our
grammar then uses either fixed connection patterns or geometric queries to determine
elements in those containers that are to be connected. The two different types of con-
nections that our system supports are rigid object chains and deformable beams. The
former type is constructed by inverse kinematics whereas the latter type is generated
by spline curves.
Figure 4.31.: Our system presents a novel method to easily describe complex intercon-
nected structures with a high level of detail like this roller coaster.
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4.4.1. Concepts
Most common objects in a city, like buildings and plants, result from the decomposition
and the turtle graphics principles which have been discussed in the last section, however,
the creation of interconnected structures needs some additional concepts for the conve-
nient creation of rigid chains that utilize mechanical joints and deformable beams that
are efficiently represented by spline curves. We will introduce more sophisticated algo-
rithms in order to produce non-terminal objects of the same non-terminal classes that
were already introduced for hierarchical structures. Consequently, the concepts of this
section perfectly integrate to the previous modeling paradigms, but enable convenient
methods for the generation of interconnected structures.
4.4.1.1. Modeling Curves
Since the primitive scopes of our system can be trilinear FFDs which have many degrees
of freedom, we need higher order operations for their creation. Therefore, we introduce
a function that sweeps a rectangle along a pre-defined spline curve thereby creating a
sequence of FFDs between a rectangle and its successor (cf. Figure 4.32).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.32.: Deformable beams are created by sweeping rectangles along a spline
curve. In this example, we use a cubic spline with 4 control rectangles that interpolates
the given start rectangle 0 and end rectangle 3 (a). The interpolation of normals N
(red) yields an intuitive control over the roll of the rectangle (b). This allows for the
definition of arbitrary twists along the trajectory of the spline.
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A curve that is parameterized in the interval t ∈ [0, 1] with n control points Pi and
basis functions Ni is described by the following formula:
C(t) =
n−1∑
i=0
Ni(t)Pi
For the precise details on this function we want to refer the reader to The NURBS
Book [PT97]. Creating rectangles at the sample points to span trilinear FFDs can be
done in several ways. For a natural behavior, the generated rectangles have their center
in C(t) and are spanned orthogonal to the tangent, which is the first derivative C ′(t) of
the curve. The rotation of the rectangle around the tangent has still to be determined.
In order to get full control over the roll of the rectangle, e.g., producing arbitrary twists
of the rectangle along the curve, we extend the definition of the control points Pi:
Pi = [Px, Py, Pz︸ ︷︷ ︸
position
, Nx, Ny, Nz︸ ︷︷ ︸
normal
,W,H︸ ︷︷ ︸
size
]T
We address CP (t) as the positional part, CN(t) as the normal part and CS(t) as the
size part of the curve at parameter t. Note that the normal vector CN(t) is normalized
after the interpolation in order to guarantee unit length. The local rectangle will have
its center at CP (t). The local right direction R and the local up direction U are then
calculated as follows:
R =
CN(t)× C ′P (t)
|CN(t)× C ′P (t)|
, U =
R× C ′P (t)
|R× C ′P (t)|
Note that U 6= CN(t) in most cases, because the interpolated normal CN(t) is just
used to determine the roll around the tangent direction.
Within the grammar, the free form modeling process of arbitrary spline curves is
achieved by controlling the box scope in the usual turtle graphics fashion, i.e. utilizing
transformations like rotations or translations. At certain positions faces of the box are
then stored in a rectangle container. Afterwards, the container can be passed to the
curve operator which will automatically generate a sequence of FFD scopes:
curve(control:Rectangle[], closed:Bool, next:Rule, step:Float, threshold:Float)
While the first parameter holds the control rectangles, the second parameter is a
flag to determine whether the interpolation should yield a closed curve or not. The
last two parameters are used for the calculation of the arc length in order to produce
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a sequence of rectangles that are distributed equidistantly along the trajectory of the
curve. We approximate the arc length by recursively inserting sample points. Whenever
the distance between two successive samples lies above the defined threshold, new sample
points will be inserted. Based on this piecewise linear approximation, the curve is then
resampled uniformly with the given step width. Each resulting FFD is then further
processed by the given rule next.
4.4.1.2. Inverse Kinematics
A rigid chain system is a sequence of revolute (rotational) and prismatic (translational)
joints. The joints in our kinematic system only have one degree of freedom (DoF) which
is a scalar value θ representing an angle of a revolute joint for a rotation around a
fixed axis or representing a length of a prismatic joint for a translation along a certain
vector. More complex behaviors can be simulated by using a combination of these joints
(cf. Figure 4.33a).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.33.: A rigid object chain is defined by translational (θ0,θ2,θ4) and rotational
(θ1,θ3) joints with one degree of freedom where some are fixed (θ0,θ4) and some are free
(θ1,θ2,θ3). The free parameters are optimized to yield the smallest distance between an
end effector E and a target pose T (a). The Jacobian of the system is used to estimate
the effect at the end effector, if the corresponding value θ changes (b,c). Derivation
principle for a translational joint (b). Derivation principle for a rotational joint (c).
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Each translational joint can be expressed by a rigid transformation T (θ) ∈ R4×4
consisting of an identity matrix I ∈ R3×3 as rotational part and a translation vector
t ∈ R3×1 that is scaled by the length θ:
T (θ) =
[
I t ∗ θ
0 1
]
Each rotational joint can be expressed by a rigid transformation T (θ) ∈ R4×4 con-
sisting of a zero vector z as translational part and a rotation matrix R ∈ R3×3 which is
defined by a rotation axis a and the angle θ:
T (θ) =
[
R(a, θ) z
0 1
]
If a set of parameters Θ = {θ0, · · · , θn−1} is applied to a sequence of n rigid transfor-
mations, this will result in an end effector E ∈ R4×4:
f(Θ) = Tn−1(θn−1) ∗ · · · ∗ T0(θ0) = E
Changing the parameters θi corresponds to the idea of forward kinematics [MWS05]
which perfectly matches the concept of the turtle graphics principle that is used for
procedural modeling, because both systems rely on the idea of defining a path by just
using relative transformations.
In terms of interconnected structures, we have to solve the problem, that we have
only given the wanted target pose T of the end effector E and the sequence of rigid
transformations where only a subset Φ ⊆ Θ are free parameters that have to be optimized
by the solver while Θ \ Φ are fixed parameters that are necessary to fully describe
the shape of the rigid chain. Finding the values for the free parameters θi ∈ Φ is a
hard problem, because f is highly non-linear due to the rotations. Inverse kinematics
algorithms are numerical methods that solve f−1(E) = Θ by iteratively updating the
parameters Φ by ∆Φ (cf. Figure 4.33b, Figure 4.33c). The algorithms usually terminate,
when the distance ∆E between the current end effector E and the target pose T falls
below a certain threshold. Further details on inverse kinematics can be taken from the
book of Spong et al. [MWS05].
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4.4.2. Modeling Strategy
It turned out that boxes are easy to handle for the creation of precise structures in
a strict coarse-to-fine fashion and that FFDs can handle growth processes that start
at a certain location and expand in random but guided directions (cf. Figure 4.34).
A drawback of both strategies is, however, that they do not support the definition of
connections between existing objects in the scene. Such connections are very important
for the creation of complex structures that are often seen in the real world, e.g. bridge
constructions, architectural framings or roller coasters to mention only a few. Another
important observation regarding complex interconnected structures is, that we have to
deal with two different object types, namely rigid objects, such as metal joints, that
are contained within a bounding box, and deformable objects, like bended steel girders
or beams, which can be modeled by a sequence of FFDs. While hierarchical structures
are used to layout the coarse scene, sophisticated functions are defined to generate rigid
chains and deformable beams that interconnect any existing objects.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.34.: Decomposition rules provide an easy mechanism to create man-made
structures like facades (a). Controlling a rectangular LOGO-style turtle generating
complex tree structures by successively spanning trilinear FFDs (b). Close-up (c).
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Our modeling strategy is based on a simple idea. First, we collect meaningful locations
in containers, like possible connection points on a steel girder. Then, we use the elements
of two containers to define fixed connection patterns between the elements of the source
and the target container. Alternatively, geometric queries can be used to determine a
source and a target location. Finally, an inverse kinematics algorithm calculates the free
parameters of a rigid chain between the source and the target location or a spline is
used to generate a deformable beam between the end points.
4.4.2.1. Containers
By recursively replacing non-terminal scopes in the scene, a lot of detail can be created
in a hierarchical way, however, if interconnected structures have to be modeled, it is very
intuitive to create independent architectural objects first and later establish connections
between meaningful locations that are defined by the individual objects. This would
not be possible with a simple coarse-to-fine modeling strategy, since the connections are
generated between existing objects in the scene and do not result from a decomposition
or growth process as shown in Figure 4.34. Formally, we use containers to store any
semantically meaningful locations of a procedural object (cf. Figure 4.35).
Figure 4.35.: Containers are used to store rectangles which are the end locations for
creating interconnected structures. In this example, the front rectangle of the corre-
sponding boxes are stored in the container c.
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4.4.2.2. Determining Connection Pairs
The most natural way to specify the end locations of an interconnection is done via the
2D counterpart of boxes which are rectangles. Consequently, we will only use rectangle
containers to store semantically meaningful locations. In order to make our system very
flexible, we uncouple the actual operator that generates the geometry of an intercon-
nection from the function that defines which rectangles have to be connected. Formally,
these functions return a pair containing the start and end location in form of a rectangle:
Pair := (source:Rectangle, target:Rectangle)
A simple visualization is achieved by just spanning a FFD for each pair in a given
pair container. The newly created FFDs will then be associated with the rule next :
ffd(correspondences:Pair[], next:Rule)
Fixed Patterns
The first function simplifies the creation of non-trivial interconnected structures by defin-
ing how the elements of a container have to be connected:
Pair[] pattern(source:Rectangle, target:Rectangle, counters:Int[])
Figure 4.36.: Mappings are defined for the creation of fixed patterns which could end
up in regular parallel or regular cross connections. For simplicity, we have skipped the
prefix of the implicit operator attribute i which returns the current value of the counter.
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Just as with a one dimensional array, one can think of a loop that iterates over a
container and for each source rectangle with index i, it determines a target rectangle
based on the index i. Figure 4.36 shows two possible mappings between two containers
A and B. The linear connection pattern is defined as a mapping i→ i whereas the cross
connection pattern is defined as a mapping i→ (i%2 == 0 ? i+ 1 : i− 1). We use the
conditional operator from C++ that turned out to be very convenient for our purposes:
condition ? value if true : value if false
If the container is structured into more than one dimension and the connection pattern
becomes more complex, it is useful to provide cascaded loops. Therefore, the third
parameter of the operator is a list that defines the number of elements ni for each of the
m cascaded loops:
for(i0=0;i0<n0;i0++)· · · for(im−1=0;im−1<nm−1;im−1++){}
In the sense of implicit operator attributes, the first two parameters of the pattern
function can now use the indices i0, · · · , im−1 to define the actual mapping.
Geometrical Queries
The second function assumes, that a number of possible target rectangles have been
defined by another procedural model. Conceptually, the operator takes a source rectangle
B as a basis and shoots a ray r into some target direction to define a connection pair:
Pair shoot(source:Rectangle, targets:Rectangle[],
yaw:Float, pitch:Float,
alpha:Float, beta:Float, range:Float)
Figure 4.37 depicts the volume that is spanned to determine a target rectangle from
the container. Basically, the shooting direction r is defined by a yaw and a pitch angle.
This is an intuitive choice, because seen from the local coordinate system of B it describes
the direction by turning left or right (yaw) and afterwards turning up or down (pitch).
For each rectangle T in the target container, we determine the closest sub rectangle
S that has the same size as B, the same orientation as T , and completely lies in T .
Letting v be the vector pointing from the center of B to the center of S, we define γ
to be the angle between v and r (cf. Figure 4.37c). If the vector v is longer than a
given maximum distance or it lies outside the elliptical cone that is spanned by α and β
(cf. Figure 4.37a), we skip the rectangle S. The connection will then be established from
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.37.: Shooting a ray to find rectangles to connect with. We define an elliptical
conical volume along the shooting direction to reduce the number of potential target
rectangles (a). The ray intersects a rectangle in the volume, so that the target rectangle
(red) lies inside the hit rectangle (green) with its center at the intersection point (b). If
no rectangle is hit directly, among all other rectangles in the volume, the one closest to
the ray is chosen with respect to the angle γ (c).
B to the sub rectangle S that has the smallest angular deviation γ from the shooting
direction r. If there are more than one possible S with the same deviation γ, we take
the one with the shortest vector v. Note, that our system could easily adopt other
geometrical queries as a function returning the pair construct.
4.4.2.3. Generating Interconnection Geometry
The geometry of the interconnections is produced as a set of non-terminal objects from
different classes (cf. Figure 4.38). The most simple idea is to span a non-terminal
FFD between the source and the target . Alternatively, a mechanical chain of non-
terminal boxes can be created automatically between the locations by applying an inverse
kinematics algorithm. In contrast, deformable beams are represented by a sequence
of non-terminal FFDs which are defined by a spline curve that interpolates the end
locations.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.38.: Our approach presents operations for an easy handling of interconnected
structures. When precise connections have to be established, the user can choose to
create a simple non-terminal FFD (a), a deformable beam made of a sequence of non-
terminal FFDs (b) or a rigid chain consisting of several non-terminal boxes (c). In any
case, details are generated by a further decomposition of the non-terminal objects.
Rigid Chains
Many real world examples can be modeled with rigid interconnections, e.g. bridges,
cranes, and other complex steel constructions. We provide an operator that automati-
cally creates a chain of rigid segments between the two end rectangles:
chain(correspondences:Pair[], segments:Segment[])
Segment := (type:Enum, value:Float, next:Rule, ) |
(type:Enum, start:Float, min:Float, max:Float, next:Rule)
Every created segment can get another non-terminal symbol attached to it and could
thereby be processed in another way. For the calculation of the rigid chain, we first trans-
form the local coordinate system of the second rectangle into the local coordinate system
of the first rectangle, so that we can build up the rigid chain from the origin. The seg-
ments are then defined by a sequence of transformations analogously to Section 4.4.1.2,
where a fixed segment is defined by the 3-Tuple and a free segment is defined by the
5-Tuple. In both cases, one of the six types of transformation has to be chosen, which
can be either a translation or a rotation along the local x-, y- or z-axis. The second
parameter of a fixed segment is the scalar value that either defines the length for a
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translational joint or the angle for a rotational joint. In contrast, for a free segment, the
user has to specify a start value (commonly set to 0), a minimum value, and a maximum
value that is allowed for the optimization. By setting the minimum or the maximum to
infinity, the user can disable the lower or upper bound of the joint, respectively.
Deformable Beams
If a rope or cable has to be spanned between two end locations, our system introduces an
operator to generate defomable beams. For an intuitive control, we introduce a stiffness
value of the material and a gravity value that creates a plausible sag:
beam(correspondences:Pair[], next:Rule, stiffness:Float, gravity:Float,
step:Float, threshold:Float)
The operator will automatically create five control rectangles (cf. Figure 4.39). Two
additional control rectangles are inserted by copying the end rectangles and moving
the copies along their normal with respect to the defined stiffness value. The resulting
tangents guarantee, that the orientation of the first and last rectangle of the interpolating
spline are oriented in the same way as the given end rectangles. Additionally, a fifth
rectangle will be inserted in the middle of the parameter domain. It will be moved down
along the world y-axis with respect to the gravity value in order to simulate plausible
sags that usually occur when cables or ropes are spanned between two points. Similar
to the modeling of arbitrary curves, the operator uses an arc length parametrization
making use of a step width and a threshold.
Figure 4.39.: Deformable beams are defined by spline curves with 5 control rectangles.
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4.4.3. Results
In this section, we first have a look onto some theoretical examples illustrating the step-
wise construction of simple grammars utilizing the presented concepts of deformable
beams, rigid chains, geometrical queries, and interconnection patterns. Afterwards,
we show several practical examples generating catenaries above a street automatically
mounting themselves to surronding facades, creating power poles that are interconnected
by hanging wires, adaptively constructing a complex bridge, and manually placing con-
trol rectangles for the production of roller coasters with arbitrary track trajectories.
1 $Example :Box( t a r g e t s : Rectangle [])−>
2 s i z e ( 5 . 0 , 5 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
3 c o l o r ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
4 t a r g e t s . push ( Class . f r on t ) ;
5 s i z e ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 ) ;
6 t ( 2 . 5 , 2 . 5 , 1 0 . 0 ) ;
7 rY ( 1 8 0 . 0 ) ;
8 beam(
9 [ shoot (
10 Class . f ront , # Source
11 ta rge t s , # Target
12 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , # Yaw & Pitch
13 45 . 0 , 45 . 0 , # Alpha & Beta
14 20 . 0 , # Range
15 ) ] , # shoot
16 $Segment( Operator . index ,
17 Operator . count ) ,
18 1 . 0 , # S t i f f n e s s
19 1 . 0 , # Gravity
20 0 . 25 , # Step
21 0 .01 # Threshold
22 ) ; # beam
23 $Segment :FFD( i : Float , n : Float)−>
24 c o l o r (1.0− i /n , 1.0− i /n , 1 . 0 ) ;
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.40.: Generation of a deformable beam using geometrical queries. If the source
rectangle is facing the target rectangle, a straight beam is created (a). The gravity and
stiffness values can be adjusted to simulate hanging wires (b). If the target falls into the
defined cone (cf. Figure 4.37), the generated beam is deformed accordingly (c).
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1 chain (
2 [ shoot ( . . . ) ] , # S imi l a r as be f o r e
3 [ # Begin j o i n t element d e f i n i t i o n
4 (TZ, 1 . 0 , $Mount) ,
5 (RX, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $JointX ) ,
6 (TZ, 1 . 5 , $Hinge ) ,
7 (RY, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $JointY ) ,
8 (TZ, 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 50 . 0 , $Bar ) ,
9 (RZ, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $JointZ ) ,
10 (TZ, 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 50 . 0 , $Bar ) ,
11 (RY, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $JointY ) ,
12 (TZ, 1 . 5 , $Hinge ) ,
13 (RX, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $JointX ) ,
14 (TZ, 1 . 0 , $Mount)
15 ] # End j o i n t element d e f i n i t i o n
16 ) ; # chain
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.41.: Instead of using a deformable beam (cf. Figure 4.40), a rigid chain can
be generated. The colored rules correspond to the object colors of the rigid chain (a, b).
Static elements are shown in red, dynamic translational elements are depicted in blue,
and dynamic rotational elements are illustrated in green.
4.4.3.1. Deformable Beams by Shooting
As a first example, a deformable beam is generated by using geometrical queries (cf. Fig-
ure 4.40). Initially, a target rectangle is created with a specific size (line 2), rendered in
blue (line 3) and pushed into the corresponding container (line 3). Analogously, a source
rectangle is produced using another size (line 5) and a transformation such that it faces
the target rectangle (lines 6,7). The generation of the beam uses a geometrical query,
i.e. using the front rectangle of the current non-terminal box, a cone is spanned by the
given values (lines 9-15, cf. Figure 4.37). If one of the given rectangles (line 11) lies
within the cone, the defomable beam will be generated by a seqeuence of FFDs. In this
example, the associated rule makes use of some implicit operator attributes in order to
render the produced FFDs in a unique color dependent on the individual indices of the
segments (lines 16-17,23-24). The shape and resolution of the defomable beam can be
adjusted by the stiffness, gravity, and step size parameters (lines 18-20). The illustrated
results show some variations of the grammar, e.g. the gravity value is adjusted (cf. Fig-
ure 4.40b) and the translation of the source rectangle is modified (cf. Figure 4.40c).
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4.4.3.2. Rigid Chain by Shooting
Instead of using a deformable beam (cf. Figure 4.40, lines 8-22), a rigid chain can be
generated by simply exchanging the corresponding function (cf. Figure 4.41). While
the shooting function remains the same, the geometry is created by a sequence of rigid
boxes. Consequently, the user needs to define the degrees of freedom for the optimization
process (lines 4-14). In this example, the first and last element have a static size and
are mounted to the corresponding source and target rectangles (lines 4,14). Rotational
joints along the local x-axis are then used to connect another static element (lines 5-
6,12-13). The inner part of the rigid chain is fully dynamic and consists of 3 further
rotational joints (lines 7,9,11) and 2 translational joints (lines 8,10).
Note, that the interconnection shown in Figure 4.40c is not possible, if the defined
degrees of freedom are not sufficient (e.g. if the 2 rotational joints along the local y-axis
would be missing). In this case, our optimization still finds a solution that comes close
to the target, but it will actually not stay in touch with the target.
4.4.3.3. Rigid Chains by Fixed Patterns
With our last theoretical example, we demonstate the application of a fixed connection
pattern between two regular grids Figure 4.42. First, a dynamic module is defined for
the creation of the grids (lines 22-32). The resulting rectangles are stored in a two
dimensional container (line 22). For each row, a one dimensional container of rectangles
is allocated (line 23). The final non-terminal boxes of the grid are rendered with a
random color (line 29) and the front rectangles are pushed to the corresponding row
(line 30). In the example rule, two grids are generated using the containers c1 and
c2 (lines 3-6). The wait operator guarantees, that the containers are filled before the
chain operator is executed (line 7). The defined pattern uses two counters, i.e. the first
counter i is incremented up to half the number of rows in order to repeat the pattern
every second row (line 14) and the second counter j iterates over the colums of the grids
(line 15). Since we want the interconnections to be established from one column in the
source grid to the same column of the target grid, the mapping is simply defined by
j → j (lines 11-12). The mapping for the rows is given by j%2 + i ∗ 2→ 1− j%2 + i ∗ 2
alternating the rows for the source and the target every second row (lines 11-12). For
example, assuming 2 rows (i ∈ {0}) and 5 columns (j ∈ {0, · · · , 4}) the mapping
results in {(0, 0) → (1, 0), (1, 1) → (0, 1), (0, 2) → (1, 2), (1, 3) → (0, 3), (0, 4) → (1, 4)}
(cf. Figure 4.42b).
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1 $Example :Box( c1 : Rectangle [ ] [ ] ,
2 c2 : Rectangle [ ] [ ] )−>
3 s i z e ( 5 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
4 spawnBox ($Grid ( c1 ) ) ;
5 t ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 0 . 0 ) ;
6 spawnBox ($Grid ( c2 ) ) ;
7 wait ( ) ; # The con ta i n e r s f i r s t
8 # have to be f i l l e d
9 chain (
10 pattern (
11 c1 [ j%2+i * 2 ] [ j ] , # Source
12 c2 [1− j%2+i * 2 ] [ j ] , # Target
13 [ # Begin counter d e f i n i t i o n
14 c1 . s i z e /2 , # Rows i
15 c1 [ 0 ] . s i z e # Columns j
16 ] # End counter d e f i n i t i o n
17 ) , # pattern
18 [
19 # Jo in t s as be f o r e
20 ]
21 ) ; # chain
22 $Grid :Box( cGrid : Rectangle [ ] [ ] )−>
23 repeatY ( 1 . 0 , :$Row( cGrid . push ( ) ) ) ;
24 {
25 $Row:Box(cRow : Rectangle [])−>
26 repeatX ( 1 . 0 , :$Element ) ;
27 {
28 $Element :Box−>
29 c o l o r ( 1 . 0 , rand ( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) , 1 . 0 ) ;
30 cRow . push ( Class . f r on t ) ;
31 }
32 }
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.42.: Creation of a fixed interconnection pattern using the rigid chain of Fig-
ure 4.41. First, two regular grids are generated and the produced rectangles are stored
in a two dimensional container (a). The applied connection pattern is alternating the
first and second row of the source and the target for each column (b). The pattern will
be repeated every second for the creation of larger interconnected grids (c). The rigid
chains adapt the transformations that are applied to the source or target grid (d).
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4.4.3.4. Catenary in a Street
In our first practical example, we generate catenaries in a street that automatically
connect to surrounding facades (cf. Figure 4.43, Figure 4.44). We first modeled different
facades by the decomposition of boxes. The rules provide a container with mounting
areas that are queried later on (line 1). In the visualization, these areas are shaded
in green. Afterwards, we have written a rule set for the catenaries shooting four rays
for each side into the direction of the facades (lines 2-10, cf. Figure 4.43b). In detail,
every connection is a rigid chain that is defined similar to the one of Figure 4.41. The
catenary itself uses deformable beams to model the hanging cables. Finally, the overall
scene is easily composed by first creating several facades that fill the defined container
with mounting areas (lines 12-13) and afterwards the catenary is created which applies
the geometrical queries on the provided container (line 15).
4.4.3.5. Sydney Harbour Bridge
In this example we reconstructed the structure of the Sydney Harbour Bridge (cf. Fig-
ure 4.45, Figure 4.46). First, the main steel girders are created by applying several split-
ting rules and transforming the parts to fit a quadratic curve (cf. Figure 4.45b). During
the evaluation, meaningful mounting locations are stored in three different containers for
the bottom, top, and side (line 1). A layer of the bridge is defined by interconnecting two
facing steel girders (lines 2-20, cf. Figure 4.45c). Note, that the tag Flip is used as a con-
vention to generate a mirrored version of the steel girder (line 6). The defined mapping
i→ i%3 == 0?i : (i%3 == 1 : i+ 1 : i− 1) results in a cross connection pattern within
each layer. For example, having two girders with 7 mounting locations (i ∈ {0, · · · , 6})
results in the mapping {0 → 0, 1 → 2, 2 → 1, 3 → 3, 4 → 5, 5 → 4, 6 → 6}. The
global bridge construction is then created by connecting the left and right girders
of several layers (lines 21-40). Given n mounting locations on the girders, we cre-
ate n linear connections and n − 1 diagonal connections (cf. Figure 4.45d). If n is
odd, c = n − 1 is the index of the middle element. Note that the diagonal con-
nections are mirrored at the middle element. Formally, the mapping is defined as
i == c? c
2
: (i < s?b i
2
c : d i
2
e) → i == c? c
2
: (i < s?b i+1
2
c : d i−1
2
e). For example,
having two girders with 5 mounting locations (i ∈ {0, · · · , 8}) results in the mapping
{0 → 0, 0 → 1, 1 → 1, 1 → 2, 2 → 2, 3 → 2, 3 → 3, 4 → 3, 4 → 4}. Note that the
diagonal connections in the first half are defined from i to i + 1 whereas the diagonal
connections in the second half are defined from i to i− 1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.43.: Catenaries in the street use the shoot function to establish interconnec-
tions with surrounding facades (a). Since the facades provide a container with mounting
areas, the generated rigid chains are only mounted to valid regions on the facade (b).
Note that the interconnections always use the closest mounting area to the shooting ray.
1 $Facade :Box(mount : Rectangle [ ] ) − > . . . # Provides mounting areas
2 $Catenary :Box(mount : Rectangle [ ] ) − > . . . # Ca l l s $Shooting somewhere
3 {
4 $Shooting :Box(yaw : Float , p i t ch : Float)−>
5 chain (
6 # shoot ( source , target , yaw , pitch , alpha , beta , range )
7 [ shoot ( Class . f ront , mount , yaw , pitch , 20 . 0 , 10 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 ) ] ,
8 [ . . . ] # De f i n i t i o n o f j o i n t s
9 ) ; # chain
10 }
11 $CatenaryInStreet :CoordinateSystem (mount : Rectangle [])−>
12 spawn ($Facade (mount ) ) ; # Spawn s e v e r a l f a cade s . In p rac t i c e ,
13 spawn ($Facade (mount ) ) ; # d i f f e r e n t grammars are used here
14 wait ( ) ; # Wait f o r a l l f a cade s to prov ide mounting areas
15 spawn ($Catenary (mount ) ) ; # Create the catenary
Figure 4.44.: This grammar demonstrates the creation of catenaries in a street that
automatically connect to facades in its surrounding by using geometrical queries. Con-
sequently, the facades have to be fully generated before the catenary is evaluated. The
degrees of freedom of the rigid chains are defined analogously to Figure 4.41.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 4.45.: Component-wise creation of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. A complex steel
construction is defined as basic entity to be reused for all established interconnections.
Several subdivision rules as well as a fixed connection pattern are used to generate the
details (a). The bridge mainly consists of four steel girders providing mounting locations
on the bottom, top, and side. The rule set allows to flip the girder such that the mounting
locations on the side of two steel girders are facing each other (b). Two steel girders
are interconnected to define one layer of the bridge (c). Two layers are interconnected
resulting in the basic layout of the bridge (d). In the final model, the bridge also uses
geometrical queries to mount the street to the complex steel construction (e). The
bottom image shows a photograph of the original bridge (f).
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1 $Girder :Box( bottom : Rectangle [ ] , top : Rectangle [ ] , s i d e : Rectangle [ ] ) − > . . .
2 $Layer :Box( bottom : Rectangle [ ] [ ] , top : Rectangle [ ] [ ] , s i d e : Rectangle [ ] [ ] )−>
3 sp l i tX ( [
4 (2 , Abs , $Girder ( bottom . push ( ) , top . push ( ) , s i d e . push ( ) ) ) ,
5 (1 , Rel , $NILBox) , # Leave middle empty
6 (2 , Abs , $Girder ( bottom . push ( ) , top . push ( ) , s i d e . push ( ) ) [ F l ip ] )
7 ] ) ; # s p l i t
8 wait ( ) ; # Girders f i r s t have to f i l l t h e i r c on ta i n e r s
9 chain (
10 pattern (
11 # Dimensions : [ l e f t / r i g h t ] [ e lements along g i r d e r ]
12 s i d e [ 0 ] [ i ] , s i d e [ 1 ] [ i%3==0? i : ( i%3==1? i +1: i −1) ] , # Cross connect ion
13 [ s i d e [ 0 ] . s i z e ] # Number o f e lements along a g i r d e r
14 ) , # pattern
15 [ # Begin j o i n t element d e f i n i t i o n
16 (RY, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $NILBox) ,
17 (TZ, 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 25 . 0 , $DetailedConnection ) ,
18 (RY, 0 . 0 , −90.0 , 90 . 0 , $NILBox)
19 ] # End j o i n t element d e f i n i t i o n
20 ) ; # chain
21 $Bridge :Box( bottom : Rectangle [ ] [ ] [ ] , top : Rectangle [ ] [ ] [ ] , c : Float)−>
22 sp l i tY ( [
23 (1 , Abs , $Layer ( bottom . push ( ) , top . push ( ) ) ) ,
24 (1 , Rel , $NILBox) , # Leave middle empty
25 (1 , Abs , $Layer ( bottom . push ( ) , top . push ( ) ) )
26 ] ) ; # s p l i t
27 wait ( ) ; # Layers f i r s t have to f i l l t h e i r c on ta i n e r s
28 c = top [ 0 ] [ 0 ] . s i z e − 1 ; # Index o f the cente red connect ion
29 chain (
30 pattern (
31 # Dimensions : [ l a y e r ] [ l e f t / r i g h t ] [ e lements along g i r d e r ]
32 top [ 0 ] [ i ] [ j==c?c /2 : ( j<s ? f l o o r ( j / 2 ) : c e i l ( j / 2 ) ) ] ,
33 bottom [ 1 ] [ i ] [ j==c?c /2 : ( j<s ? f l o o r ( ( j +1)/2) : c e i l ( ( j −1)/2) ) ] ,
34 [ # Begin counter d e f i n i t i o n
35 2 , # i : The l e f t or r i g h t g i r d e r
36 c * 2 + 1 # j : Number o f connect i ons
37 ] # End counter d e f i n i t i o n
38 ) , # pattern
39 [ . . . ] # Jo in t s are de f ined s im i l a r to the chain in each l ay e r
40 ) ; # chain
Figure 4.46.: Rule set for the component-wise definition of a complex bridge.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.47.: Power poles provide ports in a 4-dimensional container, i.e. front or
back, left or right arm, top or bottom girder, and finally the ports along one girder (a).
Two power poles are connected by deformable beams representing hanging wires (b).
Introducing another dimension allows for the easy creation of power pole sequences (c).
4.4.3.6. Power Poles
In this example, we create a sequence of power poles that are interconnected by hanging
wires (cf. Figure 4.47, Figure 4.48). The geometry of the power poles makes use of simple
connection patterns. Furthermore, the main steel girders of the power pole provides a
number of ports that are structured in a 4-dimensional container (line 1). The first
dimension distinguishes the front and back of the power pole. The second dimension
differentiates the left and right arm of the power pole. The third dimension distinguishes
the bottom and top girder on each arm. Finally, the fourth dimension stores all ports
along one girder. Wires between subsequent power poles are generated by pushing the
ports into another container ending up with a 5-dimensional container (line 2).
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1 $PowerPole :CoordinateSystem ( por t s [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ) − > . . .
2 $PowerPoles :CoordinateSystem ( por t s [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ) − >
3 spawn ($PowerPole( por t s . push ( ) ) ) ; t ( 1 4 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
4 spawn ($PowerPole( por t s . push ( ) ) ) ; t ( 1 2 . 8 , 0 . 0 , −7.0) ; ry ( 4 5 . 0 ) ;
5 spawn ($PowerPole( por t s . push ( ) ) ) ; t ( 1 1 . 5 , 0 . 0 , −14.4) ; ry ( 2 3 . 0 ) ;
6 spawn ($PowerPole( por t s . push ( ) ) ) ;
7 wait ( ) ; # Power po l e s f i r s t have to f i l l the port conta ine r
8 beam(
9 pattern (
10 # Dimensions : [ po l e s ] [ f r on t /back ] [ l e f t / r i g h t ] [ top/bottom ] [ por t s ]
11 por t s [ i ] [ 1 ] [ j ] [ k ] [ l *10+5] , # Connect the por t s from the f r on t o f a
12 por t s [ i + 1 ] [ 0 ] [ j ] [ k ] [ l *10+5] , # power po le to the back o f the next one
13 [ # Begin counter d e f i n i t i o n
14 por t s . s i z e , # i : The o v e r a l l number o f power po l e s
15 2 , # j : The l e f t or r i g h t g i r d e r s
16 2 , # k : The top and bottom g i r d e r
17 4 # l : The number o f connect i ons per g i r d e r
18 ] # End counter d e f i n i t i o n
19 ) , # pattern
20 # Set the t a r g e t ru le , s t i f f n e s s , grav i ty , s tep s i z e , and thr e sho ld
21 $RopeSegment , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 25 , 0 .01
22 ) ; # beam
Figure 4.48.: Grammar for the creation of a power pole sequence. First, the geometry
of the power poles is generated providing a number of ports. Afterwards, the ports are
connected by a simple connection pattern.
For the final model, we instantiated several power poles in the scene (lines 3-6). The
wait operator is used to ensure that the 5-dimensional container is filled with the ports
of the power poles such that we can apply a fixed connection pattern to define the
hanging wires (lines 7-22). Formally, the mapping uses 4 counters, i.e. i ∈ {0, · · · , n}
enumerates the power poles where n is the overall number of power poles, j ∈ {0, 1}
distinguishes the left and right arm, k ∈ {0, 1} differentiates the top and bottom girder,
and l ∈ {0, · · · ,m} enumerates the m hanging wires that should be generated along one
girder. Since we want to connect the ports of the front (index 1) of one power pole to
the ports of the back (index 0) of the next power pole, the mapping simply becomes
(i, 1, j, k, l) → (i + 1, 0, j, k, l). In the given example, we use l%10 + 5 instead of l in
order to reduce the number of deformable beams that are generated..
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.49.: Control rectangles are defined in the scene in order to generate a se-
quence of FFDs along a spline curve (a). During the creation of the details, avoidance
rectangles (blue) are stored in a container (b). In the next step, the curve is sampled
again to produce the red pillars by shooting from the track to the ground (c). Finally,
complex interconnections between the pillars can be defined easily based on the provided
mounting locations which are structured in a 4-dimensional container (d - e).
4.4.3.7. Roller Coaster
In our last example, we created a complex support structure of a roller coaster (cf. Fig-
ure 4.49, Figure 4.50). First, we transformed a non-terminal box several times in order
to store a rectangle as the ground and to place control rectangles which result in the
coarse layout of the basic roller coaster track by generating FFDs along a spline (lines
5-11, cf. Figure 4.49a). Since we use non-terminal FFDs we can easily apply adaptive
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1 $Segment :FFD( avoid : Rectangle [ ] ) − > . . . # Generate the d e t a i l s by s p l i t t i n g
2 $Pillar :FFD( avoid : Rectangle [ ] , ground : Rectangle , mount : Rectangle [ ] [ ] [ ] ) − > . . .
3 $RollerCoaster :Box( t rack : Rectangle [ ] , avoid : Rectangle [ ] ,
4 ground : Rectangle , mount : Rectangle [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ) − >
5 s i z e ( 100 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 0 0 . 0 ) ; ground . push ( Class . top ) ; # Create a ground
6 s i z e ( 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ; # S i z e o f the c on t r o l r e c t an g l e s
7 t ( 3 . 4 , 7 . 2 , 1 . 1 ) ; rY ( 1 3 . 2 ) ; rZ ( 5 . 3 ) ; t rack . push ( Class . f r on t ) ;
8 # . . . push s e v e r a l r e c t an g l e s in the t rack con ta i n t e r . . .
9 t ( 8 . 4 , 4 . 2 , 5 . 1 ) ; rY ( 1 2 . 1 ) ; rZ ( −6 .8) ; t rack . push ( Class . f r on t ) ;
10 # Create a sequence o f FFDs that d e f i n e the geometry o f the t rack
11 curve ( track , true , $Segment( avoid ) , 1 . 0 , 0 . 1 ) ;
12 wait ( ) ; # Segments f i r s t have to generate t h e i r avoidance r e c t an g l e s
13 # Create p i l l a r s in r e gu l a r d i s t an c e s a long the t rack by shoot ing to
14 # the ground r e c t ang l e whi l e avo id ing the p r ev i ou s l y de f ined track
15 curve ( track , true , $Pillar ( ground , avoid , mount . push ( ) ) , 3 . 0 , 0 . 1 ) ;
16 wait ( ) ; # P i l l a r s f i r s t have to prov ide mounting l o c a t i o n s
17 # Dimensions : [ a long track ] [ l e f t / r i g h t ] [ a long g i r d e r ] [ around g i r d e r ]
18 chain ( . . . ) ; # Def ine i n t e r c onne c t i on s between the mounting l o c a t i o n s
Figure 4.50.: For the creation of a roller coaster, we first define the track by placing
several control rectangles. Each segment will provide avoidance rectangles such that the
red pillars are not created if they would intersect the geometry of the track. The red
pillars provide a number of mounting locations which are interconnected by rigid chains
using several fixed connection patterns.
splitting for the generation of the details (line 1, cf. Figure 4.31). During this process, the
segments will also generate some avoidance areas that are queried in a condition when
the red columns are created in the next step (cf. Figure 4.49b). The defined spline is
sampled again with larger distances to apply the shooting operator which builds the ba-
sic pillars from the track to the ground (line 15, cf. Figure 4.49c). The newly created red
pillars provide several mounting locations in a 4-dimensional container (cf. Figure 4.49d,
Figure 4.49e), i.e. the first dimension enumerates the pillars along the track, the second
dimension distinguishes between the left and the right pillars, the third dimension enu-
merates the mounting locations along the pillars, and the fourth dimension lists the four
mounting locations around a pillar. The interconnections of this example are easily cre-
ated by using the pattern function several times using different mappings. An example
roller coaster with a complex trajectory of the track is shown in Figure 4.31.
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4.5. Discussion
Implementation — For a high performance, we have implemented our application in
C++ using OpenGL for the renderings as seen throughout this chapter. The grammar is
parsed into an internal data structure using boost spirit [spi12]. We run our application
on an Intel Core i7 with 2.67GHz with 6 GB ram and a GeForce GTX 470 with 1 GB.
Since our application is not parallelized so far, we only utilize one of the cores. The
computationally most expensive grammar of this chapter is the roller coaster (cf. Fig-
ure 4.31), since a lot of queries and inverse kinematic systems are involved during the
evaluation. The generation of the complete model takes approximately 6 seconds result-
ing in 1.4M elements of the scene graph with 6.8M triangles in total. The rendering of
the scene graph is done in 1.7 seconds since a lot of draw calls are needed. If we load
the geometry to the graphics card once, which also takes 1.7 seconds, the rendering can
be done in real time with about 11 ms per frame. Shadow mapping and screen space
ambient occlusion are used to enhance the visual appearance of the scene. Since our
system does not provide a level-of-detail mechanism yet, modeling sessions are limited
to a small number of procedural objects.
Expressiveness — A general disadvantage of procedural modeling is, that it is usu-
ally limited to one specific modeling domain. Since our language provides several non-
terminal classes, we are not restricted to a certain modeling concept. The advantage of
this method is not only that different use cases are covered, but that they can be com-
bined as seen in Figure 4.17. Our grammar currently provides 8 non-terminal classes
(i.e. CoordinateSystem, Triangle, Rectangle, Polygon, Mesh, Box, FFD, and FFDTur-
tle), however, the system could be easily extended by new classes such as spline curves
or NURBS surfaces. Consequently, our approach presents a promising progress for the
integration of procedural modeling concepts with conventional modeling workflows.
Usability — The learning curve of our grammer is similar to that of scripting lan-
guages. The human readable syntax supports the designer to understand grammars of
other persons very fast. Especially, dynamic modules and abstract structure templates
serve as a good interface for shared work, because they are self-contained units. Other
designers do not need to analyze the whole grammar for variables, which have to be
set when using a specific rule, since we do not have parameter dependencies between
the rules. Furthermore, our presented operators for the definition of deformable beams
and rigid chains between two end locations are a convenient way for the creation of
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complex interconnected structures, which would be hard to achieve with grammars that
exclusively rely on the principles of decomposition or growth.
Writing complex grammars can still take a while, even for experienced users. For
example, creating the base structure and all modules (windows, doors, cornices) of Fig-
ure 4.27 took approximately 1 hour. In contrast, using non-terminal symbols as param-
eters allows for the fast combination of existing grammars. Consequently, our concept
enables even beginners to combine non-trivial abstract structure templates and dynamic
modules within seconds thereby creating complex scenes.
Fail Cases — In the definition of an interconnected structure, it might happen that
a rigid chain does not provide enough degrees of freedom to reach the target location
and thus, the inverse kinematic system will fail and the resulting rigid chain will end
in free space, but as close as possible to the target location. We regard such situations
as design failures, which are easily resolved by the user by providing further degrees of
freedom in the definition of the rigid chain.
Limitations — We only use trilinear FFDs for the deformed geometry. We utilize
the vertex shader of the graphics card to apply the deformation in real-time such that
the deformed geometry never needs to be stored explicitly. We also experimented with
FFDs of higher degree, but we found that trilinear FFDs are sufficient for our use cases;
especially, if polygonal geometry with a low resolution is loaded, any high resolution FFD
would not contribute to the quality of the resulting geometry unless the geometry itself
is subdivided. Instead, using a low resolution polygonal geometry in several adjacent
trilinear FFDs allows for the approximation of curved objects such as hall ways or
rounded cornices.
The containers are currently implemented as simple cascaded lists. Although this
structure simplifies the creation of the structure patterns, applying queries on this data
structure has a linear time complexity. Hence, it would be a great improvement to use
data structures like octrees or kd-trees which would reduce the query complexity to
logarithmic time.
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5. The 4th Dimension
This chapter presents a method for the temporal interpolation of city maps. The input
to our algorithm is a sparse set of historical knowledge about construction or destruction
events. The output is a fast forward animation of the city map development where roads
and buildings are constructed and destroyed over time in order to match the sparse
historical facts and to look plausible where no precise facts are available (cf. Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1.: After defining a sparse set of events (e.g. taken from historical maps), we
create a dependency graph from a rule set (e.g. houses are built close to streets). Based
on a proper event distribution we then apply a procedural interpolation resulting in a
plausible animation of the city development. The bottom image sequence shows the
development of Aachen, Germany over 210 years.
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Typically, the available data of historical events is relatively sparse and sometimes it
is even very imprecise. Especially the city maps of previous centuries are rather inac-
curate, because the people during that time did not have any satellite images or precise
measuring devices. If those maps are just blended over time, the result is disappointing,
since the street graphs of different time points will not perfectly match due to the dis-
tortion that is caused by the imprecise measuring. We tackle this problem by rectifying
images of historic city maps with respect to the current state of the city map, which is
assumed to be precise. Taking the current city map as a ground truth, a user just has to
select objects that did not exist in the past or insert new objects that might have been
destroyed meanwhile.
Usually, a large part of the data is available in a textual form such as ”this building
was built in 1875”. Sometimes the information is only provided in an even more fuzzy
way like ”this building was built sometimes in between 1975 and 1990”. The insertion of
such data, like when and where a certain building or road existed, is efficiently performed
by an intuitive paint metaphor that enables the insertion of potentially thousands of
construction or destruction events within seconds. During the interaction, the user is
always supported by the undistorted images of historical maps which are shown in the
background.
Our system collects all this information into a global dependency graph of events. By
propagating the defined time intervals through the dependency graph we can automat-
ically derive the earliest and latest possible date for each event which are guaranteeing
temporal as well as geographical consistency (e.g. buildings can only appear along roads
that have been constructed before). During the simulation of the city development,
events are scheduled according to a score function that rates the plausibility of the
development (e.g. cities grow along major roads). Finally, the events are properly dis-
tributed over time to control the dynamics of the city development. Based on the city
map animation we create a procedural city model in order to render a 3D animation of
the city development over decades.
Note, that our system does not extrapolate a complex mathematical model as it is
done in previous work [WMWG09], since we are not looking for a possible outcome of the
unknown city development in the future. Instead, we have to find a plausible simulation
of the city development that has to stay consistent with the given historical data from
the past. Therefore, we focus on a technique to properly interpolate the given data.
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5.1. Procedural Interpolation of Historical City Maps
Basically, a city map in our system consists of vertices, edges and polygons. Each
primitive has a certain object type defining its semantics. A polygon, e.g., might be
a floor plan of a house while an edge of a graph might be a street segment. Each of
the object types can have several attributes that describe a particular instance of that
object in the city map. Typical attributes are, e.g., the style and height of a house or
the type of a street. The key idea of our approach is the simulation of these attributes
over time by placing events in a timeline. An event in our system describes the change
of an attribute value at a certain point in time (cf. Figure 5.2). Most importantly, the
existence of an object is also expressed as an attribute which is provided by all object
types. The existence is a simple flag that determines whether or not a specific object
instance exists at a certain point in time.
For the simulation of a possible city map development, we have to take into account
that any events are based on a set of logical rules. Consequently, interdependencies
between several events are defined, e.g., a street will only be built if it is connected to
the rest of the street network. Furthermore, the importance of events might differ which
can be expressed by a scoring function, e.g., constructing objects that are closer to the
city center will be preferred in order to produce a more realistic development of the city
boundary. Our system provides a flexible set of procedures that heuristically derive such
Figure 5.2.: The user can define intervals where a certain attribute of an object (here
its existence) is known. Based on this information and on the duration Td(e) that is
needed to complete the event, we derive the interval [Tsmin(e), Tsmax (e)] in which the
event has to be started in order to fulfill the known constraints. Our system will auto-
matically compute a possible start point Ts(e) which is influenced by external factors,
interdependencies and a global distribution function.
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dependency relations or scores. Although the logical rules would lead to a locally well
defined behavior of the city development, we still need to control the global appearance
of the animation. Our approach uses a global distribution function as a reference to
decide how many events are started at a certain point in time while ensuring that the
animation still satisfies any inserted information in order to generate an interpolation of
the real world data.
As additional input to our system, each time step in the timeline can contain an image
representing the land use at the specific year. Our application will automatically derive
a possible image of the land use in between two explicitly given states (cf. Figure 5.3).
In addition to visualization purposes, these maps are furthermore used by our algorithm
for high level control of the shape of the city map development. By inserting images of
economic maps into our system, the simulation will be also influenced by this meta infor-
mation enabling the application of realistic effects like balancing the ratio of residential
and industrial areas.
5.1.1. Events
An event e can be understood as starting a task that needs some time Td(e) to fulfill,
e.g., changing the existence attribute of a house from false to true refers to starting the
build process of that house which might take several years to be finished. The main
problem here is, that the exact start date of the build processes is usually not known.
In seldom cases, a precise information on this data can be found in historical books, but
the majority of build events can only be soft constrained by specifying a time interval
which can be derived from historical city maps. For example, if two city maps from
1800 and from 1850 are given, we assume that all objects that exist in the map from
1850, but not in the map from 1800, have been built meanwhile. Therefore, any event
could theoretically be placed somewhere in between 1800 and 1850. More generally,
the placement of events is limited by user defined soft constraints Tmin(e) and Tmax (e)
reflecting the chronological successive values of a certain attribute. For an intuitive
handling, Tmin(e) and Tmax (e) are placed in a timeline. While we can easily denote
Tsmin(e) = Tmin(e) as the earliest point in time for the event e to be started, Tmax (e)
is not the latest point in time, because e still needs some time Td(e) to be fulfilled.
Therefore, the latest possible start point for e is Tsmax (e) = Tmax (e)− Td(e). The actual
start point of an event that has been placed by our system will be denoted as Ts(e).
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5.1.2. Land Use Maps
A land use map is an image providing meta information for the simulation or for visu-
alization purposes. Our system provides layers of land use maps which are separately
interpolated. Each layer contains several areas that are visualized by different colors.
For example, the colors of a vegetation layer can be interpreted as forests, grass, or
fields. The user can explicitly define land use maps at any time step. The interpolation
between two explicitly defined time steps of one layer is done in three passes. First, we
calculate a distance map for the contour of each color of all explicitly defined land use
maps. Afterwards we linearly interpolate the values for all remaining time steps, yielding
a distance map for each color in each time step. The right two columns in Figure 5.3
illustrate these passes with one color. Finally, for each pixel in the interpolated map,
we take the maximal value of all distance maps that were generated for all the colors
resulting in a smooth animation of the areas (cf. left column in Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3.: By defining two land use images at two different points in time (a,c) we
can automatically derive an intermediate land use image (b). We animate each land
use type separately (d-f) by calculating the distances to the contour for each explicitly
defined map (g,i) and linearly interpolating the pixel values (h). We then decide for each
pixel separately to take the land use type that yields the highest value.
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5.1.3. Simulation
For a plausible city development animation we have to take external factors into account
that influence the automatic placement of events. Our system relies on interdependencies
of the events to schedule their chronological order, a global distribution function restrict-
ing the number of events which are placed in each time step and a scoring function that
determines the priority of a certain event. Initially, a dependency graph is created that
reflects relations between events such as the construction of a street segment that can
only be started, if it is connected to the rest of the street network. Since the timeline has
a limited resolution, e.g., one year steps, we iteratively determine the set of events that
are placed at each point in time Tc based on the scoring and the distribution function.
In each step of the simulation, i.e., for each Tc, we apply the following calculations to
all events that have not been started yet. We first compute the earliest point in time
Tdmin(e) ≥ Tsmin(e) (lower bound) when any of the unplaced events can be started with
respect to its backward dependencies. The latest point in time Tdmax (e) ≤ Tsmax (e)
(upper bound) is then determined to guarantee that all forward dependent events can
still be fulfilled. Based on the calculated interval for a possible placement and other
external factors, e.g., the distance of an object to the city center, a score is identified
that reflects the priority of an event. With respect to a global distribution function, the
best events are chosen to be started at the current step Tc in the timeline.
We will distinguish the following sets of events during the iterative simulation:
 Eremaining : events that have not been started so far
 Efinished : events that have already been finished
 Eprogress : events that are still in progress
 Eplaced = Efinished ∪˙ Eprogress
 Eall : all events in the system (Eplaced ∪˙ Eremaining)
Before the new events are started, which are determined by the simulation in time
step Tc, we also have to consider that for all events e ∈ Eprogress one time step has
passed since the last iteration. Therefore, we interpret the value Td(e) as the remaining
execution time and decrement it in each time step by 1. Once an event e ∈ Eprogress has
reached a value of 0 for Td(e), we remove it from the set Eprogress and put it into the
set Efinished . Any new events that are chosen at the end of one step of the simulation
are removed from the set Eremaining and put into the set Eprogress . Consequently, the set
Eremaining will be empty after the last step of the simulation.
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5.1.3.1. Dependencies
For a consistent city development animation, we have to take into account, that events
may be dependent on each other. Figure 5.4, e.g., depicts the dependency relation for
a build event eS2 of a street S2 which can only be placed if at least one of the adjacent
streets S1 or S3 already exists and if the house H1 has been destroyed, i.e., one of the
events eS1 or eS3 and the event eH1 are finished.
Formally, we represent the problem as a dependency graph G(Eall , D) containing all
events Eall as its nodes and all dependencies D as colored directed edges. Each element
in D is a 3-tuple (e1, e2, c) with e1, e2 ∈ Eall defining an edge e1 ← e2, i.e., e1 depends on
e2, and a color c ∈ N. Edges with the same color represent alternative options (which
corresponds to an or relation, cf. Figure 5.4b). The set of colors in the dependency
relation of an event e is addressed as C(e).
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5.4.: This is an example situation in our system. The scene consists of 3 streets
and a house (a). The dependency graph contains different colored edges with respect
to alternative options, e.g., eS2 can start as soon as eH1 and (eS1 or eS3) are finished
(b). The timelines define the intervals for the scene (c). At the bottom of this image,
we show 2 possible distributions for placing the events in the timeline without violating
any constraints. The first one places all events as early as possible whereas the second
one promotes a uniform distribution.
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Currently, our system calculates the logical dependencies automatically from the given
maps based on some simple rules or heuristics. Obviously, all objects are dependent on
other objects that occupy the same space, i.e., at a specific point in time only one of
these objects can exist in parallel. More specific rules include streets and railroads being
dependent on the existence of any adjacent street or railroad, respectively, and houses
being dependent on a street or another house in a certain distance. In our experiments,
these rules already serve for a very realistic city map animation, however, our system was
designed to be easily extendable by further rules if more specific use cases are needed.
5.1.3.2. Lower and Upper Bounds
For a chronologically correct city map interpolation, all events have to be executed and
finished in their corresponding interval of the timeline with respect to their dependencies.
Therefore, we need to prune the initial starting point interval [Tsmin(e), Tsmax (e)] of an
event e and calculate a new lower bound Tdmin(e) ≥ Tsmin(e) which is the earliest point
in time for the placement of e with respect to its dependencies. Afterwards, a new upper
bound Tdmax (e) ≤ Tsmax (e) is determined to guarantee that all other events e′, which are
dependent on e, can still be finished within their specified interval [Tmin(e
′), Tmax (e′)].
Notice, our dependency graph makes use of conjunctive as well as disjunctive condi-
tions. Thus, a simple Dijkstra algorithm, which is typically used in many search prob-
lems, is not sufficient for our dependency graph. The Dijkstra algorithm would only
be applicable to our problem if there were just disjunctions involved. A critical path
method, which is typically applied in task scheduling within the domain of operations
research [HL02], is also not sufficient for our case, since it would only be applicable to
our problem if there were just conjunctions involved. In this section, we describe our
technique, which can handle both types of conditions, in form of a fixed point iteration
to provide a clear mathematical exposition. In Section 5.4 we explain how to efficiently
implement the algorithm.
At each time step Tc of the simulation, we calculate the lower bounds Tdmin(e) by
applying a kind of fixed point iteration method to all events e ∈ Eremaining (cf. Figure 5.5).
Initially, we set Tdmin(e) = Tc for all e ∈ Eplaced , because those events have already been
placed by a previous step of the algorithm. Note, that Td(e) = 0 for all e ∈ Efinished and
that Td(e) is only the remaining time to finish an event e ∈ Eprogress . Furthermore, we set
Tdmin(e) = ∞ for all e ∈ Eremaining . For those events, Td(e) still refers to the execution
time (i.e. the duration to process the event) that was initially set for each event. Since
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Figure 5.5.: Example for the computation of the lower bound. The colors of the
nodes visualize the sets Efinished (green), Eprogress (yellow), and Eremaining (blue). In this
scenario we assume that each event is defined in the range [1930, 1980] and the current
time step Tc equals 1953. Each node contains the name (top left), its remaining build
time Td(e) (bottom left), as well as the values Tdmin(e) (top right) and Tdmax (e) (bottom
right). The first step in the sequence is the initialization: Tdmin(e) = Tc ∀e ∈ Eplaced ,
Tdmin(e) =∞ ∀e ∈ Eremaining . Afterwards, the lower bound is iteratively updated.
we know, that all events e ∈ Eall can be started at Tdmin(e) at the earliest, those events
will be finished at Tdmin(e) + Td(e) at the earliest.
Each step in the fixed point iteration will now update the values Tdmin(e) for all events
e ∈ Eremaining with respect to its dependencies. Let Ic(e) be the set of preceding events
of e along the incoming edges with color c, i.e., e′ ∈ Ic(e)⇔ (e, e′, c) ∈ D. For each color
c ∈ C(e), we then choose its preceding event e′ ∈ Ic(e) that yields the earliest point in
time for starting the event e:
Tdmin(e, c) = min
e′∈Ic(e)
{Tdmin(e′) + Td(e′)}
An event e can only be started, iff at least one event e′ ∈ Ic(e) for each color c ∈ C(e)
has been finished, so that the absolute earliest starting point Tdmin(e) for the event e
has to be determined by taking the maximum over all the previously calculated minima
as long as this value does not lie below the defined earliest starting point Tsmin(e):
Tdmin(e) = max{Tsmin(e), max
c∈C(e)
{Tdmin(e, c)}}
We iterate the process until Tdmin(e) has converged for all e ∈ Eremaining , i.e., more
iterations do not improve the result.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6.: Continuing Figure 5.5 for the upper bound computation. All critical paths
of the lower bound calculation result in a DAG (a). First initialize Tdmax (e) for all events
e without outgoing edges with 1980−Td(e). All other nodes in Eremaining are set to −∞
(b). Afterwards, the upper bound is iteratively updated.
For the calculation of the upper bound, we create a subgraphGu(Eall , Du) ⊆ G(Eall , D)
which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) containing all critical paths that are needed to
fulfill the dependencies of any event as early as possible (cf. Figure 5.6a). The edges Du
are 2-tuples that are formally defined as follows:
(e, e∗) ∈ Du ⇔ ∃c ∈ C(e) : e∗ = arg min
e′∈Ic(e)
{Tdmin(e′) + Td(e′)}
For these paths we calculate the upper bounds Tdmax (e) of the events e ∈ Eremaining
as follows (cf. Figure 5.6b): Let Eend ⊆ Eremaining be the set of events which have no
incoming edges in Gu, i.e., there is no critical path containing an event e
′ that is a
dependency for e ∈ Eend . Thus, we can initially set Tdmax (e) = Tsmax (e) for all events
e ∈ Eend , because those events could theoretically be placed at the end of the simulation.
For all other events e ∈ Edmax = Eremaining \ Eend , we have to set Tdmax (e) = −∞.
Similar to the lower bound computation, we now apply a kind of fixed point iteration
method to determine the values Tdmax (e) for all events e ∈ Edmax . Let O(e) be the set of
succeeding events of e along the outgoing edges in the DAG, i.e., e′ ∈ O(e)⇔ ∃(e′, e) ∈
Du. We then regard all dependent events e
′ ∈ O(e) of an event e in all critical paths
and choose the one that yields the lowest upper bound:
Tdmax (e) = min{Tsmax (e), min
e′∈O(e)
{Tdmax (e′)− Td(e)}}
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Note, that this value is not allowed to exceed the latest possible starting point Tsmax (e).
As soon as the process has converged, Tdmax (e) is the latest starting point for the events
e ∈ Eremaining such that the critical paths in Gu could still be fulfilled, i.e., although the
simulation might choose the time step Tdmax (e) to start an event e ∈ Eremaining , it is
still guaranteed that all events e′ which are dependent on e can be finished within their
defined interval [Tmin(e
′), Tmax (e′)].
In rare cases, if the input data is corrupted, e.g., the street network is not fully
connected, or intervals are wrongly defined, i.e., there is no chronological ordering of
events that can fulfill the dependencies, the simulation might yield invalid bounds. In
that case, we get Tdmin(e) > Tdmax (e) for some events e. This conflict results from
a contradicting relationship in the dependency graph. We overcome this problem by
marking the corresponding objects in our application in order to give the user direct
feedback of any wrongly defined intervals or any corrupted data.
5.1.3.3. Score Rules
Based on the previously calculated lower and upper bound we divide the set Eremaining
into the two disjoint sets Esolved and Eunsolved (cf. Figure 5.7). An event e ∈ Eremaining
belongs to the set Esolved , iff its dependencies can be fulfilled in the current time step Tc,
i.e., Tdmin(e) = Tc. All the remaining events e ∈ Eremaining \Esolved are then put into the
set Eunsolved , i.e., Tdmin(e) > Tc. Furthermore, we classify events as urgent by putting
them into the set Eurgent ⊆ Esolved whenever Tdmax (e) = Tc. Those events have to be
placed in the current step of the algorithm to guarantee that other events e′ which are
dependent on e can be finished within their defined interval [Tmin(e
′), Tmax (e′)]. This
is one of the most essential points within our simulation, since the interdependencies
ensure an interpolation of the input data.
Figure 5.7.: This figure shows the sets that are determined for the scoring.
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For all other events e ∈ Escore = Esolved \ Eurgent we calculate a normalized score
S(e) ∈ [0.0, 1.0], where a value closer to 0.0 represents a rather unimportant event
whereas a value closer to 1.0 reflects an important event for the current time step.
The score can be influenced by several factors. In our specific implementation, S(e)
mainly relies on the following observations: Since an event becomes more urgent as it
approaches its upper bound, we basically take the previous calculation of the upper
and lower bounds as a first approximation on the importance of an event by calculating
S(e) = 1.0/(Tdmax (e) − Tc). We also have to take into consideration, how many events
Ndep(e) are still dependent on an event e in the overall system. The score is then weighted
by Ndep(e)/|Eremaining | to assign a higher priority to events on which more other events
are dependent. This ensures a more balanced animation, since we avoid large sets Eurgent
of urgent events in later simulation steps.
The overall shape of the city development will be controlled in several ways. The
distance to a defined city center, e.g., prevents the city from growing too fast into an
arbitrary direction. Our system can also apply weightings of the score by considering
several land use maps. Instead of just using a city center, we can thereby animate
the overall shape of the city development, i.e., streets and buildings are only allowed
to be built in designated areas. Moreover the ratio of residential and industrial areas
can be controlled by setting a higher score for all events that belong to the currently
disadvantaged type.
The provided rules and land use maps we presented already serve for a plausible
animation of city map development, however, the system is flexible enough to easily
insert any alternative scoring rules for specific fine tuning.
5.1.3.4. Histogram
The logical rules, i.e., the interdependencies and the scoring, serve for a well defined
local behavior of the city development. However, this is not sufficient to get a global
control of the animation. Our system uses an accumulated histogram that determines
the number of events for each time step in order to create a realistic event distribution
(cf. Figure 5.8). Based on the start intervals that are defined for all events, we derive the
absolute number Nabs(Tc) of events that should have been placed in the overall system at
each simulated time step Tc. More specifically, we increment the accumulated histogram
at each time step Tc within the interval [Tsmin(e), Tsmax (e)] for each event e ∈ Eall by
an amount of 1.0/(Tsmax (e)− Tsmin(e)). This perfectly reflects the impact of each event
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Figure 5.8.: For a globally balanced animation, we derive an event distribution by
taking into account all the user defined intervals. Each interval is converted into a
uniformly distributed histogram. The accumulated histogram reflects the probability,
that the event is placed in a certain time step. Summing up all the histograms of all
events yields the global event distribution and by accumulation we get the expected
number of events that have to be started at each time step.
to the overall animation and produces a balanced distribution based on the real data
input. Let Nplaced(Tc) be the number of events |Eplaced | that are currently placed in the
simulation at time step Tc. We can calculate the actual number Nrel(Tc) of events that
is placed at a time step Tc as follows: Nrel(Tc) = max(0, Nabs(Tc)−Nplaced(Tc − 1)).
After each step Tc of the simulation, we take the complete set Eurgent as well as the
Nrel(Tc)− |Eurgent | best events e ∈ Escore with respect to their score S(e) and put them
into the set Eprogress . In the ideal case, Nabs(Tc) is equal to |Eplaced | for each time step.
However, in rare situations we observe |Eurgent | > Nrel(Tc) or |Esolved | < Nrel(Tc). In
the former case, more events are currently placed in the system than the accumulated
histogram expected, i.e., |Eplaced | > Nabs(Tc), whereas in the latter case, we are not able
to place the expected number of events, i.e., |Eplaced | < Nabs(Tc), because too few of the
events fulfill their dependencies. Since the calculation of Nrel(Tc) is based on the already
placed events, this effect is amortized after several simulation steps and will not heavily
influence the overall appearance of the animation. In practice, we observe such cases
very rarely and they are usually amortized after one further simulation step.
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5.2. Information Authoring
Since we aim at the creation of plausible animations showing the development of whole
cities with thousands of elements, we need to have an efficient way to insert the data.
Basically, there are four different authoring modes. First, the user can edit the floor
plans, the streets, and other geometric instances by common shape modeling methods.
On the contrary, land use maps can be drawn using colored brushes on a pixel map. The
most important feature is the timeline editing. Although the events are set for geometric
instances, a brush metaphor is used for the efficient manipulation of the data. For the
insertion of reliable information, historical city maps can be deformed with respect to
the current state of the city and used as a supportive background.
5.2.1. Shape Modeling
Our system is capable of creating, changing, or deleting any of the primitives from the
input maps, i.e., vertices, edges, or polygons. In practice, a lot of work is saved by just
loading the current street network and floor plans from any available resources such as
OpenStreetMap [Ope12].
However, typically there is a number of floor plans that do not match a historical city
map. In this case, the interpretation can be either that the old map is just imprecise
or that the original building was destroyed and a new one has been constructed. In the
former case, we simply keep the current floor plan while in the latter case, the user has
to create a new polygon as floor plan and insert the construction and destruction events.
Whether to use the former or latter case can sometimes be looked up in historical books
of the corresponding city.
5.2.2. Land Use Maps
For the land use maps, the user can load existing images or simply draw onto an existing
map by a typical paint metaphor using different colored brushes. For a more efficient
workflow, we allow locking of certain areas, i.e., locked areas will not be affected by the
current paint process to prevent changes. This feature turned out to be very helpful in
situations, where precise maps exist for a certain area type. In that case we are able to
load the existing maps and just paint additional information into the remaining areas
without touching the imported data.
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5.2.3. Timeline Editing
For any precise data, the user can define certain attribute values in the timeline which
implicitly define the intervals for the placement of the events. Since it would be too time
consuming to apply this approach for animating the attribute values of a whole city with
thousands of elements, we introduce a paint metaphor to edit the attribute values of a
wide range of objects in parallel.
The user first selects the class of objects that should be edited, e.g., streets and
houses. Afterwards, a certain attribute value is defined which will be used for the
painting process. All elements that share the specified attribute and that touch the
current brushstroke will insert the specified value into the timeline (cf. Figure 5.9).
This interaction metaphor becomes a powerful tool, if images of historical city maps are
loaded to the background to support the editing process.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.9.: This figure illustrates the behavior of the paint metaphor, when the ex-
istence attribute of several object classes is modified at time step 1. Here we assume
that all objects do not exist (grayed) at time step 0 whereas at time step 2 they have to
exist (colored). Initially, the attribute value differs for several objects that lie under the
brush circle (a). The user paints with the attribute value ”exists” (b). The user paints
with the attribute value ”does not exist” (c). The user deletes the explicit definition of
attribute values at the current time step (d). Whenever the currently selected year Tc
lies in the defined interval of a build or destruction event of an object, the objects are
drawn in grayed colors.
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5.2.4. Historical City Maps
Unfortunately, historical city maps are usually heavily distorted, because the people did
not have any precise measuring devices or satellite images during that time. Assuming,
that today’s city maps are correct and that large parts of old city maps contain a subset
of today’s objects, we can apply a simple distortion technique to the historical maps
(cf. Figure 5.10).
First, an image of a historical map is loaded to the background which is then man-
ually scaled, rotated and translated to align with the current map as well as possible.
Afterwards, a large subset of the street crossings are already well-aligned with the cur-
rent street network. For most of the remaining crossings, however, it is obvious that
they should match the current street graph and that this error comes from an imprecise
measure. The user can now easily establish the correspondences by placing a source
position in the image of the historical map and setting its target position in the current
state of the city.
The actual distortion is then calculated as follows. A Delaunay triangulation is applied
to the source positions including the image corners which divides the original image into
triangular sub-images. The triangles are then deformed to fit the target positions and
the contained image data is bilinearly interpolated.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.10.: Historical city maps are usually distorted (a). The user can define
correspondences between the historical map and the current city map. We then apply
a deformation based on a Delaunay triangulation (b). By using the deformed image in
the background, the user can efficiently paint the attribute value ”does not exist” for
any objects that were not yet build in past decades.
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5.3. Results
We applied our method to two completely different city styles, i.e., a planned American
city (Austin, TX, USA, cf. Figure 5.11) and a Roman-founded European city (Aachen,
Germany, cf. Figure 5.12). While the former is mainly dominated by a completely
rectangular street pattern, the latter is dominated by two major streets that define a
circular ring layout and many minor streets that behave in a very unstructured way. We
also created an artificial example that demonstrates the application of several land use
maps (cf. Figure 5.13).
Figure 5.11.: The upper row shows several orginial historical city maps of Austin, TX
that were used as input to our system. The bottom rows show the resulting animation
from 1839 to 2010 based on 6 historical maps (1839, 1872, 1885, 1919, 1940, 2010).
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5.3.1. City Development of Austin
As a first example, we generated an animation of the city development of Austin over
171 years (cf. Figure 5.11). The animation is based on the information of 6 historical
city maps. The overall interaction time for this example was only 4 hours, as we just
used the paint metaphor to edit the timeline without inserting new objects or defining
specific timelines for landmark buildings. In this case, the hardest part was to undistort
the images of the historical city maps due to their dimension. Although our inserted
information was very sparse, the resulting animation still looks authentic.
5.3.2. City Development of Aachen
For the city development of Aachen over 210 years (1800 - 2010) we used 8 images of
historical maps, that contained significant changes over time, and for a small number
of items we used precise information from books to recover the timeline of landmark
buildings (cf. Figure 5.12). With our interactive software, we could easily produce digital
versions of the historical maps based on the imported street network of the current city
state. Although the street layout of Aachen differs a lot from the one of Austin, this
does not affect our method since it utilizes existing street networks as input data. The
preparation for the simulation took ∼8 hours of interaction including the distortion of
the 8 historical city maps, the painting of the existence attribute according to these
maps, the insertion of several historic buildings, the definition of specific timelines for
a few landmark buildings, and the creation of several land use maps. Note, that the
modeling session took twice as long as the one for Austin, since the samples were created
with a much higher precision. However, taking into account that over 50k events have
been inserted to our system, ∼8 hours are still an acceptable time period.
After the simulation step, we generated a 3D model for each time step by extruding the
floor plans and randomly distributing trees in forest regions based on the interpolated
land use maps. For the texturing of the ground we project the maps of the land use
onto the basic terrain. Furthermore, we improve realism by adding some effects like a
sky box, procedural clouds, shadows, and ambient occlusion. This enables us to create
a visually pleasing flyover while the city map development is being animated.
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Figure 5.12.: Animation of Aachen, Germany from 1800 to 2010 based on 8 historical
maps (1800, 1824, 1846, 1850, 1865, 1906, 1924, 2010). The top image in each row
shows the land use map, the street network, and the floor plans of the city development.
The bottom image shows the 3D rendering of the corresponding years. The geometry of
the buildings is simply created by an extrusion of their floor plan. Buildings which are
currently in their build phase are illustrated in red.
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5.3.3. Artificial Example
We created a small artificial example to better demonstrate the destruction of elements
over time (cf. Figure 5.13). The overall growth behavior of the city is specified by a
shape layer at 1820 and 1840. Therefore, the city shape will first expand to the upper
right (till 1820) before it starts growing into the other directions (till 1840). From 1840
to 1854, a park is created in the city center such that existing streets and buildings need
to be destroyed. The whole example was created in ∼1.5 hours including the creation of
the land use maps for the years 1800, 1820, 1840, 1850, and 1854 (∼1h) and the painting
of events for the years 1800, 1840, and 1850 (∼0.5h).
Figure 5.13.: Artificial animation over 54 years. The close-up (red rectangle in 1840,
bottom sequence) shows the development of a park in the center of the city. Note that
existing elements, like streets and buildings, are destroyed while the park is growing in
the land use map.
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5.3.4. Animation Comparison
We also compared the interpolated result of our system with the ground truth of an
existing map by successively deleting maps from the simulation. Removing a small set
of maps does not change the result very much, however, if we just keep the first and the
last state, our simulation will not fully match the real history as external factors like
wars or industrialization are unpredictable (cf. Figure 5.14). As long as the user can
provide information of times with significant changes, the produced animation will much
more likely fit the real city development, since our procedural interpolation ensures that
the animation perfectly matches the inserted data.
Figure 5.14.: Comparison of the final animation of Aachen, if all 8 historical maps
are taken into account (top map) or just the first and the last map (bottom image).
Especially around 1860 the difference is clearly visible. More samples naturally capture
the real event distribution much better. Consequently, the top animation places much
less events till 1870 than the bottom animation.
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Furthermore, if it is only known that an extreme external factor is influencing the
city growth during a certain time period, like industrialization, but no explicit data
is available, we could reflect this kind of behavior by changing the global distribution
function. This would be part of future work, since our current implementation fully
derives the distribution function from the object timelines.
5.4. Discussion
Implementation — Our animation tool is implemented in C++ using the GPU for
an efficient drawing of the primitives. Since the calculation of the lower and upper
bounds takes the biggest part of the computation, we have highly optimized the process
by combining a breadth first traversal starting from the set Eplaced and FIFO queues
for the current working set, i.e. whenever an event calculates a better value for itself
all dependent events will be enqueued for the next iteration. Thus, we do not need to
touch all events in each iteration, but only those that could possibly update their value.
Running our application on an Intel Core i7 at 2.67GHz our algorithm takes ∼2 minutes
for the animation of Aachen (210 time steps involving 50k existence events) and ∼5.5
minutes for the animation of Austin (171 time steps involving 171k existence events).
Manual Effort — Currently, our application relies on several manual steps to insert
the data into the simulation. Especially for the map alignment, the user has to insert
around 15 to 30 correspondences in order to get a sufficiently accurate image distortion.
In the Aachen example, the biggest amount of time was consumed for the extraction of
exact dates from history books which is mostly important for landmark buildings. We
believe that most of the interaction processes can be automated in the future like the
detection of correspondences between the historical map images and the given vector
data of the current city state [CKS∗04] or the use of history databases (if existent) for
detailed information on specific buildings.
Deadlocks — In some situations it might happen, that the interdependencies can not
be resolved, e.g. if two different houses are defined to exist at the same point in time
at the same location. This is due to the fact that we do not check the input for causal
correctness in advance. Therefore, we give a visual feedback in the city map viewer to
efficiently detect and fix such configurations. Notice that such inconsistencies cannot
result from inconsistent maps. For example, if a house appears on a map in 1950 and
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1970 but not in 1960 then our procedural interpolation will build the house before 1950,
destroy it between 1950 and 1960, and re-build it between 1960 and 1970.
Model vs Data — We currently use a simplistic model for the urban development.
However this was made with the intention to demonstrate the capabilities of a purely data
driven approach. A model driven approach cannot easily be generalized and adjusted to
different city types (e.g. a planned US city like Austin vs. a historically grown European
city like Aachen). Hence, our approach was to rather extract the characteristic dynamics
of the city development from historical maps instead of adjusting abstract parameters
in a synthetic model. Of course, if such a model is available (domain knowledge) this
information can be integrated into our simulation by adjusting the scoring function
accordingly (e.g. by increasing the priority for the extension of major roads).
Visualization — We would like to utilize the key concepts of our approach to enhance
our 3D visualization by animating the construction and the destruction of any entities
like buildings or streets. Our method presents an intuitive way to produce such kind
of animations by uncoupling the generation of a certain structure from its development
over time. Consequently, we could use our modeling language G2 to generate detailed
models of the buildings which also includes models during the build phase containing
scaffolds defined by an interconnected structure. Afterwards, the development over time
is derived from a set of additional basic rules, e.g. a certain floor can only be built, if
the shell construction of the lower floors is already finished.
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Part II.
Intuitive Procedural Content Creation
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High quality content creation gains increasing importance in computer graphics ap-
plications as hardware is getting more powerful in rendering highly realistic 3D scenes
[WMV∗08]. Using conventional modeling applications like blender or Autodesk 3ds Max
is a time consuming task when massive and at the same time highly detailed scenes have
to be produced. Moreover, large scale modifications for these models, like changing the
number of floors in a facade, may become quite complicated.
In contrast, Procedural modeling is a promising approach to create such complex and
detailed 3D objects and scenes. Based on the recursive replacement of non-terminal
objects, construction rules can be defined in order to describe a hierarchical build-up of
a scene. Changing parameters in such a grammar may trigger modifications on a coarse
scale, like varying the number of windows on each floor of a building, as well as changing
tiny features, such as setting the size of the window frames.
Unfortunately, creating or even just reading such grammars can become very challeng-
ing for non-programmers. Recent approaches have demonstrated ideas to interactively
control basic split operations for boxes [LWW08], however, designers need to have a deep
understanding of how to express a certain object by just using box splitting. Moreover,
the degrees of freedom of a certain model are typically very high and thus the adjustment
of parameters remains more or less a trial-and-error process.
Since grammars describe a scene by a set of textual rules with a specific syntax, the
procedural modeling workflow better compares to a programmer writing a script rather
than an artist creating a 3D scene. Hence, interactive controls have to be included to
make procedural modeling more intuitive and accessible to non-programmers. Unfortu-
nately, many features of a procedural modeling language, like case switches and complex
mathematical functions, cannot easily be mapped to interactive handles such that the
full descriptive power of procedural models cannot be utilized anymore.
In order to find practically useful compromises between purely textual and purely
interactive modeling approaches, we introduce two modes in our interactive procedu-
ral modeling framework. In the professional mode (P-Mode) the text-based authoring
of procedural models is supported by interactive elements without restricting the de-
scriptive power. Hence, this mode can be understood as an interactive scripting method
targeted at procedural modeling. The P-Mode is used to implement high-level primitives
(HL-Primitives), i.e., encapsulated modules which take a well-defined set of parameters
as input in order to create a specific class of geometric objects. In the high-level mode
(HL-Mode), the user can change and combine these HL-Primitives in order to compose
complex models. Therefore, this mode offers a solution for the intuitive composition of
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procedural models. The HL-Mode is based on interactively adjusting geometric shape
handles and the user is never exposed to the underlying textual grammar definition.
However, the simplicity of the interface comes at the price of reduced flexibility since
only those parameters provided by the HL-Primitives can be modified.
Both modes together combine the advantages of procedural and interactive modeling
in the sense that experienced designers can develop a toolbox of HL-Primitives encap-
sulating expert knowledge of a certain object domain (e.g. architectural styles, manu-
facturable furniture). These HL-Primitives are then adjusted and combined in a fully
interactive modeling session.
In this part of the thesis, we focus on the following major challenges:
Parameter Manipulators — Any parameter of a procedural model can be mapped
to a meaningful 3D manipulator that is interactively controllable in a 3D viewer. This
includes manipulators for measure of length and angle measures, as they typically occur
in most object domains, as well as of abstract manipulators such as a slider. By this
visual interpretation of the parameters, the user gets a direct intuition of how a certain
parameter will affect the procedural model thereby avoiding the need for testing random
values by hand in a separate 2D interface.
Camera Views — A high number of parameter manipulators might result in a confusing
visual representation. Parameter manipulators for small scale features as well as for
large scale features are visible at the same time which makes an interactive control of
any tiny parameter handles very hard. To overcome this drawback, a set of meaningful
camera positions can be defined for a procedural model. Furthermore, a list of visible
parameters can be attached to each camera to concentrate the view on only a few
parameter manipulators.
High-Level Primitives — We present a novel modeling concept that makes the pro-
cedural modeling approach accessible for a wide range of users without programming
experience. HL-Primitives that define parameter manipulators as well as camera views
can be easily combined and locally modified without being exposed to the textual gram-
mar or to atomic split operators at any time. This concept of simplicity brings procedural
modeling to a whole new level, since non-programmers benefit from the interactive con-
trols of the HL-Primitives which encapsulate a certain domain specific knowledge (like
buildings, furniture, or plants).
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The descriptive power of procedural modeling is not only based on the idea that a certain
rule set is applied several times. If we could guarantee that exactly the same 3D object
would be generated by a specific rule set, we could generate it once instead and just
add an arbitrary number of references to that object into a scenegraph. Hence, the
definition of public parameters and the use of conditions is a substantial feature for the
creation of dynamic procedural objects. Each time we execute a certain rule set, the
resulting 3D object can have a different shape based on the choice of parameter values
or on geometric queries within any condition. Unfortunately, the definition of public
parameters and the use of arbitrary conditions are very abstract processes which can be
hardly mapped to intuitive interactive interface metaphors in general.
Our modeling language G2 is designed with focus on expressiveness and flexibility
while keeping an unambiguous syntax. The concept of applying operators to non-
terminal objects of different classes enables the intuitive definition of sequential mod-
ifications. Consequently, our major objective in this chapter is the fluent integration
of interactive modeling capabilities with manual grammar writing in order to exploit
the power of arithmetic expressions and conditions while keeping an intuitive modeling
workflow. This also includes an efficient selection mechanism, i.e. the user can click on
a rendered 3D object revealing all operators in the textual grammar which were needed
to generate the actual instance.
Note that the interactive scripting still assumes the author of a grammar to have good
mathematical skills and a good imagination of how to arrange 3D objects efficiently by
using a small set of fundamental operators. However, we will utilize this concept for
the definition of self-contained objects (dynamic modules) and more complex layouts
(abstract structure templates) that are easily operated later on, even for users without
any modeling experience.
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6.1. Integrating Code with GUI Elements
The P-Mode exploits all grammar features by providing a text editor. Implementing a
rule set by writing text is primarily suitable for programmers, but since we are in the
domain of procedural modeling, where operators are applied to geometrical objects in the
scene, we can simply map all these built-in atomic operators to 3D manipulators that are
interactively controllable within the 3D viewer. In principle, this includes any modeling
metaphors for the different non-terminal classes such as scaling a box or moving the
control points of an FFD. Since the operators might be applied to different non-terminal
objects in the scene in parallel, the corresponding 3D manipulator might be visible
several times (cf. Figure 6.1b). An interaction with one of the 3D manipulators results
in a change of the corresponding parameter in the textual grammar. A 3D manipulator
becomes active, whenever the text cursor is above the corresponding operator in the
grammar (cf. Figure 6.1). The fluent integration of a textual editor and 3D interaction
metaphors as seen in conventional modeling applications does not only result in a faster
scene assembling but also in a learning effect for users that are about to begin their work
in the P-Mode.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1.: Operators are mapped to 3D manipulators which become active whenever
the text cursor is above an operator. In some cases a manipulator contains multiple
interactive elements that are mapped to the same parameter of the corresponding oper-
ator (a). Some operators have several handles for different parameters (b). If operators
are applied to several non-terminal objects, multiple manipulators become visible. Note,
that all manipulators change the same parameter of the corresponding operator (b).
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Figure 6.2.: An operator history is created whenever the user selects an instance in the
scene. All applied operators that were used to generate the selected object can be traced
back in order to avoid tedious manual searches of operators in the textual grammar. In
the example above the user clicked on one of the window areas thereby generating the
operator hierarchy (1-6). For simplicity, the images on top from left to right correspond
to the operators 1, 4, and 6, respectively.
For complex grammars, selecting any 3D object will reveal the whole operator history,
i.e. the user can iterate over the sequence of all operators that were called during the
generation of the selected object. Once a certain operator is found and highlighted, the
textual grammar can be edited or the corresponding 3D manipulator can be used. For
example, if a user clicks on a window area within a facade structure (cf. Figure 6.2),
the last used operator becomes active (i.e. operator 1). By using the mouse wheel any
involved previous operator can be adjusted (i.e. operators 2-6). This is a speed up for
the modeling process, because manual text searches in the grammar are avoided.
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In the P-Mode, however, the author of a procedural model still has to care about
the grammar itself, if parameters and conditions are involved. Due to the conditions,
there might exist rules which are not executed at all and thus we are not able to select
any object in the scene that made use of that rule. Let us assume, e.g., that rule C in
Figure 6.2 has defined another first condition that identifies the fourth column on the
bottom floor. In that case, we could not select the door area anymore, although the
grammar still provides operators for this part of the facade. Hence it is not possible to
get rid of the textual grammar or some other abstract view on the grammar in general.
6.2. Encapsulation of Interactive Procedural Objects
The main goal of the P-Mode is to provide HL-Primitives that can easily be reused
without understanding the insights (the expert knowledge) of the grammar. Therefore,
meaningful parameter manipulators have to be visible when a certain procedural model
is selected in the scene. In some situations, a module might become so complex that even
the set of parameter manipulators is too confusing for any casual user. We provide the
concept of camera views to overcome this problem by clustering some subsets of available
parameter manipulators. When a procedural model is fully declared, its parameter ma-
nipulators are well-defined and several camera views have been set, the professional user
has to provide some prototypes for its grammar as initial examples. This information
will then be exported to a database which is later utilized in the HL-Mode. Further-
more, existing modules can be imported and reused in the P-Mode which we refer to as
compound primitives. By the definition of simple dependencies and mapping functions,
one procedural module can be adapted to the parameters of another procedural module
and vice versa. This allows for the fast creation of new HL-Primitives assembled from
existing components, but potentially providing a set of new parameters.
6.2.1. Parameter Manipulators
A module typically defines parameters to influence the outcome of its evaluation. For
non-trivial modules it might be not obvious what exactly happens if a parameter value
is changed. In most of the cases, the parameters reflect either a measure of length or
an angle measure. Hence the optimal choice is to display manipulators for meaningful
length and angle parameters whenever a procedural model is selected. We also provide
parameter manipulators for abstract parameters such as color values (cf. Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3.: This image shows some parameter manipulators that are provided by our
system like length measures (yellow) or angle measures (pink). Some parameters can
only be controlled by abstract manipulators such as sliders to adjust the color values of
the window. Whenever the text cursor is above a reference to a target rule, all parameter
manipulators that correspond to the target rule become visible. An interaction with the
manipulator changes the value of the refered parameter in the rule reference.
Parameter manipulators are represented as operators of the following form:
manipulator(variable, ...);
The first parameter is a variable that is defined by a parent module M . Whenever an
operator referes to M and the text cursor is above that reference, all involved parameter
manipulators are displayed for an interactive editing process of all parameters that are
defined by M . In contrast to the former defined 3D manipulators, any parameter ma-
nipulator changes the text (the numerical value) at the position where the module M is
called and not at the position where the manipulator is defined (cf. Figure 6.3). This is
the major key to the abstraction of interactive procedural models, because the formal
definition of the module remains untouched.
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6.2.2. Camera Views
A module might define a large set of parameters. This leads to usability problems, if
length or angle measures are defined for small as well as for large scale features. In
the visualization, we will observe either small parameter manipulators that are too tiny
for any precise interaction or we have have to zoom onto a small feature such that any
large scale parameters are not visible at all. Another problematic case are overlapping
parameter manipulators if they measure two features which are very close to each other.
We overcome these conflicts by defining meaningful camera views which are stored in
special variables of a parent module. Therefore, we extend the formal definition of rules:
$Rule:Type(p1, · · · , pn)(c1, · · · , cm)
Setting the ci variables is optional and does not differ from setting any other variable.
They only need a separate definition, because they reflect a concept that is utilized by
the user interface and not by the procedural generation of the 3D scene. Camera views
are defined, e.g., by taking the position of the camera target and calculating the camera
position by adding a specified vector to the position of the target:
ci = CameraView(Target, Vector, ParamList);
The last parameter specifies a list of all variables for which the 3D parameter manip-
ulators have to become visible if the camera view is selected. This resolves the problem
of overlapping manipulators. Close-up and distant camera views can now be defined for
small and large scale features, respectively (cf. Figure 6.4).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4.: If a procedural model is complex, it might define a high number of pa-
rameters. Camera views help the user to concentrate on a small subset of parameter
manipulators which cover either large scale features (a) or small scale features (b).
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6.2.3. Prototypes
All the procedural models that are designed by a professional user have to be made
available for other users. Different prototypes (i.e. example rules) have to be provided for
a certain module in order to clarify how the parameters can be initially set. If an abstract
structure template has been designed, the prototypes have to include some target rules
for further evaluation. Typically, non-terminal objects that are associated with the
same rule are colored in the same way to visualize their shared identity (cf. Figure 6.5).
Finally, a HL-Primitive will be saved in a database consisting of the module (the actual
rules), the prototypes (template rules for the instantiation), a textual description, some
keywords, and a screenshot for each prototype.
Figure 6.5.: The Embed module creates a centered box which is intruded (red) thereby
generating several other boxes (blue). When a HL-Primitive is imported in the HL-Mode,
one of the prototypes is copied into the grammar by changing the name of the rule. Note,
that the only difference of the two prototypes is the value of the first parameter which
is either set to 0.75 or to 1.5.
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6.2.4. Compound Primitives
Modules can be composed of other modules to share as many rules as possible. Since a
module is a textual description of a geometric object it can be understood analogously
to the concept of classes in object-oriented programming languages. An external module
X can simply be imported by using the following command:
#import("X");
The above command requires the existence of a file X that contains the respective
definition of the module X:
$X:Type(px1, · · · , pxn)(cx1, · · · , cxm)->· · · ;
For the interactive control of X, some of the parameters pxi are mapped to 3D ma-
nipulators. If X is imported by another module Y , the author of Y can decide which
of these manipulators should still be available for interactive control and which are
statically defined by Y . For example, if X defines 3 parameters (with corresponding 3D
manipulators) and Y defines 2 parameters, we can use the @ sign to pass on a parameter
that should still be interactively adjustable by Y (px1 ← @py1), specify any mathemati-
cal expression for a pre-defined parameter dependency (px2 ← py1 ∗ py2), or simply set a
constant value (px3 ← 1.0):
#import("X"); //Defines $X:Box(px1, p
x
2, p
x
3);
$Y:Box(py1, p
y
2)->spawnBox( $X(@p
y
1, p
y
1 ∗ py2, 1.0));
The parameter py2 can be mapped to a new 3D manipulator in Y that also implies
new semantics to control X, e.g., an angle in Y can be mapped to a certain length in
X. Note, that the definition of camera views for Y is handled in a similar way to the
parameters, i.e., by passing a camera view from Y to X, the author of Y can decide
which of the camera views should be reused.
As an extreme case, one could create a complex manipulator object, like a stick figure,
and attach it to some other module, like a chair, by just defining the parameter depen-
dencies between these objects resulting in an ergonomic chair that is mainly controlled
by the attached stick figure (cf. Figure 6.6). If we want to control the parameters of the
chair C (cf. Figure 6.6b) by the stick figure F (cf. Figure 6.6a), we just create a new
module for an ergonomic chair E (cf. Figure 6.6c - Figure 6.6d) that makes use of the
modules C and F in the following way. Whenever a parameter of C is dependent on F ,
a mapping function has to be evolved, e.g.:
armrestHeightC:=torsoF -sin(90-armAngleF )∗upperArmF
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.6.: Stick figure manipulator object composed of several parameter manip-
ulators (a,orange). Procedural chair providing several parameters (b,blue). After the
parameter mapping, some of the chair parameters are controlled by the stick figure
(c,green) while others are still handled by the chair (d,purple). Note, that (a) and (b)
only show one camera view, so that not all parameter manipulators are visible.
The ergonomic chair E provides a subset of parameter manipulators by passing on
some of the parameters to the stick figure F or the chair C such as the height of the
torso, the angle of the arm, the length of the upper arm or the width of the armrest.
Furthermore, the author of E can decide to define new camera views or to reuse any
existing one from C or F by passing on the corresponding camera view variables.
Note, that a compound primitive does not need to be necessarily that complex. As
a light weight example, the embed module of Figure 6.5 and the window module of
Figure 6.3 could be composed to exchange the continous sizing policy for a window
element of a certain brand by a set of pre-defined sizes that are manufacturable.
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6.3. Discussion
Usability — Although the P-Mode provides interactive 3D manipulators for basic op-
erations, like transformations and splits, we cannot get rid of the direct access to the
grammar due to the definition of conditions that might cause the generation of a 3D
model where some elements that are defined in the grammar are never evaluated and
thus, never displayed. Especially, if complex mathematical functions are involved, the
procedural modeling process can be rather compared to scripting than to designing.
However, the operator history and the interactive application of certain modeling op-
erations are supportive extensions to a plain text editor resulting in a more efficient
workflow, since manual text searches are avoided and parameters of the most common
modeling operations are intuitively edited in the 3D viewer.
Implementation — Our application is written in C++ utilizing meta programming
concepts. Although all fixed types of the grammar are compiled to native data structures,
the system remains flexible in terms of new non-terminal classes or built-in operators.
To enhance the visual appearance of the real time viewer, we use screen space ambient
occlusion for the generated objects and glow effects for the manipulators. We run our
application on a Intel Core i7 at 2.67GHz with 6 GB ram and a GeForce GTX 285 with
1 GB ram. Since our application is not parallelized, we only utilize one of the cores.
The performance of our system allows for interactive modeling sessions even for complex
scenes (cf. Table 6.1). It is extremely important to notice, that the number of instances
is the crucial factor for the evaluation performance and not the number of triangles, since
the number of triangles can already be very large for a single loaded terminal shape.
Size Triangles Instances Evaluation Upload Rendering
20× 10 65972 4351 9 20 1
20× 20 142676 10047 24 46 2
20× 40 258932 18841 46 78 3
20× 80 528596 39027 113 118 4
Table 6.1.: This table shows some performance statistics of our application with respect
to the facade on the left. We measured the number of triangles and instances in the
scenegraph as well as the timings for the grammar evaluation, the upload of the generated
geometry to the graphics card and the rendering of the triangles in milliseconds.
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In contrast to the P-Mode, the high-level mode (HL-Mode) has to provide a very simple
interface to reach a lot of users that are not familiar with procedural modeling. This
mode is primarily suitable for beginners or artists, because the workflow is optimized
for easily combining and manipulating existing procedural models without regarding
the textual grammar at any time. The major objective of this mode is to motivate
people to combine existing modules, although they have no 3D modeling experience.
We demonstrate the usability by the composition of buildings, furniture, and plants.
7.1. The Toy-Block Principle
The toy-block principle is a purely interactive process providing an intuitive user inter-
face which is fun to use. It is inspired from Lego pieces for children, except that our
building blocks are not restricted to fixed dimensions and provide several parameters to
adjust the overall appearance (cf. Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1.: Illustration of the workflow in the HL-Mode. The high-level user selects a
certain facade style at the beginning. Each manipulator in the scene directly visualizes
the effect of a certain parameter. Then, all red non-terminal objects are replaced by a
HL-Primitive to bring more details into the facade. Finally, a window is chosen for the
remaining red non-terminal objects.
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Figure 7.2.: This grammar corresponds to Figure 7.1. First, the facade module is
imported (red). Then, we use the embed module to generate details in each of the tiles
(green). Finally, the inner part of the embed module is replaced by a certain window.
Analogously to the operator hierarchy, any applied modules can be traced back in the
HL-Mode (1-3). This makes subsequent changes of any parameters quite easy for the
user. For simplicity, we left away some parameters and subrules.
Composing procedural objects is mainly performed by a recursive replacement of non-
terminal objects from a database. 3D manipulators allow for a fast parameter adjustment
directly within the 3D viewer. Furthermore, local modifications can be applied which
rely on the semantic tags that are implicitly given by a HL-Primitive.
7.1.1. Replacement
Starting from an empty scene, the user has to import some HL-Primitive from the
database. The entries of the database provide a textual description and a sequence of
keywords in order to search for a specific class of elements, e.g. facade styles or windows.
Screenshots of the prototypes are displayed for each entry to give the user an impression
of the procedural object. Importing a HL-Primitive will put the import statement and
a renamed copy of one prototype into the grammar (cf. Figure 7.2). Whenever new non-
terminal objects are created by a HL-Primitive (i.e. it is an abstract structure template),
they can be further replaced by importing other HL-Primitives. All non-terminal objects
that share their color (shared identity) belong to the same non-terminal group, i.e. all
non-terminal objects in a non-terminal group are associated with the same rule. The
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non-terminal object itself might define some filter tags to pre-select a small number of
items from the database to guide the modeling process so that the user can only apply
senseful replacements. The database of the second replacement in Figure 7.1, e.g., is
reduced to only display window items. This results in an iterative replacement process
that does not require to understand which atomic operations were used.
7.1.2. Parameter Adjustment
Similar to the operator hierarchy of the P-Mode, the user can click on any object (ter-
minal or non-terminal) and trace back all HL-Primitives that are involved to generate
the selected object by simply scrolling the mouse wheel. Whenever a HL-Primitives
is activated, the user can toggle between the different camera views and interactively
control any visible parameter manipulators. Figure 7.3 shows an example parameter
adjustment session for a facade initiated by a click on the centered window.
Figure 7.3.: Camera views help to focus on small or large scale properties.
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7.1.3. Local Modifications
In order to apply a modification to a subset of non-terminal objects, we utilize the tags
which are reflected by a 2D user interface. Any existing tags for a selected instance in
the scene can be easily combined and different selection patterns can be chosen for each
tag (cf. Figure 7.4). The user can either change any parameter values for the specified
HL-Primitive or load a completely different one. The example of Figure 7.3 shows some
local modifications that are applied to the procedural object of Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.4.: When an instance in the scene has been selected, all available tags that are
valid for that instance are displayed to the user. Whenever interactive modifications are
applied to a HL-Primitive, the user can choose, if the changes should only be applied
to a subset of instances by picking a certain selection pattern for each available tag
(e.g. symmetric, i-th from left/right, every i-th element). In the upper example, the
sizes of all windows in the topmost floor are changed as well as the colors of the second
window from the left and from the right (symmetric). The grammar of Figure 7.2 is
automatically changed as seen in the bottom grammar snippet.
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7.2. Results
In this section we demonstrate the flexibility of our system by showing several examples
of different object domains, namely buildings, furniture, and plants.
7.2.1. Buildings
Most explanatory figures throughout this chapter demonstrate the use of HL-Primitives
for the creation of buildings (cf. Figure 7.1, Figure 7.3, Figure 7.5). The user first chooses
the basic style of the facade that defines the coarse structure. Afterwards a database
of windows, doors, ornaments, and cornices allows for the creation of a wide variety of
different buildings. Since the geometric complexity for a building can become very high,
only a small number of buildings can be displayed and edited at interactive frame rates.
Figure 7.5.: This building was created by a similar abstract structure template as
presented in Figure 7.1. The grammar was applied to a convex polygon which represents
the floor plan. The right images show two close ups focussing on the corners of the
cornices which are modeled by prism shaped FFDs.
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7.2.2. Furniture
Section 6.2.4 already illustrated an example of an ergonomic chair that is composed
of two existing modules, namely a stick figure and a wooden chair (cf. Figure 6.6).
In this case, we are able to interactively adjust the skeletal features with respect to
a target person and the parameterized chair will automatically adapt these changes.
Independent parameters of the chair, like the width of the armrest, can be adjusted in
a separate camera view.
In an alternative scenario for the creation of manufacturable furniture, we assume to
have a database of HL-Primitives containing shelf parts of a certain brand. For simplicity,
the company is specialized in the assembly of wooden shelfs like the one of Figure 7.6.
Due to the filter tags, the modeling process becomes much simpler since the number
of replacement options is reduced significantly. From the database of Figure 7.7, e.g.,
the user will only see the two ShelfDoorDesign entries when one of the red non-terminal
objects of the ShelfDoorLayout is selected. As another example, the inner and outer
planks of the ShelfContainer have the filter tag MaterialWood assigned. Therefore, all
planks have to get a wooden material, however, the type of wood, which is chosen for
the inner and outer planks, is allowed to differ because they are defined in different
non-terminal groups shown in blue and red, respectively (cf. Figure 7.7).
Figure 7.6.: This shelf has been assembled by the HL-Primitives depicted in Figure 7.7.
Note, that any parameters of the object are still adjustable, so that we are able, e.g., to
open the doors, change the type of wood or adjust any of the container dimensions.
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Figure 7.7.: Each item in the database has a short description, a list of parameters,
and a list of filter tags (NT) for the newly generated non-terminal objects. The tag color
corresponds to their shared identity in the 3D model. The orange non-terminal object of
the ShelfContainer, e.g., should be replaced by a ShelfDoorLayout and thus, only these
three options are shown when the orange non-terminal object is selected.
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7.2.3. Plants
For this scenario, we provide a small database of HL-Primitives that contain organic
parts for the composition of tree models (cf. Figure 7.9). For simplicity, we only provide
a small set of HL-Primitive for the creation of fruit trees like the ones in Figure 7.8. The
user starts with a HL-Primitive (Forest) that randomly places a number of seed points
within a rectangular area. At any time, the random seed can be altered to vary the tree
locations. Afterwards, the HL-Primitive Tree generates a complex branching structure.
One useful parameter for this HL-Primitive is the tropism, i.e., the limbs of the tree
will favor to grow towards the sky (positive value) or towards the ground (negative
value). The basic tree structure will place further seed points to place limbs with a
special behavior. In our case, we provide an abstract structure template FruitLimb that
places leafs and fruits during the growth process. Finally, our database contains a small
number of terminal HL-Primitives to define the type of wood and to specify the leafs
and fruits that are attached to the tree.
Figure 7.8.: These example trees have been genereated with the HL-Primitives depicted
in Figure 7.9. Adjusting the parameters and replacing non-terminal objects in different
ways rapidly results in a collection of unique tree models.
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Figure 7.9.: In this scenario, we provide a number of HL-Primitives for the creation
of fruit trees. The Forest automatically generates seeds in a certain area to place some
Trees. By adjusting the Tree parameters, the user can define the limb density, influence
the growth process (tropism), or vary the seed for the distribution of the limbs. Special
fruit limbs with additional parameters to adjust the number of leafs and fruits can be
attached to the basic tree structure. Finally, the user can choose among several terminal
HL-Primitives, like the wood type, the leaf shape, and the fruit species, that define the
overall appearance of the tree.
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7.3. Discussion
Usability — Composing elements in the HL-Mode is easy and does not assume any 3D
modeling skills. In our small user study (cf. Chapter 8), the test subjects had to solve
several tasks like assembling the shelf of Figure 7.6 from scratch given the database
of Figure 7.7. In summary, all participants were very satisfied with their result and
— maybe even more important — they had a lot of fun using the application which
was partially caused by the direct integration of the parameter manipulators in the 3D
viewer.
Limitations — Camera views have turned out to be a necessary concept if a lot of
parameters are defined by a module. Unfortunately, defining appropriate camera views
can become challenging, because of the dynamic behavior of a procedural model. Even
for static geometry, a good viewpoint estimation is not trivial and often relies on a
set of heuristics to determine meaningful visibility criteria [FCODS08, VFSH03]. For
example, visualizing several 3D manipulators for a single value might be reasonable
for structured models while it might become confusing for pseudo-chaotic arrangements
(cf. Figure 7.10). In future work, semantics could be attached to object parts and
integrated into these algorithms in order to derive better visibility criteria.
Figure 7.10.: For well-structured objects, like the facade on the left, visualizing the
actual length of each element is helpful. For pseudo-chaotic structures, like the forest on
the right, showing several instances of one parameter manipulator definition is confusing.
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This chapter contains a user study to compare the concepts of the professional mode (P-
Mode) and the high-level mode (HL-Mode). We show, that an intuitive and simplistic
user interface is the key factor to make procedural modeling available to a wide range
of casual users with no 3D modeling experience. Most important for the motivation of
the participants is to avoid an emotional link of the modeling process with some kind of
stressful work, but instead it should feel like playing a game which is emotionally linked
with fun.
8.1. Setup
We performed the study with 10 mainly undergraduate students. With respect to the
modes, our user study is split in two phases. In the first phase, we explained the
principal concepts of procedural modeling to the participants and we created a small
shelf layout from scratch by using very basic split operators to demonstrate the P-
Modeling mode in action (similar to the ShelfContainer of Figure 7.7). Note, that the
interaction metaphors in this mode behave quite similar to the ones presented by Lipp
et al. [LWW08] such that we also compare our HL-Mode against their method in a
certain manner. After the introduction, we handed over a sheet explaining all important
operators (i.e. transformations, repeat, split) to the participant, who had to repeat the
modeling process of the shelf layout within a limited time period of roughly 10 minutes.
In the second phase, we shortly introduced the interaction methods of the HL-Mode and
handed an image of a shelf over to the participant, who had to compose the illustrated
shelf within 10 minutes (cf. Figure 7.6). We did not discuss the available HL-Primitives
in detail, because in a real world scenario the user would also be faced with unknown
HL-Primitives of different modeling domains (cf. Figure 7.7 for a subset of the provided
HL-Primitives). Notice, that the two tasks are quite similar in the number of interactions
that have to be performed.
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8.2. NASA-TLX
The main goal of our user study is to compare the workload between the P-Mode and the
HL-Mode based on the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [HS88]. The results of our
study can be seen in Figure Figure 8.1. The diagram clearly shows, that the cognitive
workload for the HL-Mode is much below the cognitive workload of the P-Mode. Note,
that the number of participants is already sufficient for a reliable statement on the
workload which can be seen from the calculated confidence intervals, that do not overlap.
All participants were able to model exactly the shelf from the image in the HL-Mode
within the given time (average 7:44 ) whereas only three participants produced a more
or less pleasing result in the P-Mode within the 10 minutes (average 11:27 ). During
the test, the participants did not notice that they were already exceeding the given time
interval and they stayed motivated to produce the requested structure, however, most
of the test subjects had problems to apply the split operations in a strict coarse-to-
fine manner which led to suboptimal workarounds in rules that were applied later on.
Furthermore, only one participant used the repeat operator properly, whereas all others
created the inner planks by a fixed number of splits resulting in a redundant usage of
certain parameters.
Figure 8.1.: The left diagram compares the cognitive workloads of the HL-Mode (17.81)
and the P-Mode (42.95) based on the NASA-TLX. We illustrate 95% confidence intervals
for the bar charts to prove the high reliability of our result. The right diagram shows a
box plot of the answers of our questionnaire (red plus =̂ outlier, red line =̂ median).
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8.3. Questionnaire
Beside the NASA-TLX, all participants had to give a rating (from 1 (little/rarely) to
5 (much/often)) on the following 8 questions (Q1−Q8 ). The result of this survey is
presented as a box plot in Figure 8.1. Additionally, they were asked to give some
comments on the different questions.
1. How much do you like the professional mode?
2. How much do you like the high-level mode?
3. How much do you think you would have to learn to model the shelf from Figure 7.6
with the professional mode?
4. Are you satisfied with your results from the second task?
5. How much do you like the integration of the manipulators directly in the 3D
modeling interface?
6. Your knowledge about procedural modeling techniques?
7. Your experience with 3D modeling software?
8. Your experience with scripting languages?
8.4. Discussion
First of all, we see from the box plot, that both modes were liked in general (Q1,Q2 ). A
common sense among the participants why they liked a certain mode was the flexibility
in the P-Mode and the simplicity as well as the interaction techniques in the HL-Mode.
For question Q3 we can see that the answers are distributed over the full range which
most probably correlates with the experience of the test subjects, which is also scattered
along the whole range (Q6-Q8 ) with a tendency to know less about procedural modeling
techniques and more about scripting languages. The results of Q4 and Q5 are one
possible answer to the question, why both modes were favored so much. Especially the
direct integration of the manipulators in the 3D scene was explicitly mentioned several
times to be a convenient method to adjust parameters since one can fully focus on the
3D viewer.
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Part III.
Visualization of Procedural Cities
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Renderings of cityscapes appear in a variety of real-time graphics applications such
as computer games, three-dimensional street maps, urban planning, or traffic simula-
tion. Users expect such renderings to look visually convincing and to offer rich detail
and variety. Even though in theory the massive amount of rendered elements could
be hierarchically structured to achieve real-time performance, the excessive amount of
required memory stays a major problem. Instead of optimizing the rendering of massive
data, procedural descriptions have become a popular solution to encode the complexity
of urban environments into a set of code snippets. Consequently, the complete model
never needs to be fully generated and the memory footprint stays small.
The visualization of cities based on procedural methods instead of rendering real
world data is further advantageous for at least two reasons. On the one hand, a highly
detailed polygonal model of each building is hard to obtain in practice while a low
resolution mesh (virtually enhanced by procedural methods) can be easily generated
from the building footprints, which are often freely accessible [Ope12]. On the other
hand, there are privacy constraints which makes it even impossible to obtain the data in
some cases. For example, people usually do not want to have their private rooms being
captured for a virtual model, however, a procedural description allows for the automatic
generation of such details to enhance the overall realism of the rendering. The privacy
constraints even hold for detailed images of facades, because people are claiming about
being spied by criminals. Therefore, systems like Google Street View [Goo12b] have to
blur certain areas to preserve the privacy. In this scenario, a procedural facade texture is
a convenient alternative since it could reflect the semantic elements of a specific facade,
but does not reveal the real details.
In this part of the thesis, we present a per-pixel evaluation of procedural facade tex-
tures that tackles a lot of memory and performance issues. We enrich the rendering
by geometric details which are instantiated directly in screen space. We assume to have
a catalogue of highly detailed geometry assets like windows, doors, and decorations as
well as a set of high resolution textures representing wall structures and object materials.
Our approach is a two-pass procedure that first renders a coarse city model with the flat
procedural facade textures. During the rasterization the fragment shader triggers the
instantiation of detailed geometry assets whenever such an element is potentially visi-
ble. The set of instantiated details is then rendered in a second pass. Consequently, we
use the fast rasterization of the GPU twice instead of implementing a computationally
expensive raytracer.
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For the real time rendering of massive city models, we focus on the follwing key aspects:
Per-Pixel Facade Textures — We present an efficient solution for the real time
rendering of complex facade textures. Although our grammar definition is restricted to
hierarchical structures to guarantee a real time evaluation, we allow for the combination
of several independent layers. Furthermore, our grammar supports a stochastic rule
evaluation, context-sensitive operators, and the raytracing of room interiors.
Pixel Driven Geometry Instantiation — Having a set of rules for the procedural
definition of facade textures we present two further operators for the instantiation of
geometric items. When a procedural facade texture is evaluated on a per-pixel basis,
it majorly traces down a subdivision structure that is defined by a split grammar until
a region is found in which a texture is sampled. Instead of only using a 2D projection
of windows, doors, cornices, and other architectural items, the first operator will fit
a geometric item into the rectangular domain with a defined displacement along the
normal of the facade. Furthermore, we show the concept of attach textures which are
also defined in the rectangular domains to place a number of geometric items in a pseudo
chaotic fashion in order to visualize fine details like gravel stones, grass, or ivy.
Two Pass Rasterization — Many previous approaches enhance textures by raytracing
techniques such as relief mapping [POC05]. The rasterization only serves as a fast way
to render a coarse bounding volume that initializes the raytracer to display the fine
geometric surface. Evaluating a split grammar on a per-pixel basis corresponds to this
process, however, determining the instantiation of geometry in screen space is not a
trivial task. A texture, which initiates the asset instantiation, may cover many pixels in
screen space. This leads to instantiating the same geometric item many times. Therefore,
utilizing the parallel processing power of the GPU demands for sophisticated caching
mechanisms that minimize locking by performing as many operations asynchronously
as possible and avoid expensive atomic operations.
Visibility Determination — The most problematic issue for our screen space tech-
niques are global visibility issues like partly occluded geometric details. For example,
objects that are defined on back facing facades but reaching into the visible region of
the viewer still need to be instantiated properly. We present an efficient solution to tackle
these problems by introducing only a very small overhead in the rendering pipeline.
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Facade Textures on the GPU
Generating procedural facade textures on-the-fly relies on the idea of evaluating a gram-
mar on a per-pixel basis. In principle, the grammar describes the structure of the facade
while arbitrary textures are finally sampled. Consequently, the overall quality of the
textures is incredibly high since the resolution is nearly unlimited (cf. Figure 9.1).
Figure 9.1.: Single quad with a procedural facade texture (top). Close ups of the facade
demonstrate the high quality of our textures (middle). Set of texture assets (bottom).
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Figure 9.2.: Taking the size of the whole facade as the start scope S = (0, 0, w, h),
we recursively check for each operator of the grammar to which element a certain pixel
of the final image belongs (shown in green). This will iteratively update the scope
S = (Sl,Sb,Sr,St) until we hit a terminal symbol that samples a texture.
Procedural facade textures are defined by a set of rules of the form ρ→ ω(p1, . . . , pn)
where ρ is a rule name and ω is an operator type from an application-defined set (like
the typical split and repeat operators). The number n of operator parameters p1, . . . , pn
depends on the operator type. Scalar parameters are mostly used to define certain sizes
(e.g. how large is a certain part defined by a split operation) whereas rule names as
parameters are used to associate a certain element, that results from an operator, with
a new rule. Therefore, from a the theoretical view of a procedural grammar description,
subdivision operators providing rule names as parameters can be seen as non-terminals,
since a further evaluation is needed in that pixel, while operators that set the color in
the current pixel can be seen as terminals.
We use the term scope to denote a rectangle S = (Sl,Sb,Sr,St) that is associated
with a certain rule for the evaluation of the grammar. For simplicity, we will address
the bottom left corner of the scope with Slb = (Sl,Sb) and the top right corner with
Srt = (Sr,St). Given the absolute size s = (w, h) of the facade defining the start scope
Ss = (0, 0, w, h) and the texture coordinates t = (u ∈ [0, w], v ∈ [0, h]) at the current
pixel position, the grammar has to determine the texture asset that lies at position t.
The traversal of the grammar is dependent on the operators that are visited during the
evaluation. Figure 9.2 depicts the general idea of generating texture details by using
subdivision along the local x and y axes.
In the following sections, we will first discuss a more advanced traversal of the grammar
using a stochastical rule selection, multiple layers, and the generation of 3D rooms.
Afterwards, we will have a closer look onto our efficient GPU representation combining
the advantages of rasterization and raytracing.
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GPU Representation
Pixel Offset 0 1 · · · m
Channel r g b a r g b a · · · r g b a
RepeatX(v,R) 1 v Rx Ry
RepeatY(v,R) 2 v Rx Ry
SplitX(s1,v1,R1,· · · ,sn,vn,Rn) 3 n R A s1 ∗ v1 Rx1 Ry1 · · · sn ∗ vn Rxn Ryn
SplitY(s1,v1,R1,· · · ,sn,vn,Rn) 4 n R A s1 ∗ v1 Rx1 Ry1 · · · sn ∗ vn Rxn Ryn
Rand(l, v1,R1,· · · ,vn,Rn) 5 n l v1 Rx1 Ry1 · · ·
∑n
i=1 vi R
x
n R
y
n
RandUni(l, R1,· · · ,Rn) 6 n l Rx1 Ry1 Rx2 Ry2 · · · Rxn−1 Ryn−1 Rxn Ryn
RandStack(R) 7 Rx Ry
Layer(R1,· · · ,Rn) 8 n Rx1 Ry1 Rx2 Ry2 · · · Rxn−1 Ryn−1 Rxn Ryn
Skip(l) 9 l
SkipMask(m,l0,l1) 10 m l0 l1
Intrusion(v,R1,R2,R3,R4,R5) 11 v R
x
1 R
y
1 R
x
2 R
y
2 R
x
3 R
y
3 R
x
4 R
y
4 R
x
5 R
y
5
Mat(u,m1,· · · ,m5) 12 u m1 m2 m3 m4 m5
MatAlpha(u,m1,· · · ,m5,a1,· · · ,a5) 13 u m1 a1 m2 m3 m4 m5 a2 a3 a4 a5
Table 9.1.: Definition of operators provided by our system (cf. Section 9.1) and their representation in a texture on the
GPU (cf. Section 9.2). The parameters of each operator are represented by a 4-channel texture (rgba). Consequently,
each texture lookup will retrieve 4 values in parallel. Some operators have a static number of parameters (e.g. Repeat)
while other operators have a dynamic number of parameters (e.g. Split). In some cases, a channel is left empty to avoid
branching in the shader, e.g. each texture lookup of the split operator will retrieve the next 3-tuple of values in the rgb
channels of the texture.
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9.1. Operators
Our system provides several types of operators for the arrangement and stochastic vari-
ation of elements, the use of layers, the ray casting of rooms and the assignment of color
values to the corresponding pixel. An overview of all operators with their corresponding
GPU representation is given in Table 9.1. In this section, we will address the set of
non-terminal symbols (rule names) that are currently defined in the grammar as N .
Furthermore, the scope to which an operator is applied will be denoted as S, where Sw
and Sh are its width and height, respectively.
9.1.1. Subdivision
For the arrangement of elements, we basically apply the Split and Repeat operators as
they were used earlier to generate hierarchical structures. We also make use of relative
and absolute parts in the definition of the Split operator (cf. Figure 9.3). This makes
the operator more dynamic for differently sized facades. For example, if we have several
houses with different heights, but they should all have a ground floor with a height of 3
meters, we can simply define a single vertical split with an absolute value of 3.
Figure 9.3.: The Split operator subdivides the current scope along an axis. An absolute
size policy produces an element of a fixed size (blue) whereas a relative size policy will
calculate the actual size depending on the defined ratios between all relative elements
(green). The element that will be further evaluated by the grammar is determined by
successively checking which interval of the split is hit by the texture coordinates t (red).
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Formally, the Split operator takes an arbitrary number n of 3-tuples with the format
(si ∈ {−1, 1}, vi ∈ R>0, Ri ∈ N ) for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. The first parameter si defines
the size policy, i.e. abs =̂ −1 for a part with an absolute size and rel =̂ 1 for a part
with a relative size. The second parameter vi defines the size value whereas the third
parameter Ri specifies the target rule that is applied to the new element. The actual
width wi of an element i using the split operator along the x axis is calculated according
to Equation 9.1.
wi =

vi, si = −1
Sw +
∑n
i=1 min {si ∗ vi, 0}∑n
i=1 max {si ∗ vi, 0}
∗ vi, si = 1
(9.1)
The texture coordinates t = (u ∈ [0, w], v ∈ [0, h]) at the current pixel position are
checked against the resulting intervals in order to determine the scope and the rule for
the next iteration of the grammar evaluation. Note, that the operator is quite expensive,
since the intervals need to be checked sequentially and the operator does not terminate
until t falls into the currently checked interval.
On the contrary, the Repeat operator determines the corresponding interval in constant
time. The operator uses two parameters, i.e. v ∈ R>0 and R ∈ N , to subdivide the scope
into elements that all have an approximate size of v (cf. Figure 9.4). In detail, the actual
width w of all elements that are generated by a subdivision along the x axis is Sw/dSw/ve.
By using the texture coordinates t = (u ∈ [0, w], v ∈ [0, h]) we directly calculate the
scope that will be further processed by rule R.
Figure 9.4.: The Repeat operator applies a subdivision into elements of the same size.
This enables us to directly calculate the scope which is hit by the texture coordinates t.
Every element will be further processed by the same rule R.
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9.1.2. Stochastic Variation
For the stochastic variation, we introduce two operators, namely Rand for a non-uniform
distribution and RandUni for a uniform distribution. We make this distinction, because
in most cases we only need a uniform distribution which can be optimized to reduce
the evaluation time. Similar to the Split and Repeat operators, the calculation of the
non-uniform distribution is more expensive than the uniform distribution. In the former
case, the random value needs to be checked against the defined intervals in order to find
the target rule. In the latter case, the target rule can be directly determined in constant
time.
Formally, the operator Rand takes an arbitrary number n of 2-tuples with the form
(vi ∈ (0, 1], Ri ∈ N ) for i ∈ {1, · · · , n} with
∑n
i=1 vi = 1. During the evaluation, we
take a random number r ∈ [0, 1) and calculate the accumulated values ai =
∑i
j=1 vj
for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Defining a0 = 0, we can easily determine the target rule Rk such
that r ∈ [ak−1, ak). For the operator RandUni, which just takes a list of n target rules
Ri ∈ N for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, we can directly calculate the parameter k = br ∗nc+ 1 using
a random number r ∈ [0, 1) and proceed with the target rule Rk.
Each facade is initialized with a random seed vector s = (sx, sy) which is encoded
into the start scope Ss by applying a translation, i.e. Slb = (0, 0) + s and Srt = s + s
where s = (w, h) is the full size of the facade. The texture coordinates t also have to
be updated according to s in order to get the same relative position within the scope.
By convention, we generate the random value r by sampling a noise texture at position
Slb. All subdivision operators will thereby automatically create scopes that calculate
different random values r, however, there are several situations in which a previously
calculated random seed has to be used in order to create random groups, e.g. if a rule
randomly selects a window shape, but all windows in a specific floor should get the same
shape. This could be solved by copying the whole structure and only exchanging the
rule that generates the specific window shape in each copy. Instead, we introduce the
concept of putting the random seed on a stack S. The operator RandStack just proceeds
with the target rule R ∈ N after the bottom left corner of the current scope has been
put onto the stack, i.e. S = S ∪ Slb. The first parameter l ∈ N in both randomization
operators therefore defines that the l−th last element that was put into S will be used as
the random seed. If l = 0, we will just use Slb from the current scope. Figure 9.5 depicts
our modeling strategy by utilizing random groups as an elegant solution to control the
stochastic variation.
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Figure 9.5.: In the upper row, we show the application of several split rules. During
the subdivision, we put several random seeds (a, b, c, d) onto the stack S. In the bottom
row, we apply the Rand operator to all black scopes that are shown in the upper right
facade. In this example, each target rule that is chosen by Rand will will just fill the
whole scope with a unique color. Using 2 (bottom left facade) or 1 (bottom middle
facade) as first parameter will group the elements according to the random seed on the
current stack. When the value 0 (bottom right facade) is chosen, every element uses
another target rule since the bottom left corner varies from scope to scope.
9.1.3. Layers
Another concept to enhance the visual quality of the facade texture is the use of layers.
The Layer operator creates n overlayed copies of the current scope and associates a
certain target rule Ri for i ∈ {1, · · · , n} with each copy. Similar to a volume ray caster,
we proceed the evaluation with the upper most layer, i.e. Rn, and trace through the
layers summing up any color values according to the alpha value that holds in each
layer. Since this is an iterative approach, we can stop the evaluation, if we have reached
an alpha value of 1.0 (cf. Figure 9.6a). Therefore, we save computation time, since we
do not necessarily traverse all layers.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.6.: The Layer operator produces several layers that are independently eval-
uated (a). Once a terminal symbol is found, i.e. a texture is sampled, we check, if the
alpha value of that pixel is already 1.0 representing a solid color. In this case, the eval-
uation of the grammar stops and returns the color. If the alpha value is smaller 1.0, we
have to further evaluate the underlying layers to calculate the final pixel color. Skip-
ping of underlying layers is an intuitive way for cutting holes into the wall in order to
see the room behind (b). The SkipMask operator decides how many layers are skipped
depending on the sampled bit value whereas the Skip operator skips the defined number
of layers for the whole scope. In the example, we create another layer over the hole that
samples a window texture to produce the final tile that is shown in (c).
Formally, we update the final color value C and alpha value A by adding the color
value ci and alpha value ai of the current layer i in the following way:
C + = (1.0− A) ∗ (ai ∗ ci) (9.2)
A + = (1.0− A) ∗ ai (9.3)
Layers can be cascaded, i.e. the grammar contains another Layer operator within any
layer. The scope S and the texture coordinates t of every layer i are translated by i ∗ s
in order to produce new random values in each layer.
An important design issue for the creation of facade textures is the idea of masking
to skip certain layers (cf. Figure 9.6b, Figure 9.6c). The operator SkipMask selects a
bit mask m ∈ N>0 from the texture array. Depending on the pixel value, i.e. 0 or 1, we
skip l0 ∈ N or l1 ∈ N layers, respectively. This concept enables an easy way of defining
holes in a wall to see the room behind it. In detail, we just create a layer for the wall,
the rooms and the bit mask that decides for each pixel, if we actually see the wall or the
room behind it. For simplicity and a higher performance during the evaluation, we also
provide an operator Skip that just skips l ∈ N≥0 layers for the whole scope.
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9.1.4. 3D Rooms
Rooms or intruded windows are created with a similar principle as the component oper-
ator of CGA shape. The Intrusion operator takes an intrusion amount v ∈ R>0 as first
parameter followed by 5 target rules R1, · · · , R5 ∈ N for the three walls, the floor and
the ceiling. The viewing ray r that hits the scope at the texture coordinates t is used
to intersect with a box that is spanned by the current scope and the intrusion amount
v. The intersected face becomes the new scope using the intersection point t′ as new
texture coordinates. All operators can now be applied as before acting on one of the
faces (cf. Figure 9.7). By transforming r into the space of the new scope, e.g. a 90◦
rotation along the x axis if the bottom face is hit, it is even possible to recursively apply
intrusions. Note, that the scopes S ′i and the texture coordinates t′i of every face i, which
is associated with rule Ri, are translated by Slb + i∗ s in order to determine new random
values on each face.
Figure 9.7.: By tracing along the viewing ray that hits the current scope at the texture
coordinates t we determine the hit face of a box that lies behind the scope. This yields
a new scope, e.g. S = (0, 0, w, v) for the bottom face where w = Sr − Sl and v is the
intrusion amount. The texture coordinates t′ are now defined with respect to the new
scope. This enables us to further evaluate the grammar on any face within the box as
before.
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9.1.5. Material
As a final step in the grammar evaluation, we can either sample a texture array or
define a constant value to influence the color, the normal or the specularity of the
material. All channels can be combined with an alpha map to change the strength of
the influence. The first parameter of the Mat operator defines its usage u ∈ {1, 2, 3},
i.e. color =̂ 1, normal =̂ 2, or specular =̂ 3. The other 5 parameters m1 ∈ Z and
m2, · · · ,m5 ∈ [0.0, 1.0] are now dependent on each other in the following way. If m1 = 0,
we only use the parameters m2, · · · ,m5 to define a constant color. If m1 > 0, m1 selects
a texture from the array and m2, · · · ,m5 define a rectangular part from the texture
that should be scaled to fit the current scope. If m1 < 0, −m1 selects a texture from
the array, m2,m3 define an offset and m4,m5 define a scaling to apply a sampling from
a seamlessly tileable texture that is repeated infinitely often. The MatAlpha operator
works analogously, except that it multiplies the resulting value from the first sampling
with a certain factor that is taken from another texture sampling which is defined by
the last 5 parameters. If the alpha value is smaller 1.0 the grammar has to evaluate the
layer below the current one (cf. Figure 9.6).
9.2. GPU Representation
All grammars are stored in one large 2-dimensional 4-channel 16-bit float texture to
represent the operators and their parameters. Table 9.1 gives an overview of all operators
and their corresponding layout within the texture. Each rule has a unique position
R = (Rx, Ry) within this texture, so that any operator, that needs to further process its
resulting elements (e.g. Repeat), has to occupy two channels to define the corresponding
position of the target rule. The first channel of each operator location is always a constant
that specifies, which operator code has to be executed. Most operators like Repeat or
Mat have a fixed amount p of parameters resulting in a fixed number t = dp/4e of texture
lookups to retrieve the parameter values. Note, that we always retrieve 4 parameters
for one texture lookup since we utilize a 4 channel texture.
Some operators have a dynamic amount of parameters, i.e. the number of texture
lookups depends on the algorithm that is executed. The maximal number n of subse-
quent texture lookups is always stored in the grammar as a static termination criteria
for that operator. The Split operator, e.g., has to check successively, if a pixel lies in
the current split interval or if we have to retrieve the subsequent parameter tuple that
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defines the next split interval. Since this operator also relies on the global sums R and
A of all relative and absolute values, respectively, we precalculate these sums and store
the results directly in the grammar. Therefore, we do not necessarily have to lookup all
parameter tuples, if the current pixel lies in one of the first split intervals. The same is
true for the Rand operator where we can stop its execution once we have found a tuple
with an accumulated sum that is higher than the random value r, which is taken from
a noise texture. Since all pixels in the same scope have to retrieve the same random
value r, we sample the noise texture at Slb which is the lower left corner of the current
scope. In most situations, a uniform distribution of target rules is sufficient which can
be achieved with the RandUni operator. In this case, we directly calculate the offset in
the grammar that contains the target rule to reduce the number of texture lookups.
Note that the chosen layout of the grammar texture may waste a small amount of
channels in some situations, e.g. the alpha channel of each Split or Rand tuple, to avoid
complicated branchings in the code that would result in a lower evaluation performance.
For an efficient evaluation of the grammar at realtime rates we apply a deferred shad-
ing technique. Seen from a certain camera perspective, several polygons will overlap
resulting in multiple executions of a fragment shader for a single pixel. Therefore,
we first apply a computational cheap fragment program that renders the low resolu-
tion polygonal mesh of the city model and only stores basic information for each pixel,
i.e. the texture coordinates within a facade, the scope size of the complete facade, the
start rule, the random seed, the normal, and the tangent (cf. Figure 9.8a-Figure 9.8f).
Afterwards, this information is used to execute the computational expensive shaders
per pixel including the grammar evaluation, screen space ambient occlusion, and phong
lighting (cf. Figure 9.8g-Figure 9.8l).
Since we are using OpenGL for the rendering, the low resolution polygonal mesh also
has to provide some of the previously mentioned information as vertex attributes. The
texture coordinates represent the absolute corner positions of the facade. After the
rasterization, the fragment shader gets an interpolated value which contains the actual
position inside the facade for a single pixel. All other attributes are stored redundantly
for each vertex of a triangle such that each pixel in the fragment shader can access this
information. For the normal mapping of our approach, we create the corresponding
tangent space coordinate system using the normal and tangent that are given per trian-
gle. The texture coordinates, scope size, start rule, and random seed then initialize the
grammar evaluation which yields the final color and normal of the current pixel.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 9.8.: In the first pass, the basic information is packed into three 4-channel
textures, i.e. the axiom (a, 1 channel) and the normal (b, 3 channels), the random seed
(c, 1 channel) and the tangent (d, 3 channels), the facade size (e, 2 channels) and the
texture coordinates (f, 2 channels). Note that the illustrated colors do not necessarily
correspond to the used channels. In the second path, the expensive grammar is only
evaluated in pixels, where the facade width is larger than 0 (white pixels in g). The
evaluation of the grammar yields a color (h) and a normal (i) per pixel. Furthermore,
the depth (j) is used to compute an screen space ambient occlusion term (k). Applying
the phong lighting model together with the SSAO term results in the final rendering (l).
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9.3. Results
We have applied our method to render a virtual city model containing 20 thousand
buildings. We created different scenarios to measure the frames per second depending
on the grammar complexity and the camera view. The average timings using a NVIDIA
GeForce 470 GTX GPU and a resolution of 1024 × 768 are shown in Table 9.2. If we
apply a complex grammar to the city model that contains all presented concepts, like
several layers or intrusion, our system still renders the scene at interactive frame rates
(cf. Figure 9.9). Especially if we use a camera view that is placed on street level, which is
most commonly the case for our applications, we still get around 40 frames per second.
Simple Random Full
Distance 79 / 12 66 / 15 18 / 55
Street view 130 / 7 110 / 9 39 / 25
Close-up 82 / 12 70 / 14 25 / 40
Table 9.2.: This table contains some time statistics (frames per second / ms per frame)
of our system with respect to the different views of Figure 9.9. In the simple version, we
just apply several subdivisions to each facade utilizing a static set of textures as atomic
elements (cf. Figure 9.10a). For the random version, we additionally apply randomization
operators to get a wide variety of combined walls and windows (cf. Figure 9.10b). In
the full version, we take advantage of all presented concepts including randomization,
layers, masking and intrusion (cf. Figure 9.9).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9.9.: This image depicts the full power of our system using a texture set with
only 32 elements. The used grammars contain all presented operators including random-
ization, several layers, masking, and intrusion. For our time statistics (cf. Table 9.2), we
have chosen different views, i.e. distance (a), street view (b), and close-up (c).
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.10.: This image shows simple facade grammars containing only subdivisions
and a single texture asset for the windows and walls (a) or subdivisions with random-
ization of several window and wall textures (b).
Using simple grammars (cf. Figure 9.10a), that do not utilize randomization or intru-
sion, our system has a comparable rendering performance to F-shade [HWA∗10]. Note,
however, that our subdivision operator allows for the definition of absolute and relative
segments. Although this approach introduces additional branchings in the shader, we
found this feature to be essential for most common facades, i.e. it enables the defini-
tion of statically sized elements, which are often needed for texture assets like windows,
doors, or ornaments.
For the creation of a wide variety of facades while still relying on a small set of rules, we
added randomization operators that contribute to the visual quality (cf. Figure 9.10b),
but only slightly influence the rendered frames per second. An example grammar is
shown in Figure 9.11. It creates two layers (line 1) to randomize wall textures in the
background (lines 2-6) and to position random window textures in the foreground (lines
7-21). The generated structure of the window arrangement corresponds to Figure 9.5
and thus, the rules of lines 7 to 14 are colored accordingly. The grammar makes use of
randomization groups (i.e. top floor, middle floors, or bottom floor) that are created for
semantically distinct areas on the facade (lines 8, 10, 13). Consequently, the RandUni
operator of line 17 can use the first random seed from the stack such that windows
within the same group are associated with the same texture.
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1 S−>Layer (Wall , Assets )
2 Wall−>RandUni (0 , Wall1 , Wall2 , Wall3 , · · ·)
3 Wall1−>Mat( Color , Rep : wal l1 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
4 Wall2−>Mat( Color , Rep : wal l2 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
5 Wall3−>Mat( Color , Rep : wal l3 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
6 . . .
7 Assets−>Spl i tY (Abs , 3 . 0 , BottomFloor , Rel , 1 . 0 , Middle , Abs , 2 . 5 , TopFloor )
8 BottomFloor−>RandStack ( BottomFloorSeedStored )
9 BottomFloorSeedStored−>RepeatX ( 2 . 5 , WindowTile )
10 Middle−>RandStack ( MiddleSeedStored )
11 MiddleSeedStored−>RepeatY ( 2 . 8 , MiddleFloor )
12 MiddleFloor−>RepeatX (2 , WindowTile )
13 TopFloor−>RandStack ( TopFloorSeedStored )
14 TopFloorSeedStored−>RepeatX (3 , WindowTile )
15 WindowTile−>Spl i tX (Rel , 1 . 0 , Skip , Abs , 1 . 0 , WindowTileColumn , Rel , 1 . 0 , Skip )
16 WindowTileColumn−>Spl i tY (Rel , 1 . 0 , Skip , Abs , 1 . 3 ,WindowMat , Rel , 1 . 0 , Skip )
17 WindowMat−>RandUni (1 , WindowMat1 , WindowMat2 , WindowMat3 , · · ·)
18 WindowMat1−>Mat( Color , F i t : window1 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
19 WindowMat2−>Mat( Color , F i t : window2 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
20 WindowMat3−>Mat( Color , F i t : window3 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
21 . . .
22 Skip−>Skip (0 )
Figure 9.11.: This example grammar was used for one of our performance tests using
a stochastic rule selection. Possible outcomes of this particular grammar can be seen
in Figure 9.10a. The generated structure is similar to the one depicted in Figure 9.5.
Therefore, the chosen color coding of the rules corresponds to the scope colors in Fig-
ure 9.5. Constants like Color, Fit, Abs, or the texture names are automatically mapped
to corresponding constants when the grammar is compiled.
9.4. Discussion
Memory Consumption — The grammars are all stored in a single texture. With a
very pessimistic estimate, that an operator occupies 3 pixels on average and that each
facade is encoded into 85 rules, we get approximately 256 pixels that are needed for
this particular grammar. With a texture that has a resolution of 4096 × 4096, we are
able to store 65536 unique facade descriptions consuming 128 megabytes of graphics
memory. In practice, most of the rules, e.g. for generating the rooms, are randomly
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reused throughout the grammar which typically results in facade grammars that occupy
a lot less than 256 pixels. The complete grammar of Figure 9.9, e.g., only contains 330
rules that occupy 741 pixels in the grammar texture consuming 5928 bytes. Due to the
random variations this is already sufficient to generate a wide variety of textures for the
entire city model.
However, since graphics cards even handle textures of a large size, there is no need to
introduce a more complex evaluation system on the GPU that can handle parametric
rules. Instead, rule sets can simply be copied to enable the instantiation of a single
grammar with varying parameter values. In future work, the copying of rules could be
done by a precompiler such that we get the freedom of using parametric rules without
touching the evaluation system.
For the low resolution polygonal mesh we need to store several information in the
vertex buffer summing up to 68 bytes per vertex assuming 4 bytes for one float number.
The sum of 68 bytes results from the vertex position (12 bytes), the texture coordinates
(8 bytes), the scope size of the complete facade (8 bytes), the start rule (8 bytes), the
random seed (8 bytes), the normal (12 bytes) and the tangent (12 bytes). The Aachen
model, e.g., has around 1.8 million vertices which yields an overall memory consumption
of around 120 megabytes. Most of the graphics card memory is needed for the texture
array holding the atomic elements like windows, doors or decorations. Depending on
the available memory, the resolution of the textures can be adjusted.
Limitations — The presented method relies on the idea of sudividing a rectangular
scope along a certain axis. While this approach works well for the creation of facades,
organic structures like trees can not be handled in this way as they do not result from
a subdivision of a bounding volume, but from a growth process that starts in a single
point. In this case, the whole grammar has to be evaluated in advance to determine the
final geometry.
Evaluating a grammar on-the-fly causes aliasing artifacts, because it is a discrete
decision into which element a certain pixel falls, i.e. the subdivision always returns one
element for a certain pixel, although the pixel area might cover several split intervals.
The errors could be prevented by an adaptive supersampling approach that samples more
often around splits, however, more sophisticated methods require additional research on
that topic.
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Facades with High Geometric Detail
The compositing of high quality facade textures on the GPU tackles a lot of memory
and performance issues, however, the coarse proxy does not provide any real geometric
details. We overcome this limitation by enriching the rendering with newly instantiated
polygonal items directly in screen space. Instead of sampling from a texture during the
per-pixel evaluation, the procedural description is allowed to instantiate new geometric
elements (cf. Figure 10.1). Formally, this is achieved by several new terminal operations.
Instead of just sampling from a 2D texture, the new operators enable the attachment of
geometric assets which are scaled to perfectly fit into the terminal scope.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 10.1.: The per pixel evaluation of the grammar starts with the full facade scope
S = (Sl=0, Sb=0, Sr=w, St=h) at texture coordinates t = (u∈[0, w], v∈[0, h]) where
s = (w, h) is the initial size of the facade (a). After tracing down several subdivision
steps, which will successively reduce the size of S, the evaluation reaches a scope that
is associated with a terminal operation (b). At this point we can either sample from a
texture (c) or instantiate a new geometric item (d). Note that the texture as well as the
geometry will be scaled to perfectly fit into the scope.
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Since our approach utilizes the parallel processing power of the GPU, many pixels
might evaluate the same rules and therefore also want to instantiate the same geometric
details. We prevent this duplicated instantiation by a cache that is inspired by GPU
hashing techniques as presented by Garc´ıa et al. [GLHL11] and Reiner et al. [RLD∗12].
While their caching method is used to perform expensive calculations only once, such
that subsequent evaluations can reuse the cached value, we take this idea to guarantee
that only one fragment (in the set of fragments that want to instantiate the same geome-
try) is actually allowed to provide the needed information for the succeeding rasterization
stage.
Marvie et al. have also shown a way to display real 3D geometry by a renderer that
is entirely based on ray casting on the GPU [MGHS11]. The idea is to render a coarse
coverage polygon for each facade and then perform ray casting through the facade space
in the fragment shader. They combine the simulation of geometric detail using the
concepts of interior mapping for inner rooms [vD08], relief mapping for structural details
of the facade materials [POC05], and geometry images for real geometric items that are
placed on the facade [GGH02, DTWL08]. Most importantly, the geometry images are
evaluated by brute force testing all ray/triangle intersections, which is fairly inefficient
even for low-polygon models. In contrast, we perform another rasterization stage which
performs much better on current GPUs, even for geometric models with a high polygon
count.
Due to the application of a screen space technique, the rendering performance of our
method is majorly dependent on the screen resolution and not on the complexity of the
scene which is a great advantage assuming that city models will even grow larger in the
future. However, this introduces visibility artifacts and hence, we need an efficient way
to conservatively determine all potentially visible elements. For example, objects that
are defined on back facing facades but reaching into the visible region of the viewer still
need to be instantiated properly. Note that back facing facades are not rendered due
to back face culling. Consequently, the per-pixel evaluation is not executed and thus, a
more sophisticated evaluation strategy needs to be developed.
In the remainder of this section, we extend the per-pixel evaluation scheme of proce-
dural facade textures (cf. Section 9.1) by the new terminal operators AttachScope and
AttachTexture to allow for attaching detailed geometry based on the current attachment
scope or based on a manually designed attachment texture, respectively. Furthermore,
the issue of duplicated instances as well as the common visibility artifacts are discussed
and elaborated solutions are presented.
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10.1. Pixel Driven Geometry Instances
Similar as in Chapter 9, the input to our system is a coarse polygonal mesh which
consists of extruded floor plans where each facade is represented by a planar quad. Our
rendering pipeline first performs a Z pre-pass on the model to reduce the overdraw
for the expensive per-pixel evaluation of the grammar. This is especially advisable for
street level camera views where a lot of buildings occlude each other. In the second
pass, the model is rasterized again such that the grammar evaluation is performed once
per fragment. In contrast to the planar procedural facade textures, this pass will not
only calculate a color per pixel, but also fills an attachment buffer with information
about the currently visible attachment geometry. Based on the depth, the system will
automatically choose between using the baked texture of the geometry or putting all
needed information into the attachment buffer to render the attached geometry as a
polygonal model in the next step. In the final pass, the attachment buffer is used to
rasterize the attached geometry.
Note, that our pipeline avoids raytracing techniques as often as possible, since the
current graphics hardware performs much faster in rasterization. Therefore, we still
achieve realtime performance (i.e. more than 24 frames per second) for huge scenes
providing a high amount of detailed geometric items.
10.2. Attachment Scopes
We extend the per-pixel evaluation by the following operator:
AttachScope(g, sz, fnear, ffar)
It takes a polygonal geometry g and scales it such that its width and height perfectly fit
into the current scope which is here referred to as attachment scope. Before the rendering
of the city is performed, a designer needs to create a collection of polygonal models (like
windows, doors, or cornices) that should be used as facade details. Hence, the parameter
g is a zero-based ID value that specifies one element in this predefined set of detail object
types. The actual instances generated by AttachScope are then called detail objects.
Conceptually, the idea is similar to sampling a texture that is fit into the current
scope except that the user defines an additional scalar parameter sz for the depth,
i.e. the scale factor along the facade normal. Algorithmically, however, this extension
requires a sophisticated strategy, because attaching a new geometry can not simply be
done on a per-pixel basis and needs to be placed on hold for a later rasterization step.
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The last two parameters fnear and ffar are used to blend between the polygonal ge-
ometry and its corresponding baked texture. A visibility value v is calculated for every
detail object based on the distance d of a detail object to the camera near plane:
v = clamp
(
ffar − d
ffar − fnear , [0, 1]
)
If v = 1 (d < fnear), the detail object is fully visible and should be displayed. For
0 < v < 1, the detail object is faded out gradually using alpha blending. The value of v
is used as its alpha value. If v = 0 (d > ffar), the detail object is too far away from the
viewer and should no longer be rendered. As detail objects fade out, they are replaced
by a 2D texture image of their projection into the facade.
10.2.1. Detail Object Instantiation
Since fragment shaders cannot issue the rasterization of new primitives, the AttachScope
operator will store a list of detail object instances in an auxiliary buffer of floating point
values, which we refer to as the attachment buffer (cf. Figure 10.2). More precisely, we
store the world space transformation of the detail object and the fadeout value which
are utilized in subsequent render passes.
The attachment buffer is logically divided into equally sized sections (one per detail
object type) where each section has a capacity of nmax detail objects. For each detail
object, we need to store its world space transformation (12 values) and the current
fadeout alpha value (1 value) summing up in a stride length of nstride = 13. Due to
this structure, we find the detail object with index i of type j at position p(i, j) =
(j · nmax + i) · nstride in the attachment buffer.
Figure 10.2.: Layout of the attachment counter buffer (top) and attachment buffer
(bottom, occupied slots marked with black dots, nmax = 3). The next free slot in the
attachment buffer for a detail object of type j is found using its counter value i.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10.3.: Detail objects are defined in the [−1, 1]3 unit cube (a). An instance is
transformed to its correct position in facade space (b) and then into world space (c).
Assuming that the detail objects are defined within a unit cube ([−1, 1]3), the affine
transformation is calculated as follows (cf. Figure 10.3). We first obtain the local affine
transformation Fl ∈ R4×4 within the facade by using the center and size of the current
scope S = (Sl,Sb,Sr,St) ∈ R4 and the scaling factor sz:
Fl =

Sr − Sl
2
0 0
Sr + Sl
2
0
St − Sb
2
0
St + Sb
2
0 0 sz 0
0 0 0 1

The local coordinate system Ft ∈ R4×4 of the facade is defined by its tangent t, bitangent
b, normal n and the position o of its lower left corner as follows:
Ft =
(
t b n o
0 0 0 1
)
The final affine transformation that needs to be stored is then given by the upper 3× 4
matrix of M = Ft · Fl.
In addition to the attachment buffer, we maintain an attachment counter buffer. For
every detail object type, it stores an integer value representing the number of detail
objects that have been instantiated. Given a counter value i, the next free location for
detail object type j in the attachment buffer is p(i, j) as illustrated in Figure 10.2.
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The attachment buffer and attachment counter buffer are bound as image uniforms
in the facade evaluation fragment shader to allow for read and write access, both asyn-
chronously and atomically. Instantiating a detail object from within the fragment shader
then consists of these steps:
1. Atomically increment the counter for the respective detail object type j by one.
In OpenGL, this is achieved by an imageAtomicAdd operation on the attachment
counter buffer at position j, where imageAtomicAdd returns the original value i of
the counter before incrementing.
2. Write the detail object data to the attachment buffer at position p(i, j). Since
the detail object atomically obtained a unique position in the buffer, no two detail
objects write their data to the same buffer position and hence, writing can be done
asynchronously.
The data for each detail object type is tightly packed at the beginning of each section
in the attachment buffer. Hence, we can use this data directly to render detail objects
using instanced rendering. We render all detail objects of type j by first binding the
corresponding model and texture data. Given the corresponding counter value i for the
object type j, we then render i instances of the same model. Each individual detail
object can access the previously stored affine transformation in the vertex shader in
order to transform it into world space. A handy implementation detail is the usage of
glDrawArraysIndirect in OpenGL, which is used to issue a draw call for instanced
rendering where the number of instances is read from a buffer. This allows us to directly
use the counter value stored in the attachment counter buffer without downloading the
counter values to the RAM and then issuing the draw calls.
10.2.2. Duplication Prevention
Whenever one fragment of an attachment scope becomes visible, a detail object should
be instantiated. However, if every fragment would proceed in this way, an unmanageable
amount of duplicated detail objects would be created. Hence, duplicated instantiation
would quickly fill up the available capacity of the attachment buffer and the number of
redundantly drawn polygons would significantly decrease the rendering performance.
We prevent duplicates by a caching mechanism, allowing each fragment of an attach-
ment scope to query whether a detail object has already been instantiated. Basically, a
unique detail object ID is assigned to each detail object which is a simple quantization
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id(p) of its corresponding world space position p ∈ R3. The detail object cache is a
buffer storing the ID values of detail objects that have already been instantiated. When
a frame is rendered, the detail object cache is cleared at the beginning. During the
rendering of the procedural facades, each fragment shader evaluating an AttachScope
operator first calculates the ID value id(p) of its detail object. Subsequently, the frag-
ment performs a lookup in the detail object cache. If the ID is present, the detail object
has already been created and no further processing is necessary. Otherwise, the fragment
stores the ID value of the detail object in the cache and then proceeds with writing its
data to the attachment buffer atomically.
Following Cormen et al. [CLRS09], our detail object cache is realized as a hash table
where collisions are resolved by double hashing. Given a detail object ID i, the position
of its ID in the hash table after p probings is given by the primary hashing function
hash(i, p) = (i+ p · hash ′(i)) mod H
where hash ′ is a secondary hashing function and H is the size of the detail object cache.
For the secondary hashing function hash ′ we use
hash ′(i) = 1 + (i mod m)
where m < H. The size H of the detail object cache is chosen to be a prime number,
thus guaranteeing that each probing sequence will have covered the entire hash table
after H probings. As suggested by Cormen et al., we define m to be slightly smaller
than H in order to maximize the number of different probing sequences.
1 i ← id (p)
2 for probe = 0 to H − 1 do
3 pos ← hash ( i , probe )
4 va l ← cacheAt ( pos )
5 i f va l = i then return fa l se
6 i f va l = 0 then
7 r e s ← cacheAtomicCompareSwap ( pos , 0 , i )
8 i f r e s = 0 then return true
9 i f r e s = i then return fa l se
10 end i f
11 end for
12 return fa l se // f a i l u r e
Algorithm 1: Detail object caching
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Algorithm 1 describes how each fragment decides whether it is responsible for creating
a detail object or not. For the maximal number H of probings that can be performed,
the algorithm first samples at the hashed detail object ID pos and stores the result
in a variable val (lines 1-4). If the value of val equals the detail object ID, the al-
gorithm terminates with false, since the object has already been created by another
pixel thread (line 5). Note that this simple check can be done asynchronously for each
pixel for a fast rejection. If the value of val is 0, we have found a potential candidate
that creates the detail object (line 6). In this case, we perform an atomic operation
(cacheAtomicCompareSwap) on the cache at pos that writes the current ID only if the
cache value is currently 0. The original cache value is returned and stored in a variable
res (line 7). If the value of res is 0, we can safely return true to allow the detail object
instantiation for the current pixel (line 8). If res equals the detail object ID, we termi-
nate with false for the same reason as before, i.e. the object has already been created by
another pixel thread (line 9). Otherwise, the algorithm has read another detail object
ID from the cache and we have to perform the next probing.
Note that we need to read from the cache twice, since several pixels might have
passed the fast rejection. With the atomic operation we can guarantee that only one
pixel performs the detail object instantiation. However, atomic operations stall the GPU
which decreases the rendering performance. Performing an asynchronous fast rejection
mechanism in advance helps to avoid the slow atomic operations as often as possible.
10.2.3. Visibility Artifacts
Screen space techniques provide an automatic level of detail, however, they can be
affected by certain visibility artifacts which have not been addressed so far. There are
three major issues, namely attachment scopes on back faces, attachment scope occlusion,
and attachment scopes outside screen space which result in unwanted popping artifacts,
i.e. objects that suddently disappear although they should still be visible. The remainder
of this section will present our solutions to prevent popping in most common situations.
10.2.3.1. Attachment Scopes on Back Faces
If a facade faces away from the viewer (e.g. at building corners), it is not drawn due to
back face culling. Therefore, all detail objects that might protrude from the facade are
not visible when the viewer is behind the facade plane, although they might be partially
visible (cf. viewpoint 3 in Figure 10.4c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 10.4.: (a,c): Top-down view showing the original polygons (red), auxiliary poly-
gons (red, dashed), scopes (blue), auxiliary scopes (green), and the spanned bounding
boxes (yellow). (a,b): Typical situation where the original scope is visible and the aux-
iliary polygon is not rendered due to back-face culling. (c,d): When moving around a
convex building, either the original scope (1), the auxiliary scope (3), or both (2) are
visible. Otherwise (4), the whole bounding box is occluded.
We solve this problem by rendering auxiliary polygons for all facades. Given a facade
polygon, its auxiliary polygon is obtained by a translation offset d along its normal
vector and inverting its orientation (cf. Figure 10.4a). Auxiliary polygons are rendered
like ordinary facades with the exception that any detail object created is positioned as if
it was created by the actual facade. Furthermore, auxiliary polygons discard any texture
sampling as terminals and just take into account the attach operations such that the
polygons themselves become invisible to the viewer.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 10.5.: (a,c): Top-down views with the color scheme of Figure 10.4. (a,b):
Common occlusions are handled by partially rendering a front facing auxiliary polygon
(2). Most pixels of the auxiliary polygon are either not drawn due to the Z buffer (3) or
discarded if their counterpart on the original polygon is visible (1). (c,d): The original
field of view (blue) is extended to 180◦. Hence, either the scope (1) or the auxiliary
scope (2) is rendered, even if the original polygon is not in the viewport (3). In practice,
we extend the field of view only by a few degrees as shown in the bottom left corner
of the rendering. The semi-transparent logo is only instantiated, since its attachment
scope is visible in the small rendering with the extended field of view.
The offset distance d is determined such that all bounding boxes of the detail objects
fit between the original and the auxiliary facade plane. The value of d for a specific
facade is easily obtained by a conservative estimate which is the maximum of all sz
parameters of AttachScope operators which are applied to that facade.
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The presented strategy provides a solution for rendering detail objects on back facing
facades while minimizing unnecessary evaluations of the facade shader. If the viewer’s
distance to a facade plane is greater than d (e.g. viewpoint 1 in Figure 10.4c), which is
most often the case, the auxiliary polygon is never drawn due to back face culling. Fur-
thermore, we can exploit the early Z testing to minimize fragment shader evaluations by
rendering auxiliary polygons after all regular facade polygons. In the common scenario
of building corners, only a narrow strip of additional fragments is generated for a visible
auxiliary polygon (cf. Figure 10.4d).
10.2.3.2. Attachment Scope Occlusion
Attachment scopes on the original polygons might be occluded and thus, detail objects
might not be instantiated, even if they protrude into the visible area (cf. Figure 10.5a).
Since the detail objects are contained within the bounding box that is spanned between
the attachment scope on the original polygon and its counterpart on the auxiliary poly-
gon, we could simply draw the auxiliary polygon from both sides, however, this would
introduce an significant overdraw of the expensive grammar evaluation. On closer con-
sideration, most attachment scopes are already visible on the original polygon such that
the pixels from the auxiliary polygon are not needed. Inspired by shadow mapping, we
discard all pixels from the auxiliary polygon, if the corresponding pixel on the original
polygon is visible from the current viewport. Due to our Z prepass, this is easily imple-
mented in the fragment shader. We first project the world position of the pixel back to
the original polygon by the inverse offset −d. If the depth value at the original position
is larger than the value stored in the Z buffer, i.e. the pixel on the original polygon is
occluded, we have to evaluate the grammar. Otherwise, the pixel on the original polygon
has been rendered already and we can skip the grammar evaluation. Thus, the overdraw
is limited to slim stripes at building corners (cf. Figure 10.5b).
10.2.3.3. Attachment Scopes Outside Screen Space
A general problem with screen space methods is, that no information about objects
outside the screen borders is available. This leads to the sudden disappearing of detail
objects, as soon as their attachment scope leaves the screen.
We solve this issue by an additional off-screen render pass of the scene with an in-
creased field of view. With a field of view of 180◦ degree, i.e. a degenerated view frustum
spanning a whole half space, and a sufficiently high resolution we could guarantee, that
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the detail objects are instantiated properly, since either the attachment scope on the
original facade or the attachment scope on the auxiliary polygon is visible (cf. Fig-
ure 10.5c). In practice, however, we have to cover the 180◦ with two view frustum
matrices which introduces two additional passes. An empirical test of our rendering
pipeline has shown that a slightly increased field of view (115◦ for rendered images with
90◦, cf. Figure 10.5d) was sufficient and thus, we save one rendering pass.
Furthermore, it turned out, that the additional render pass only needs a very small
resolution. Assuming, that the extent of detail objects is quite limited, they can only
protrude into the visible area, if their corresponding attachment scope is quite close to
the viewer’s position. Consequently, the resolution of this off-screen pass can be very
low, since the attachment scopes are close to the viewer and a single pixel already causes
an object instantiation. In our experiments, a resolution of 160×120 pixels was sufficient
for this purpose (cf. Figure 10.5d).
10.3. Attachment Textures
Instead of using the whole scope for the instantiation of a single detail object (as done
by AttachScope), we allow for more artistic freedom by introducing the AttachTexture
operator. Fine details like ivy, gravel stones, or moss have to be placed controlled but
in a pseudo chaotic fashion, e.g. moss should only be placed in mortar regions of a brick
texture, but the used geometry should be varied in size and orientation to hide the
repetitive reuse of a single geometry.
Given any 2D texture, a corresponding attachment texture defines for certain pixels, if
a detail object should be generated in this pixel during the rendering. Instead of simply
using the detail object type in a pixel we refer to an attribute group (represented as a
1D attribute texture) which assigns a set of attributes to that pixel (cf. Figure 10.6). An
attribute group thereby defines a unique geometry and a transformation for a controlled
instantiation of detail objects on a given texture. A pseudo chaotic appearance is then
achieved by the definition of variances for the values.
The attachment texture is represented by a 2D texture where each color index c of
a pixel signifies whether a detail object should be placed at that position and to which
attribute group it belongs. We use the color index c = 0 to signify that no detail object
is present. A color index of c > 0 refers to a position in the 1D attribute texture thereby
assigning an attribute group to that pixel. In practice, the attributes are packed into the
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Figure 10.6.: An artist can easily associate certain pixels with an attribute group
which is implemented as a 1D texture. We use a set of 15 attributes per group to specify
the geometry, transformations (normal offset, anisotropic scale, rotation), and variances
(offset, isotropic scale, rotation).
color channels of a pixel (typically RGBA) to reduce the number of sampling operations
that have to be performed during rendering. Hence, we only need 4 pixels in the 1D
attribute texture to store our 15 attributes.
10.3.1. Detail Object Instantiation
In our grammar, the user can apply attachment textures by using the following operator:
AttachTexture(t, p, (m1,m2,m3,m4), fnear, ffar)
The first parameter t identifies an attachment texture by a unique ID. Analogously to
the terminal texture sampling (cf. Section 9.1.5), the 4-tuple (m1,m2,m3,m4) ∈ R4
specifies how the texture will be sampled with respect to the parameter p ∈ {Fit ,Rep}.
If p = Fit , the 4-tuple defines a rectangular region in the texture that will be fit into the
current scope. Otherwise, if p = Rep, the first two parameters (m1,m2) define an offset
whereas the second two parameters (m3,m4) define an anisotropic scaling to sample
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from a tileable texture that is repeated infinitely often. The fadeout distances fnear and
ffar are defined similar like in the AttachScope operator.
The AttachTexture operator defines multiple detail objects within the same scope.
Our idea is that each fragment in the scope of an AttachTexture operator should try to
create the detail object associated with the closest attachment pixel in the attachment
texture. Finding the closest attachment pixel for each fragment corresponds to a subdi-
vision of the scope into Voronoi cells. Each Voronoi cell then represents the area in which
fragments try to produce one particular detail object. We pre-generate a Voronoi dia-
gram texture for every attachment texture. Each pixel of this Voronoi diagram texture
stores three values in its r, g, b channels, namely cx, cy ∈ [0, 1], the normalized texture
coordinates of the closest attachment pixel, and i ∈ N, the attribute group index of that
attachment pixel (cf. Figure 10.7).
In contrast to the AttachScope operator where each sampled pixel during the eval-
uation of the grammar tries to instantiate the same detail object, the AttachTexture
operator performs a lookup in the Voronoi diagram texture to retrieve all needed infor-
mation, i.e. cx and cy to calculate the affine transformation and i to perform another
lookup in the corresponding attribute texture to obtain the detail object type g. Note
that all the transformations and their corresponding variances from the attribute group
are taken into account when the affine transformation is calculated.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10.7.: A boardwalk texture (a) is layered with an attachment texture placing
tufts of grass on the gaps in the pavement. The attachment texture is turned into
a Voronoi diagram texture (b) where the red and green color channels of each pixel
represent the texture coordinates of the nearest attachment pixel in the attachment
texture. The detailed grass geometry is only rendered in regions close to the viewer (c).
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10.4.1. Brickwork
As a first example, we enhanced the rendering of masonry by attaching real geometry
for each individual brick (cf. Figure 10.8). Every attachment pixel in the attachment
texture describes the position of one stretcher brick. This attachment texture is tiled
over the area of a facade. Note that the interlocking at corners only works perfectly if
the attachment textures on both sides of a corner fit together and have identical size.
As we can not ensure this for arbitrary city models, we use Repeat operators to create
a tiling with an integer amount of attachment texture repetitions with minimal scaling
distortions. The grammar for this example looks very simple:
S -> RepeatY(2,Row)
Row -> RepeatX(2,Tile)
Tile -> AttachTexture(bricks,Fit,(0,0,1,1),5,10)
This creates tilings of attachment textures with an approximate absolute size of 2 × 2
units while lining up exactly with the facade borders. The fadeout distances 5 and 10
control over which distance the individual brick models are faded out and replaced by
their 2D projection. Only when the viewer moves close to a wall, single bricks become
visible. We improve the appearance of the brick wall by adding random variation to the
transformation parameters of the bricks.
(a) (b)
Figure 10.8.: Attachment texture of a brick wall (a). During the rendering, irregularities
are added by applying random variation to the offset and rotation of the bricks (b).
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10.4.2. Ivy
Facades overgrown with ivy leaves can be created in a similar fashion as brick walls. In
addition to the previous example, we make use of the Layer and SkipMask operators
(cf. Section 9.1.3) to instantiate only a subset of detail objects from a given attachment
texture (cf. Figure 10.9). Conceptually, these operations enable a convenient way to
combine different structures in an artistic fashion, i.e. an artist can use a mask to combine
layers on a per-pixel basis. Even though we have stated so far that both attach operators
stop the evaluation, they actually only stop the evaluation in the current layer. Thus, if
there are other layers on the stack, a further evaluation takes place. This is a necessary
feature in most situations, since the loaded geometry does not need to occlude the whole
scope such that the underlying facade is still partly visible. A facade consisting of a wall
that is partially overgrown with ivy can then be created using the following grammar:
S -> Layer(Wall,Ivy,IvyMask)
IvyMask -> SkipMask (mask, Fit,(0,0,1,1),0, 1)
Ivy -> AttachTexture(ivy, Rep,(0,0,2,2),5,10)
Wall -> SampleTexture(brick,Rep,(0,0,2,2))
The first rule creates a stack of three layers, which is evaluated top-down (cf. Fig-
ure 10.9a). The topmost layer uses the IvyMask rule, so that the SkipMask operator is
applied in order to decide whether the layer below should be evaluated (white region)
or skipped (black region). Only for the white region, the Ivy rule will be evaluated and
attaches the detail geometry. Finally, the bottommost layer will be evaluated which
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10.9.: A stack of layers with a SkipMask operator on top is used to control
the distribution of ivy leaves on a facade (a). Where the mask is black, the underlying
attachment texture is skipped and no leaves are instantiated (b). Close up (c).
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simply samples the color from a tileable brick texture. Note that the mappings of the
mask texture and the attachment texture of the ivy are independent. The macroscopic
shape of the overgrowth as defined by the mask texture will stretch to fit each facade
(Fit) while the attach texture of the ivy is tileable and repeated (Rep). Therefore, the
ivy geometry is not stretched, but more instances are actually placed on the facade.
10.4.3. Historical Facades
A common feature in European cities are residential buildings from the 19th and early
20th century with richly ornamented facades. The design of these facades is often dom-
inated by a symmetric, axis-aligned layout of windows framed by decorative cornices
and pilasters. This regular structure makes them especially suitable for a representation
using procedural split grammars (cf. Figure 10.10).
We use two main layers to reproduce the appearance of the facades. The lower layer
creates the stucco texture of the facade. Stucco was commonly left plain or was painted
with a single pale color, which we achieve by sampling from a stucco texture and ran-
domly overlaying a faint uniform color. On the upper layer, we create the layout of the
doors and windows as a series of Split and Repeat operations. We first divide the facade
into the first floor with an entrance doorway and the remaining upper floors which are
of equal height. Cornices are placed between floors as separators. The remaining spaces
in the first and upper floors are filled up with windows, which are framed by pilasters
and decorative pediments. We randomly instantiate decorative elements to increase the
variation in the overall city. A snippet to compose a window of different elements is
shown below:
Window -> SplitY((Abs,1.0,Apron), (Rel,1.0,WindowMid), (Abs,1.0,Pilaster))
WindowMid -> SplitX((Abs,0.5,Column), (Rel,1.0,WindowTile), (Abs,0.5,Column))
WindowTile -> Layer(Interior,WindowFrame)
WindowFrame -> AttachScope(frame, 1,30,40)
Pilaster -> AttachScope(pilaster,1,30,40)
Apron -> AttachScope(apron, 1,30,40)
Column -> AttachScope(column, 1,30,40)
Note that we also use interior mapping for the visualization of the rooms behind the
window frames as it was done in Chapter 9.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10.10.: Our reference image shows, that historical facades often provide a high
amount of detail although being structured in a very regular way (a). A set of highly de-
tailed geometrical assets of windows, doors, ornaments, and cornices is used as terminal
shapes (b). A single facade is now composed by the typical split and repeat operators
to instantiate the given assets in a structured way (c). The use of ivy on a facade raises
the geometric complexity of the final result (d).
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Performance — We evaluate the performance of our renderer using the historical facade
grammar on a complete virtual city model. Statistics are taken on a GeForce GTX 470
rendering at a screen resolution of 1024 × 768 while showing the city model from four
different viewpoints (cf. Table 10.1, Figure 10.11). Following the heuristics described by
Cormen et al. [CLRS09], we use an attachment cache with a size of the prime number
H = 76801. In the overhead view, the viewer is so far away from all facades that all
visible attachment scopes are beyond their fadeout distance, thus there are no cache
lookups or detail object instantiations. In the street and facade detail view, the number
of visible detail objects is relatively low. This number rises quickly once a patch of ivy
is viewed up close since the detail object cache fills up and the average length of the
probing sequences increases.
Comparing the set of optimizations we apply for the rendering, i.e. the Z-Prepass,
the early rejection by first reading from the cache asynchronously, and the indirect
draw method to avoid downloading the buffers, our experiments imply the following
conclusion. The average performance is measured for a fly-through in our city model
including all four different viewpoints. Our implementation is seen as a reference with
around 48 FPS in average. Without the indirect draw method, we still get ∼47 FPS,
since the attachment counter buffer is so small that the download does not become a
bottleneck. In contrast, the performance drops to ∼37 FPS without the Z-Prepass.
Especially in street level views, a lot of expensive overdraw decreases the performance
even to less than ∼21 FPS. The biggest performance hit is the early rejection, i.e. if we
just apply atomic operations the pipeline is stalled and drops to ∼17 FPS in average
and even to ∼2 FPS in close up situations.
View FPS DO CL AP
Overhead view 44 0 0 n / a
Street view 55 514 245686 0.006
Facade detail 71 58 475167 0.0
Ivy detail 28 6937 610563 0.018
Table 10.1.: Statistics of our renderer showing the average frames per second (FPS),
the number of placed detail objects (DO) and cache lookups (CL) as well as the average
number of probing (AP) for different views of a given city model (cf. Figure 10.11).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10.11.: Different views of a city used to evaluate the rendering performance
(cf. Table 10.1), i.e. a overhead view showing many buildings without any details (a), a
street view showing detail objects close to the viewer (b), a close-up of the facade details
(c), and a close-up of a facade that instantiates a lot of ivy leafs revealing the potential
geometric complexity of the scene that is still rendered in realtime (d).
Raising the resolution to Full HD (1920× 1080), our fully optimized implementation
still has 28 FPS in average. Although the resolution is 2.6 times higher, the FPS in the
low resolution is only 1.7 times higher. The reason for this is the fact, that the number of
costly atomic operations stays the same. Due to the early rejection our technique scales
well with increased resolution and even for higher resolutions our method is way faster
than the current state-of-the-art (Marvie et al. had 7 FPS at 1280x720 with slightly
faster hardware (GTX 480) [MGHS11]).
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Visibility Artifacts — When the viewer is looking onto a facade at a very sharp angle,
it might happen that certain scopes become too narrow such that the attached geometry
starts to flicker. The fadeout distances have to be chosen carefully, i.e. the texture should
be used as soon as the corresponding scopes become too small. In future work, we want
to elaborate on the automatic determination of appropriate parameters reducing the
amount of manual tuning.
In very rare situations, the attachment scope on the original and the auxiliary polygon
are occluded. For common city entities, like street lights, this is easily solved by ren-
dering the additional entities in the second path. For the coarse city model, the artifact
only becomes visible in very artificial situations, e.g. if the instanced geometry has a
large extent and the viewer faces a narrow corridor such that both scopes are occluded.
Assuming a moving viewer a possible solution would be to cache the instantiated detail
objects for a certain time interval.
For the attachment textures we currently use the Voronoi texture to obtain the clos-
est attachment point which is eligible for pseudo-chaotic structures like grass or ivy.
More structured patterns, like a brick wall, might better project the geometry into the
attachment texture to assign the corresponding region. However, due to the variances,
both methods actually make sense and we want to leave the choice to the artist in the
future. If objects are allowed to be arbitrarily moved or rotated, the Voronoi texture is
the right choice. In contrast, if objects are defined more or less statically and are only
subject to small variances in rotation or displacement, the projection method would be
more appropriate.
Context Sensitivity — One problem with procedurally generated scenes using split
grammars is their repetitive nature, i.e. many similar instances are placed in the scene
resulting in a rather unrealistic impression for large scale cities. Based on the underlying
texture, the procedural description could also place some kind of volumetric dirt prox-
ies that influence the rendering of their surrounding which would enhance the overall
integrity of the scene. We believe that weathering effects such as presented by Chen et
al. [CXW∗05] could be easily visualized in this way.
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We conclude the thesis by a short summary of our presented approaches in the research
area of procedural modeling with focus on the theoretical background, the interactive
controls, and the realtime rendering of algorithmically generated content. In addition,
we will give an overview of possible future work for the respective parts.
Summary
Our survey of related work has illustrated the large variety of formalisms for the creation
of computer generated content. Terrains are often represented by a composition of noise
functions, plants and street networks are commonly described by L-Systems, buildings
and facades mostly rely on the decomposition principle of split grammars, and the
development of a city can be modeled by cellular automata. On the upside, the domain
specific application of modeling concepts allows for the compact definition of complex
geometries. On the downside, however, it is hard to achieve interoperability between the
formalisms to create integrated virtual environments. Another issue of rule based scene
descriptions is their lack of interactive controls, which makes procedural modeling hard
to be used by anybody who is not familiar with scripting. The major challenge in this
context was the implementation of an intuitive user interface that still allowed for the
application of all modeling language features to keep its overall expressiveness. Finally, a
compact description is an appropriate solution to store a large scale virtual world without
sacrificing its small scale details. Consequently, the realtime rendering of virtual cities
would heavily benefit from an implicit evaluation of the procedural representation such
that the geometry never needs to be stored explicitly.
The first part of this thesis dealt with the design of an integrated modeling language.
It basically relies on the concept of shape grammars, which provide a visual intuition
for the application of rules, i.e. a sequence of operators is directly applied to geometric
entities in the virtual scene. By restricting the arbitrary shape replacement to a small set
of non-terminal classes we achieve a very high evaluation performance without giving up
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flexibility. The use of non-terminal boxes and free form deformation cages enabled us to
even combine different modeling strategies, e.g. growth processes for plants and decom-
positions for buildings, within one unified description. Dynamic modules and abstract
structure templates were introduced to define self-contained procedural objects which
could be reused conveniently. We have shown, that the high reusability of a certain code
snippet leads to the prevention of rule explosion which typically occurs in rule based
replacement systems. By associating semantics with geometric entities in the scene, we
were able to model a whole new class of objects that is majorly important for larger
urban environments, namely interconnected structures like bridges or power poles. End
locations were determined by the application of geometrical queries and the definition
of fixed connection patterns such that rigid mechanical chains and deformable beams
between existing elements in the scene were produced easily. Finally, we proposed the
procedural interpolation of historical city maps in order to produce a plausible anima-
tion of the city development. Valid intervals for real world construction and destruction
events were efficiently added to a timeline such that our system could determine the
actual starting times of these events with respect to certain hard constraints (e.g. de-
pendencies between events) and soft constraints (e.g. scores to rate the importance of
an event).
In the second part of this theses, we presented several concepts to interactively control
the creation and manipulation of procedural objects based on our integrated modeling
language. We enhanced the textual description of the scene by a direct link to the
visual result. Since many complex procedural geometries involve abstract mathematical
formulas, we cannot get rid of the underlying formal description, however, it turned out
that a graphical interface could at least support the author of a procedural object. For
example, in a purely textual description, local modifications of the scene were a serious
difficulty, since it is hard to figure out which parameters need to be changed in order to
achieve the imagined effect. Instead of manually searching a certain operator in the code,
our system allowed to click on any visualized terminal geometry such that the graphical
user interface automatically revealed all operators that were evaluated for the generation
of the selected item. In addition, parameters of these operators could be changed by
a direct interaction with a manipulator in the 3D viewer which gives a much better
intuition of the resulting effect. One major goal of our interactive application was to
enable even users without modeling experience to compose and modify new procedural
objects. For this reason, we reduced the flexibility of our system to a simple toy block
principle that is fun to use. Professional authors provided a database of self-contained
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high-level primitives which are combined and adjusted easily based on the concepts of
abstract structure templates and dynamic modules. During this process, the underlying
grammar is never revealed to the user anymore. Our small user study proved, that this
high level mode is controlled intuitively and does not assume the user to have advanced
modeling or scripting skills.
In the third part of this thesis, we proposed a technique to render large scale procedural
cities with a high amount of geometrical details in realtime. In a first step, facade
textures were described by a split grammar approach which enabled us to evaluate
the texture on a per-pixel basis from the currently rendered perspective. The method
heavily benefits from the definition of independent layers, i.e. the color of a pixel results
from the composition of different structures. For example, the arrangement of windows
was defined in a foreground layer while the layout of dirt and dust on the wall was
defined in the background layer. In addition, our system supported a stochastic rule
set such that a small grammar could be used quite often without revealing its repetitive
usage. Since the method relies on the rendering of a coarse polygonal city model, the
geometrically complexity is still low, although the quality of the textures might be
very high. Therefore, we presented a screen space technique to instantiate geometrical
assets close to the viewer. The major idea was to trigger a geometry instantiation by
the rendered pixels and thus we would get an inherent level-of-detail system for free.
However, we needed to solve several visibility artifacts, since any detailed geometry
might protrude into the visible area of the viewer but none of the pixels that would
trigger the instantiation is actually rendered from the current perspective. By showing
a large scale city model with a massively high amount of detail we demonstrated that
our approach heavily increased the overall visual quality of the realtime rendering.
Outlook
Our integrated modeling language supports the definition of non-terminal classes as a
substantial feature. In our thesis, we described how to combine different procedural mod-
eling strategies with this concept. However, our system also allows for the integration of
common and conventional modeling approaches like creating smooth NURBS surfaces
or sculpting of voxels. By further providing appropriate manipulators for these new
classes, procedural modeling concepts could be fluently integrated within a conventional
modeling workflow increasing the overall productivity. Self-contained procedural objects
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could be provided by a community in form of a large online database such that even
users without expert modeling skills are able to generate complex scenes in a controlled
and flexible manner.
The creation of plausible animations of the city development currently uses very simple
geometries for the 3D visualization. Our modeling language could be used to create more
complex geometries of the buildings. In addition, intermediate states of the buildings
could be generated including the shell construction and necessary scaffolds. This would
even allow us to apply our procedural interpolation to the construction of an individual
building which would definitely inrease the quality of the final animation. Furthermore,
it would be interesting to improve the applied heuristics of the simulation with respect
to several aspects of the target city, e.g. a planned US city like Austin has most probably
a different growth behavior than a historically grown European city like Aachen.
Finally, our approach for the realtime visualization of cities has a great potential for
further extensions. The major advantage of this approach is the fact, that the geom-
etry never needs to be generated explicitly and hence, the method perfectly scales to
large urban environments. However, the system is currently targeted at the creation of
highly detailed facades. A lot of effort could be put into the research of realtime render-
ing methods for other procedural object domains such as vegetation or interconnected
structures. Furthermore, a multi-pass rendering pipeline could be used to also include
more context sensitive effects such as the instantiation of small flowers in the joints of
the pavement as long as they are close to a facade. In this example, the facade could
instantiate proximity proxies which do not contribute to the final pixel color, but which
associate a certain semantic with a pixel. Consequently, the per-pixel evaluation of the
pavement could query this information to only instantiate a flower, iff the corresponding
pixel lies within the proximity proxy of the facade.
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Computer Graphics Forum
Cover Competition
The Computer Graphics Forum is one of the leading top journals for high quality pub-
lications in the research area of computer graphics. Every year, the cover of the journal
is changed to illustrate the most recent reseach trends in form of an impressive image.
Everybody is permitted to submit a picture which is then judged by the chief editors and
the editorial board members [cgf13]. Using our modeling language, we have submitted
creative images with focus on procedural modeling. On the following pages, we show our
cover proposals with short descriptions on how the corresponding image was generated:
Human Nature — In 2010, we have achieved the second place of the competition with
a picture that demonstrates the expressiveness of G2 combining the modeling strategies
of shape grammars and L-Systems. Although the term human nature is typically used
in a different context, it has to be interpreted with respect to the fusion of formalisms,
i.e. our system unifies the generation of man-made structures contrived by the human
mind and the pseudo-chaotic growth of organic structures as often seen in nature.
Elements — In 2011, we have enlarged the set of formalisms by noise functions and
interconnected structures. Three planets depict the classical elements water, earth, and
fire. They are embedded in a cloudy sky representing air. A roller coaster made of
metal, which is known as the fifth element in some cultures, interconnects the planets.
Deadline — In 2012, we used our language to model a clock that is mechanically con-
nected to the organic high-tech structure. While a time of 5 to 12 is typically associated
with an approaching deadline, crystal balls are symbolic figures for predicting the future.
In the field of research, the organic high-tech structure can be understood as a submis-
sion system for innovative ideas defining future trends in science. Since the deadline is
already pretty close, a lot of submissions are incoming so that some of them are already
spearing out of the fibers.
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Human Nature - Cover Competition 2010
The image was created by our procedural modeling technique using multiple non-terminal
classes. This enables the creation of different object types within a unified modeling
framework, for instance combining architectural and organic structures. The scene is
completely described by a small rule set which automatically creates the high amount
of detail. Even the stones on the wall are unicolored geometric objects which use a ran-
dom variation in their color value for a more realistic overall impression. Therefore, the
scene does not need to contain any textures. Architectural structures are generated by
successively splitting boxes along one of its local axes whereas the simulation of a plant
growth benefits from trilinear free form deformation. The final rendering with ambient
occlusion, soft shadows, and bloom effect on the highlights was done in Blender.
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Elements - Cover Competition 2011
The image depicts the current trend of using procedural modeling techniques for the
content creation of massive scenes with lots of details. Domain specific formalisms enable
the fast generation of several different object classes. Noise functions make up the basis
for the geometrical displacements of the fire and the water planet. In contrast, the tree
and the grass of the earth planet rely on the idea of L-Systems. The roller coaster
is modeled as a spline curve using the concepts of interconnected structures, i.e. the
track automatically produces mechanical connections to solid planets in its environment.
Adopting the idea of shape grammars, we successively split the segments of the track
to generate the fine details such as the fence or the wooden bars. The final rendering of
the scene was done by the mental ray® renderer.
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Deadline - Cover Competition 2012
The image illustrates the expressiveness of our modeling language G2. The dominating
organic structure is defined by an L-System formalism that generates regular hexahedra
along its trajectory. By using a stochastic rule evaluation, each of the hexahedra is
randomly extruded and further processed in three different ways. The first two options
assign a glowing red material or a matte white material, respectively, while the third
option applies a subdivision and generates small organic structures ending in spheres of
glass. The clock is also created by subdividing prism shaped hexahedra approximating
a cylindrical shape. Afterwards, the frame of the clock will automatically produce me-
chanical connections to the surrounding matte white elements. The final rendering of
the scene was done by the mental ray® renderer.
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